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Abstract
For over 1000 years Groswater Paleoeskimo groups occupied the Port au Choix
region ofNewfoundland. Archaeological research in this region has focused on harp seal
hunting sites along the northern shores ofthe Point Riche peninsula. Other sites in more
sheltered, inner coast zones have received little analysis. The Party site (EeBi-30), a
small Groswater site located on the southwestern shore of Back Arm, was excavated in
order to better understand the inner coast zone as well as the entire region of Port au
Choix. The site was occupied at least twice in two separate locations. Area 1 is
interpreted as a summer residential base camp, reliant on a multitude of faunal and floral
resources that are found in this location. Area 2 is interpreted as a late spring/early
summer residential base camp with a faunal focus on harbor seal hunting.
The site scale interpretation is expanded to the zone scale (inner and outer) as well
as the region scale (Port au Choix) with a focus on interpreting landscape and mobility.
Barrett ( 1991: 8) describes landscape as "a form constructed from natural and artificial
features, [which] become a culturally meaningful resource through its routine
occupancy." Mobility provides mechanisms for cultural construction and physical
occupation demonstrating the intricate role mobility has in a group's landscape. In order
to investigate the relationship between Groswater mobility and landscape, six mobility
dimensions (Chatters 1987) are examined at three different spatial scales (site, zone, and
region). Analyses ofthese dimensions and scales suggest how mobility shaped the
Groswater landscape, and what this landscape may have been like for Groswater people.
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Chapte:r 1

Beginnings
If the Palaeo-Eskimos were to be understood,

it would have to be on the basis of archaeology alone.
-Robert McGhee

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between Groswater
mobility and landscape in the Port au Choix region ofNewfoundland (Figure 1.1). The
majority of archaeological studies relating aspects of mobility to landscape focus on
roads (Witcher 1997), transportation (Sheets and Sever 1991; Southerland and Brown
1989), communication (Sheets and Sever 1991; Baldia 1998; Raetzel-Fabian 2000) and
politics (Vivian 1998). Little archaeological research attempts to study this relationship
in a prehistoric and/or hunter-gatherer context (for exceptions see: Barker 1981; Kelly
1995; Bruck and Goodman 1999; Bamforth and Woodman 2004).
This thesis adopts the perspective that mobility is more than simply the way in
which humans move or moved across the landscape and that landscape is more than
where people organized their subsistence (Evans 1985). Instead mobility is interpreted as
part of landscape. In this fashion studying aspects of mobility allows archaeologists to
infer parts ofthe cultural landscape of ancient peoples. Barrett's (1991 :8) definition of
landscape as a "form constructed from natural and artificial features, [which] become a
culturally meaningful resource through its routine occupancy" expresses the rationale by
which I connect mobility with landscape. Mobility provides mechanisms for both
cultural construction and physical occupancy demonstrating the intricate role it has in a
group's landscape. These sentiments build on recent developments in landscape
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archaeology that suggest that landscape is a cultural construct, shaped by myth, history,
memory and tradition, and invested with social meaning (e.g. Bradley 1991; Bender
1993; Tilley 1994; Barrett 1994; Schama1995; Bruck and Goodman 1999). This new
tradition of archaeological theory and discussion promotes the importance of human
perception in the understanding of spatial relations at the landscape level (Bruck and
Goodman 1999:1).

N

I

Labrador

Quebec

0

100

200 km

Figure 1.1: Location of Port au. Choix
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Archaeological investigation at Port au Choix, Newfoundland has uncovered 12
Groswater Paleoeskimo sites. These sites represent a variety of seasonal occupations in
two different geographic zones: the inner and outer coast. The outer coast sites are better
documented and have received more archaeological analysis. This is due to the fact that
they are located in protected Parks Canada land and have not been disturbed or destroyed
by cultural or natural formation processes. In contrast, very little substantial data exist
pertaining to the inner coast sites which are located in the modem town and therefore
have been subject to much disturbance.
One of the main focal points ofthis thesis is to describe the excavation at an inner
coast site in Port au Choix: the Party site (EeBi-30). Chapter 2 briefly examines
Groswater research in northeastern North America. This provides a methodological and
historical background to Groswater investigation in the larger region. Chapter 3
introduces the site setting and resource structure to assess subsistence potential at the
inner coast zone. Chapter 4 outlines the methods and results from the 2003 excavation.
Chapter 5 is an intrasite analysis that suggests the variations observed between the two
areas excavated at the Party site are due to economic functional differences based on the
Groswater Paleoeskimo's mobile seasonal round. Mobility is expanded at the site scale
by applying Chatters' (1987) concepts of different mobility dimensions. These
descriptions allow a better overall interpretation of the Groswater occupation at Port au
Choix.
Up to this point, traditional interpretive frameworks which relate mobility to
subsistence are employed in order to standardize past with present research. However,
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there is one Groswater site in Port au Choix that is difficult to interpret within this
framework. Phillip's Garden West (EeBi-11) is hypothesized to be a ritual site with
important but indirect relations to food-getting activities (Wells 2002; Renoufin press).
This is not to classify Groswater sites as either "subsistence" or "ritual", as most sites
likely have aspects ofboth. Instead, analyzing sites that appear to predominantly have
only subsistence or ritual purpose allows research to identify specific aspects of each type
ofbehavior. Once this information is attained, aspects ofboth ritual and subsistence can
be better identified on single sites. It is unrealistic and detrimental to the study of
Groswater archaeology to continue to separate the ritual and the subsistence aspects of
Groswater society. It is in this vein that Phillip's Garden West is investigated in terms of
its role in Groswater mobility and landscape. This analysis is part of Chapter 6.
Chatters' (1987) six mobility dimensions are applied to all sites in the Port au
Choix region (Chapter 6). One ofthe problems of simplifying a complex concept such as
mobility is that it limits our understanding ofthe past (Bamforth and Woodman 2004).
For this reason, the six mobility dimensions are investigated at three different scales in an
attempt to augment the lines of evidence. These scales are predominantly a spatial
construct and fall in the "micro" to "meso" scale range (Dincauze 1987). Although these
scales may not represent all Groswater movements, they do go from the site-scale
(Chapter 6) to the zone and regional scales (Chapter 7) and overall provide an effective
scalar model for Port au Choix.
Each time a mobility dimension is discussed, attempts are made to move from
static two dimensional data (i.e. points on a map), to a perspective ofhow humans might
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experience and relate to space. This methodology endeavors to preserve an objective
approach to archaeological data while at the same time recognizing an archaeological
landscape imbued with cultural meaning. As the scales of interpretation move from site
to region, trends in landscape occupation and cultural construction are discussed for each
mobility dimension. By actively embedding mobility dimensions in each landscape
scale, the intricate relationship between mobility as it is perceived archaeologically and
landscape becomes apparent.
In terms of the relationship between humans and landscape it is difficult to move
away from environmental or economic interpretations. This thesis does not intend to
forget the subsistence goals that motivated Groswater groups; instead it attempts to link
the economic goals of a hunting and gathering society with a socially and culturally
constructed landscape. Mobility and landscape can no longer be considered distinct
entities. Movement does not happen separate from landscape; rather it happens as part of
landscape.
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Chapter 2
Past Ideas
Ifyou would understand anything,
observe its beginning and its development.
-Aristotle
Introduction
This chapter presents an overview of Groswater Paleoeskimo research in eastern
North America. From this it moves to a more specific discussion of the Groswater work
done in Port au Choix, Newfoundland. In particular, settlement, mobility and lithic
material culture are explored. Finally, the Party site is introduced including its
archaeological history and relevance to understanding the Groswater occupation at Port
au Choix.

The Groswater .Paleoeskimo - In General
Settlement Patterns

Fitzhugh (1972) proposed the first Groswater settlement model and based it on a
'modified-maritime' adaptation strategy. This further developed with Pastore (1986),
Schwarz (1994) and Holly (1997), all ofwhom draw general conclusions regarding the
settlement patterns ofthe Paleoeskimo cultures on the island ofNewfoundland. Other
researchers such as Renouf(1994), Pintal (1994) and LeBlanc (2000) describe settlement
in a more localized fashion, whereby different potential strategies emerge depending on
the environment that is present in a particular area. Overall, the importance of the coastal
resources is clear; a theme present from Fitzhugh (1972) to LeBlanc (2000).
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A "Groswater Dorset" lithic variant was first identified by Fitzhugh in 1972 in
Groswater Bay, Labrador. He proposed a "modified maritime" settlement system which
was coastally restricted with a specialization in marine resources (Fitzhugh 1972: 158).
The potential for land-based resources was mentioned, but this was done without the
benefit of archaeological evidence from the interior. Although the significance of seal
and walrus are predominant in Fitzhugh's "Groswater Dorset" subsistence description, he
also suggested the importance of other seasonally available foodstuffs such as fish, birds,
certain plants and small mammals. He suggested that Groswater site location may have
shifted from inner and outer coast locations in accordance to seasonal shifts of resource
acquisition.
Following Fitzhugh's (1972) observation that different settlement locations are
related to physical landscape, Pastore ( 1986) investigated the use of space on the island
ofNewfoundland. The inner coast includes sites "located on the bottom ofbays and
inside sheltered areas of complex coastlines" while outer coast sites are "on islands and
exposed headlands and coastlines" (Pastore 1986:131). Pastore (1986) listed 16 early
Paleoeskimo (Groswater) sites located in the inner or outer coast. The sample indicated
little difference between the number of sites located in the outer coast (n= 10) and in the
inner coast (n=6) (Pastore 1986:133).
Further developing Pastore's (1986) model, Schwarz (1994) included sites from
the interior region. His model included Fitzhugh's (1972) hypothesis that land-based
resources were important to Groswater subsistence. From his observations, Schwarz
(1994) noted that there were more Paleoeskimo sites located in the outer coast zone than
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in the interior, although this may be the result of excavation and survey bias, since the
interior was rarely surveyed. Based on these data Schwarz (1994) proposed a
Paleoeskimo settlement model for Newfoundland. This model predicts that Paleoeskimo
groups occupied the outer coast during the winter and spring to hunt harp seal. During
the summer, they would move to the inner coast where a variety of coastal and riverine
resources could be harvested. Lastly, during the autumn Paleoeskimo groups would
move to the interior for caribou. Schwarz (1994) expanded previous models and
reinforced the idea that Paleoeskimo groups' focus remained for the most part on the
coast and was heavily reliant on the rich seasonal marine resources, in particular seal.
Holly (1997) continued the evolution of the Paleoeskimo settlement model. He
split the Newfoundland landscape into four zones: the inner and outer coast and the near
and deep interior. Again, it was apparent that there were a greater number of
Paleoeskimo sites located in the two coastal zones as opposed the two interior zones.
Specific to the maritime adaptation, there were slightly more sites located in the inner
coast zone (n=36) than the outer coast zone (n=31). Holly (1997:49) described the inner
coast as an intermediate zone between the headlands of the exposed outer coast and the
barrens and forests of the interior. He speculated that inner coast resources would have
contributed as much to the Paleoeskimo diet as seals and/or caribou depending on the
season. Inner coast resources include harbor seal; various fish: capelin, arctic char, brook
trout, shellfish, salmon, smelt, and inshore groundfish; small mammals and birds: ducks,
geese and other migratory birds. Holly (1997) also noted that the majority ofthese
resources would normally be acquired during late spring to late summer.
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Based on this research, Holly (1997) proposed a more detailed version of
Schwarz's (1994) model indicating both a location's resource potential and associated
site types. The outer coast continued to be interpreted as an important location due to the
winter and spring harp seal migration. Sites included larger, more semi-permanent base
camps. The inner coast's resource potential consisted of a variety of resources, and sites
types included spring satellite camps, summer occupations and potential autumn
occupations. The interior continued to play a minimum role in Paleoeskimo settlement
with potential occupation during the autumn caribou hunt or occasional winter foray.
The above models have generalized Groswater and Dorset Paleoeskimo cultures
into one category. However, although both the Groswater and Dorset groups do have
similar settlement patterns, there are differences in their site types. In Newfoundland,
Groswater sites are often smaller and lack large, semi-permanent occupations that occur
at Dorset sites (Renoufin press). These models also communicate an overall pattern of
Groswater settlement at a relatively large area scale. Other researchers working at more
regional scales prefer to observe Groswater groups as adapting to different environments
and responding to this variation with different settlement strategies (LeBlanc 2000).
In terms of spatial scales, this thesis adopts Dincauze's (1987) definitions with a
few minor variations made in accordance with the present research (Table 2.1 ). The
smallest scale is 'micro' or 'occupation' or 'site'. At this scale single occupations,
specific activities and individual habits can be seen. The next scale is called 'meso' or
'zone'. Specific to this research this scale is used when discussing the inner and outer
coast zones. Following is another meso-scale or 'region'. This is predominantly Port au
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Choix throughout this research. Lastly, there is the macro-scale or 'area'. This refers
particularly to Newfoundland through most ofthis thesis, although periodically it may
refer to, or include, Labrador and part of Quebec.

Table 2.1: Spatial scales
Spatial scale
(after Dincauze 1987)
Micro
Meso
Meso
Macro

Archaeological unit

Examples from present research

Occupation; Site
Zone
Region
Area

Area 1; Party site
Inner coast; Outer coast
Port au Choix
Newfoundland

Mobility
Binford (1980) argues that hunter-gatherer mobility operates in predictable ways
depending on the spatial and temporal location of resources and describes two types of
mobility: residential and logistical. Classically, Groswater mobility is defined based on
one of these two mobility types. Residential mobility is the movement of all members of
the group from one residential base to another. Logistical mobility is the movement of
special task groups in and out of the residential base on temporary, focused excursions.
Two subsistence-settlement patterns emerge based on Binford's (1980) mobility types:
forager systems and collector systems. Foragers have high residential mobility and low
logistical mobility while collectors have high logistical mobility and low residential
mobility (Habu and Fitzhugh 2002).
Chatters (1987) expands Binford's ideas by introducing a multidimensional
component to mobility and uses archaeological data to investigate each dimension. He
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defines mobility as "the nature of the movements of people across the landscape"
(Chatters 1987:339). The six dimensions of mobility are: type, frequency, stability,
demography, scheduling and range. Groswater research normally describes mobility type
and ifthe other dimensions are discussed it is within the concept oftype, not separate
from it (LeBlanc 1996; Renouf 1994, in press).
LeBlanc's (1996) model ofGroswater mobility proposes that the way people
move around the landscape is largely dependent on the resource makeup ofthe specific
region. In particular this model proposes that when resources are spatially and
temporally predictable the Groswater practiced a more logistical mobility strategy. This
type of model is proposed in order to explain the mobility strategy employed by the
peoples ofthe Cornick site (EeBi-29) and Phillip's Garden East (EeBi-1), two Groswater
sites in Port au Choix.
Renouf (1994, in press) develops other mobility dimensions including frequency,
demography and range, although she does not use these terms. Most Groswater sites are
small which may have resulted from either short term occupations (frequency) or small
groups of people (demography). In general Groswater mobility frequency is interpreted
as high, based on the observation the sites appear small, as well as on the homogeneity of
raw material and material culture throughout the Groswater groups in Newfoundland,
Labrador and the Quebec lower north shore (Pintal 1994, 1998). Mobility range is
further illustrated by the presence of Ramah chert from northern Labrador in
Newfoundland Groswater artifact collections and Newfoundland cherts found in
Labrador collections (Pintall994, 1998; Anton 2004).
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Lithic Material Culture

Fitzhugh (1972: 148) describes 'Groswater Dorset' as having a highly refined
bifacial industry which included sideblades, comer-notched and single notched knives
and burin-like tools. Other characteristics ofthe lithic assemblage include a high number
ofmicroblades, the use offtake scrapers and a moderate amount of slate (Fitzhugh 1972).
In general, high quality cherts are the predominant choice for the stone tools (Fitzhugh

1972). Twenty years after Fitzhugh first described "Groswater Dorset" material culture
Renouf(1994:172) summarizes the same industry (also Auger 1985; Kennett 1990):

Groswater material culture is characterized by plano-convex side-notched
endblades, chipped and ground chert burin-like tools, a low proportion of
true burins, a high proportion of microblades, circular and ovate sideblades, rare use of soapstone for lamps, finely made bifaces, the use of
high quality cherts.

The Groswater were selective in what types of raw material they used for stone
tool production. High quality Cow Head cherts, found on the west coast of
Newfoundland were the main lithic type in Newfoundland sites. Cow Head cherts can be
a variety of colors including white, black, blue-greens, beige and grey. Patterns such as
swirls, lines or dots may also be present Another variety of Cow Head chert is a brown
or grey translucent chert. Cow Head chert may also have radiolaria present in its cortex.
These are small microfossils that can be visually, or microscopically, observed. Ramah
chert, quarried on the northern coast of Labrador at Ramah Bay is also common (Auger
1985; Robbins 1985; Renoufin press). The situation is similar on the other side ofthe
Strait ofBelle Isle in both Quebec and Labrador (Loring and Cox 1986; Pintal1994,
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1998), although the presence ofRamah chert in Groswater collections becomes more
predominant the closer the sites are to the Ramah Bay (Loring and Cox 1986; Anton
2004).
LeBlanc (2000:34) interprets the Groswater technological organization "as a
strategy that allowed for mobility and flexibility in foraging patterns." She bases this on
four different points. First, Groswater tools were made in stages, in a production system
that transports unfinished tools from one site to another until they were needed. This
method reduces the carrying cost ofthe material (Shott 1986) while also reducing the risk
ofbreakage (LeBlanc 2000). Second, the production system also allowed a considerable
amount of flexibility and reliability. Examples of this include biface blanks and endblade
preforms which can be quickly and efficiently made into whatever tool is necessary
(LeBlanc 2000). This would allow a group to maintain high mobility with a certain
degree of uncertainty since their toolkits allow for variation. Third, the Groswater were
highly selective regarding their raw material. Although this practice limited raw material
acquisition to two locations, the Groswater did not practice much tool recycling. In other
words when a tool was broken or no longer needed it was discarded. This lack of
concern for acquisition cost is linked to the quality of raw material (LeBlanc 2000).
Since high quality raw materials are more reliable and easier to use (Kelly and Todd
1998) less material is needed (LeBlanc 2000:34). This may also be related to the
characteristics of a lithic resource. The Groswater people were aware of where to get raw
material, as well as the fact that this particular raw material is static (does not move) and
plentiful. This results in a resource that is certain and predictable which may have
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allowed Groswater groups to be lenient in terms of raw material conservation. LeBlanc's
(2000) fourth point is that the Groswater have a mobile lithic industry since it includes
many easily modified bifaces and blanks and microblades. The bifaces and blanks are
reduced so that less material needs to be transported, while at the same time allowing for
last minute modifications. Microblades are made from microblade cores which are very
portable since one core can produce many serviceable blades quickly and efficiently
(Kooyman 2000). LeBlanc (2000:34) summarizes that these points indicate Groswater
lithic technology demonstrates adaptability, reliability and portability.

The Groswater Paleoeskimo - Port au Choix Research
Groswater Sites
There are 12 sites in the Port au Choix area that have a Groswater component
(Figure 2.1 ).
Two zones in the Port au Choix region were used by Groswater Paleoeskimo
groups. These are the open expanses along the northern coast of the Point Riche
Peninsula (outer coast zone) and the more sheltered locations along the coastline of Back
Arm (inner coast zone). Extensive research has been done at the sites that run along the
Point Riche Peninsula (Wintemberg 1939, 1940; Harp 1951, 1964; Renouf 1985a, 1985b,
1985c, 1986, 1987, 1987, 1988, 1991a, 1992, 1993, 1994, in press; Kennett 1990;
LeBlanc 1996; Wells 2002). However, very little information is available regarding the
sites surrounding Back Arm, except in mandatory provincial reports, local museum
collections and with local collectors. In fact, ofthe 12 sites only two are published:
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Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West, both located on lhe Point Riche
Penmsula. This results in a incomplete interpretation and understanding of the Groswater

occupation at Port au Choix.

F._,ure 1.1: Cros,uter ~iCts In POI'I 1u Choir

IS

Phillip's Garden East (EeBi -1)
Phillip's Garden East is located on the Point Riche peninsula at an elevation of
approximately 12.5 m above sea level and covers an area of approximately 1500 m 2
(Renouf 1993b,1994). It was first discovered in 1982 by Fitzhugh (1983:121) and further
investigated in 1984, 1986, 1990 and 1991 (Renouf 1994). The range of dates for this
site is between 2760 ± 90 BP 1 (Beta 23979) and 1930 ± 140 BP (Beta 19085), and is it
the oldest dated Groswater site at Port au Choix (Renouf 1993b). Phillip's Garden East
resembles a habitation site, which is not surprising since it is located adjacent to a rich
and predictable harp seal hunting location.
Two structures have been identified on this site. The first (F2) is a round
depression and is virtually free of debris. The function of this structure is unclear, but it
may be a large pit or a dwelling structure. This structure appears to date to an earlier
occupation of the site, 2800-2300 BP (Renoufin press); although in a recent paper
Renouf (2004) suggests that it might relate to the adjacent Dorset site, Phillip's Garden.
If this is the case, it would have been constructed into the Groswater levels dating to
2800-2300 BP. The second feature (F12) is different from the first in many regards and
is associated with later occupation, 2500-2200 BP. It was constructed on the surface of
the ground and is larger than F2. It is also filled with various sorts of debris including
fire-cracked rock, lithic artifacts, lithic debitage and faunal remains. Inside the structure
(Fl2) there was a rock-capped storage pit containing bird bone and seal cranial elements.

1

uncalibrated years before present
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A large amount of material was found at Phillip's Garden East including 2700
lithic artifacts, 74 organic artifacts, 75 000 bones and 35 000 flakes (Renouf 1994). Of
particular interest are thirteen harpoon heads. Many of them are self pointed with an
open-socketed base, and no two are alike. The lithic raw material is predominantly
brown-gray and gray-blue cherts from the Cow Head chert beds, but also includes pieces
of quartz crystal and Ramah chert. Some of the lithic artifacts (endblades, bifaces,
sideblades, and burin-like tools) display small or large areas of surface grinding.
Endblades are predominately plano-convex in cross-section with side notches and all
have a straight base. In addition to the artifact classes already mentioned, other types that
were found at Phillip's Garden East include scrapers, a range of axes, ground slate, a
large number of microblades and possible fragments of soapstone vessels. The soapstone
may be the result of the Dorset occupation.

Phillip's Garden West (EeBi-11)
Phillip's Garden West is approximately a fifteen minute walk west of Phillip's
Garden East. It consists of an area approximately 500 m2 at 13 m elevation (Renouf
1993b, 1994). Dates range from 2540 ± 160 BP (Beta 49759) to 2090 ± 70 BP (Beta
49757), thus showing a temporal overlap with Phillip's Garden East.
One structure was found on this site. It has been interpreted as a tent, 3 m in
diameter with five postholes marking its circumference, and a centrally located hearth
(Renouf 1993b, 1994). There were also two outdoor hearths, as well as an external
workshop area.
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Like Phillip's Garden East there is excellent faunal preservation at Phillip's
Garden West, although at the latter site it occurred on the hillside not the terrace. In
addition to the large amount of seal bone, there is also fish, bird and terrestrial mammal
in the faunal collection (Renouf 1993b; Wells 2002). Cut marks on some of this material
have been interpreted as evidence for bone tool making at Phillip's Garden West,
although there were few organic tools found at the site (Renouf 1993b).
The occupants of Phillip's Garden West also availed of the same cherts as the
occupants of Phillip's Garden East. However, they used a higher percentage of colorful
chert varieties as well as mottled chert (Renoufin press). There was no soapstone found
at this site, which has led to the interpretation ofPhillip's Garden West as a possible
warm weather occupation site (Renouf 1994); however results of faunal analysis (Wells
2002) indicates late winter/early spring. A number of differences can be noted between
the lithic artifacts at this site and those from other Groswater sites (Table 2.2). The
reasons for these differences is at present unknown. However, Renouf (in press)
hypothesizes that Phillip's Garden West may have been some sort of ritual site associated
with the harp seal hunt.

Table 2.2: Phillip's Garden West lithic tool characteristics
Difference
Tool
Elongated, fine serration, concave base, some basal comers are
Endblade
tanged, narrower side notches
Serrated, crescent or semi-lunar shape, smaller
Sideblade
Narrower side notches
Biface
More likely to be rectangular
Burin-like tool
Less (6% of all tools at Phillip's Garden West)
Micro blade
More likely to be rectangular
Scraper
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Settlement Strategies

Based on the information from Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West,
the Point Riche headland has been interpreted as a Groswater harp seal hunting location.
Indeed, even today seal hunters regard the coastline off of the Point Riche headland (i.e.
where Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West are located) to be a prime harp
seal hunting area. Following settlement models like those outlined by Pastore (1986),
Schwarz (1994) and Holly (1997), the Point Riche headland is an outer coast resource
zone that was occupied during the winter/spring seal hunting season. This is adequately
demonstrated by both the Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West sites.
Extensive faunal analysis, in particular Wells (2002) shows that Groswater groups came
to the Point Riche headland to hunt the harp seal populations that arrived in the spring.
However, she does note that other species also contributed a small part to Groswater diet.
The most comprehensive look at settlement in the Port au Choix area is a thesis
that explicitly looks at Groswater mobility in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (LeBlanc 1996).
LeBlanc (1996) acknowledges the importance oflocal environments and how resources
are spatially and temporally distributed. In particular she stresses resource predictability.
When resource predictability was high the Groswater implemented a logistical type of
mobility, implying that they would purposely move to a certain location to procure a
resource (Binford 1980). When resource predictability was not high, or that the precise
location or timing of resources were not assured, the Groswater would adopt a more
residential type of mobility pattern that would have been based on an encounter based
hunting strategy (Binford 1980). LeBlanc (1996) discusses two sites in the Port au Choix
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region: Phillip's Garden East and Cornick. She describes these sites as part of a logistical
mobility pattern based on the predictability of the harp seal both spatially and temporally.
This hypothesis is tested in the present thesis.

An Incomplete Picture
There is an incomplete picture of the Groswater occupation in Port au Choix. The
sites located on the coastline ofBack Arm represent over 60 per cent ofGroswater sites
in Port au Choix. However, little research has investigated any aspect of their function,
seasonality, length of occupation, size, type, or their relationship with other sites in the
reg10n.
Holly (1997) and others (Pastore 1986, Schwarz 1994) comment on the
importance that inner coast resources played in the settlement strategies ofPaleoeskimo
populations. Most ofthe west coast ofNewfoundland does not have the complex
coastline ofthe east coast ofthe island or the coast of Labrador. However, the Port au
Choix region is an exception since it has two peninsulas extending out into the Strait of
Belle Isle (Figure 2.2). This creates an outer coast zone where sea mammal hunting, in
particular the harp seal, would have been advantageous to residents ofthe area. Other
areas have inner coast characteristics which are more sheltered and offer different
resources. One ofthese areas is Back Arm. This sheltered region of Back Arm may have
offered the Groswater more than one reason to come to Port au Choix. In order to
understand the Groswater occupation at Port au Choix, the inner coast zone of Back Arm
needs to be investigated.
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F1gure 2.2: Inntr and outr.r coast zonctt (meso-.scale)

Present Research

As the above sections detail, most of our infommtion about the Groswatcr
occupation of Port au Choix comes from Phillip's Garden E~stand Phillip's Garden
West. Both of these sites are located on the northen> shore oflhe Point Riche peninsula.
Although both of these sites have been well investigated, little is known about otl1er s ites
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in the inner coast zone of Port au Choix. The Party site (EeBi-30) is an inner coast site
that was excavated in order to rectify this imbalance.
The Party site is located on the southern shore of Back Arm, a sheltered cove
created by the Port au Choix peninsula and the Northern Peninsula mainland (Figure 2.3).
The site was initially located because various Paleoeskimo and prehistoric Amerindian
cultural material was eroding out of a bank at the site's location. The Party site has been
surveyed three times in the past fourteen years (Renouf 2002; Renouf and Bell 2001,
2002). The first survey was in 1990 as part of the on-going site survey of Port au Choix.
The cultural material recovered during this survey indicated a Dorset Paleoeskimo and a
prehistoric Amerindian occupation.
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Figure 2.3: Location of the Party site in Port au Choix
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The second survey of the Party site was in 2000 (Renouf and Bell 2001 ). During
this field season a large number of flakes was found as well as some Groswater artifacts.
Test units in the eastern end ofthe site revealed two distinct levels: a Groswater
Paleoeskimo level (radiocarbon dated to 2570±60 BP; Beta 146666) below which was an
Amerindian level.
The third survey of the Party site was done in 2001 (Renouf and Bell 2002). This
time the goal was to investigate the Paleoeskimo component ofthe site and to identify
and assess the extent and density ofthe possible prehistoric Amerindian component (ibid:
2). This survey extended the Paleoeskimo component ofthe site to a minimum of 700 m2 .
It also identified cultural material on two terraces on the site: an upper at an elevation of

8-10 m and a lower at an elevation of 6-8 m. The terraces' stratigraphies are described in
Table 2.3 including the location of cultural material.

Table 2.3: Description ofthe Party site's stratigraphy based on survey work. (Adapted
from Renouf and Bell 2002:40)
Description
Lower Terrace
UJ.!J!er Terrace
Peat, up to 90cm thick.
Cultural material
Levell
Cultural material
Becomes increasingly compact
with depth.
Black
muck, 2-3cm thick
Level2
Cultural material
Cultural material
(upper terrace) Speckly loam,
2-3cm thick (lower terrace)
Coarse brown sand, 1-1 Ocm
Cultural material
Level3
No cultural material
thick
No cultural material No cultural material
Level4 Rounded gravel substrate

Although the three surveys resulted in information about site size and cultural
components, they did not indicate site function, seasonality and detailed culture history.
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The information from the surveys was partial and incomplete, a regular consequence of
survey work. Other work done in the Port au Choix area revealed numerous other
Groswater sites around Back Arm. However, they are disturbed, in contrast to the Party
site. This is the reason for continued focus at the site. The Party site also provides an
opportunity to study sites in the inner coast zone of the Port au Choix region and
therefore better understand the Groswater occupation at Port au Choix. The inner coast
has a different setting from the classic outer coast, harp seal hunting Groswater site;
therefore it may have provided different resources for Groswater people at different times
ofthe year.
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Chapter 3
The Setting
Ye who love the haunts ofnature ... listen to these wild traditions ...
-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Introduction
This chapter reviews the location ofthe Party site and the resources that could
have been harvested from its location. Faunal resources in the wider region (the Strait of
Belle Isle and the Great Northern Peninsula) are described in detail elsewhere (McGhee
and Tuck 1975; Pastore and Tuck 1985; Kroll 1987; Murray 1992). Therefore, this study
primarily focuses on the faunal resources available directly at the Party site with a brief
introduction to the Newfoundland maritime ecosystem in general.
Since no faunal material was recovered from the Party site, the site's subsistence
function and its seasonality are inferred partially from its location which is described in
this chapter. In order to further assess the resource potential at the Party site, faunal
remains found at Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West (Wells 2002) are
assessed and species available at the Party site are highlighted. In addition, species not
recorded in previous faunal lists are also considered.

New:fmmdland Maritime Environment
The Newfoundland ecosystem and its effect on prehistoric Paleoeskimo huntergathering populations has been studied in terms of population extinction (Tuck and
Pastore 1985; Renouf 1999), settlement strategies (Renouf 1984, 1991; Pastore 1985;
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Schwarz 1994; Holly 1997, 2002) and culture change (Renouf 1993b). Recurring themes
in these studies include the seasonality and geographic distribution of resources across
Newfoundland. Subsistence resources could be predicted both spatially and temporally
which allowed prehistoric groups to position themselves at specific locations at particular
times of the year. However, the lack of a diverse resource base, in particular terrestrial
resources, coupled with potential environmental calamities has led some researchers to
regard the Newfoundland environment as facilitating the extinctions of human
populations (Tuck and Pastore 1985). However, this model places prehistoric groups in a
bounded universe which is unlikely since hunter-gatherers are mobile populations.
Mobility allows groups to maintain a working knowledge oflarger areas including what
resources are present as well as access to other groups of people (Kelly 1995).
Interaction across the Strait of Belle Isle is reflected in the cultural similarities between
groups in Newfoundland and those on the mainland (Renouf 1999). Also, although
resources would have been unpredictable due to fluctuations in weather, these situations
were likely to be local and not island-wide (Renouf 1999:410).
An important theme that has emerged from settlement models is that Paleoeskimo
people were maritime specialists (Fitzhugh 1972; Pastore 1986; Schwarz 1994; Holly
1997). Yesner (1980:728) describes maritime hunter gatherers as a "specialized subset of
hunting and gathering peoples" with certain general characteristics. These characteristics
can be used to describe Groswater settlement in Newfoundland including the occupations
at the Party site (Table 3.1 ).
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of maritime-adapted populations (Yesner 1980)
Characteristic (page referenced in brackets)
Notes regarding the Party site
1) High resource biomass - coastal and intertidal zones can be highly productive (728)
Party site is located in an intertidal zone
2) Resource diversity- coastal areas often have greater species diversity resulting in
alternate forms of subsistence (729)
Party site has resource diversity (especially during the warmer months)
3) Environmental stability- Maritime environments are often characterized by greater
ecological stability than corresponding terrestrial environments within the same latitude
(729)
4) 'unearned' resources (after Birdsell 1957): a large portion of maritime resources are
migratory and are exploited with a high maximum yield (729)
Party site has numerous migratory species, or species that can only be exploited during a
specific season
5) Coastal settlement: tend to favor certain areas such as complex coastlines with
protective bays and/or good areas for launching boats (729-730)
Party site is located in a protected bay, and boat launching is possible

6) Lower dependency ratios: some maritime resources such as shellfish, or capelin in
Newfoundland (author's note), can be collected by all people including children and the
elderly, thus are able to support themselves for part of the year putting less stress on the
group as a whole (730)
Resources available at the Party site meet this criteria (mollusks and cape/in for
examples)
7) Technological complexity and cooperation in resource exploitation: sea-mammal
hunting requires complex technologies such as composite tools (730)
Portions of composite tools were found at the Party site

Site Location
The Party site is situated on the southern shore of Back Arm, a sheltered cove
created by the Port au Choix peninsula and the Northern Peninsula mainland. The beach
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is accessible from the site and it is reasonable to assume that this would have provided
important resources for the Groswater at this location. Most of the cove is clearly visible
from the site. However, you cannot see out the mouth ofthe cove unless you are down
on the beach during low tide. This makes the Party site an unlikely candidate for a
lookout site for the harp seals that move through the waters of the Strait of Belle Isle
twice a year. In addition harp seals are not known to go into coves, like Back Arm.
Given its location it is unlikely that the Party site had the same harp seal focus that
Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West had.
The Party site is a short walk from all other Groswater sites in Port au Choix
(Table 3.2). Many of the Groswater sites located around the circumference of Back Arm
are visible from the Party site. It is unknown whether or not the other Groswater sites are

Table 3.2: Groswater sites in Port au Choix
Site Name
Phillip's Garden
Phillip's Garden East
Phillip's Garden West
Trike Path
Point Riche
Cornick
Northcott-Rumbolt
Spence
Party
Harnlyn
Loyd
Offrey
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contemporaneous. However, it appears that the area visually accessible at the Party site
was an active Groswater area. The larger sites on the other side of the Point Riche
peninsula, Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West are not visible from the Party
site, but are one hour's walk away.
It also appears that Groswater groups may have chosen Back Arm for reasons
other than subsistence resources, or its proximity to other sites. Back Arm is one ofthe
most sheltered marine areas in Port au Choix. The two peninsulas that make up part of
Port au Choix, the Point Riche and Port au Choix peninsulas, face the Strait of Belle Isle
on one side. On the other side ofthese two peninsulas is Gargamelle Cove and Back
Arm respectively. Gargamelle Cove is shallow and is not as sheltered. Back Arm is
deeper and is relatively sheltered. In fact, no Groswater sites are known to be located at
the mouth ofBack Arm, instead they are all located in the head, or more sheltered, region
of the Bay.
Resources that may have been available at the Party site include various species
of mammals, fish, birds, mollusks and crustaceans. Many of these would have been
available during the spring, summer and fall months. During the winter the coast is
blocked with ice and according to local residents Back Arm is the first place to cover
over in ice and the last place to thaw. So, although it is a sheltered location, any
resources that rely on open water would not be accessible during the winter months,
which can last from November to May, depending on the yearly conditions.
Presently, a small fresh water stream runs to the east ofthe site and empties into
Back Arm. It does not continuously run, but can be torrential after heavy rains (Figure
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3.1 ). According to local rcsidcms. thts slream used to run more continuously in !he past.
No cuhural material has been located to the east of the stream, all hough the banks are
covered in deep peat. The topography of the land at the eastern edge of the site indicates
that another possible stream may have once emptied into Back Arm. Running through
the sllc area is a visible channel, 1·2 m deep

•laure 3.1: Strnm an.r th~ P•rty tilt

Pbo14: K. Wbtotley

and S m wide. This area has now become forested, but the forest floor in this area is
composed primarily of mosses indicating a continuous moist sub-floor. If this area had

been a river or substantial stream nt the time of Groswntcr occupation it would have been
an influential aspect to why people may have decided to settle at the site. Besides
providing fresh water. it would have also attracted a variety of fi<h and possibly birds.
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Site Resm.nrce Structure
This section reviews the faunal resources that the Groswater used at other sites in
Port au Choix, notably Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West. These include
various species ofbird, mammal, fish, mollusk and crustacean. It is then determined
which ofthese resources may have been available at the Party site and at what times of
the year. This information leads to a hypothetical model of seasonality and subsistence
function for the Party site based on resource availability. These hypotheses are further
tested in subsequent chapters using the tools found at the site and the relationship this site
may have with other Groswater sites in the area.

Avian Resources
Newfoundland and Labrador has the largest gathering of seabirds in the northern
hemisphere and modem numbers indicate that every year 35-40 million marine birds
travel to the province (Snow 1996). Many can be found in large colonies at locations off
the north-eastern tip ofthe Avalon Peninsula, Cape St. Mary's, on the islands southeast
of Fogo Island, Witless Bay, Funk Island and on the islands just off Main Brook and
Goose Cove on the eastern half of the Northern Peninsula (Snow 1996). No large bird
colony is known at Port au Choix, although many different species do migrate through
the area. The bird species that may have been available to the residents ofthe Party site
are summarized in Table 3.3. This table includes when the particular species was most
likely hunted in the Port au Choix area, based on when the species migrates through the
area, and/or when the birds are nesting.
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Table 3.3: Possible avian resources at the Party site
Scientific Name
Common Name
Somateria spectabilis
King eider
Somateria mollisima
Common eider
Mergus merganser
Common merganser

Melanitta sp.

Scoter

Uria aagle

Common murre

Uria lomvia

Thick-billed murre

Cepphus grille

Black guillemot

Alca torda

Razorbill

Aile alle
Lams sp.
Lagopus lagopus

Dovekie
Large gulls
Willow ptarmigan

Season
Spring and Fall (Burrows 1989)
Spring and Fall (Burrows 1989)
Spring, Summer and Fall (Wells
2002)
Spring, Summer and Fall
(Godfrey 1966)
Spring and Summer (Threlfall
1983)
Spring and Summer (Nettleship
and Birkhead 1985)
Spring, Summer, and Fall
(Godfrey 1966)
Spring, Summer (Nettleship and
Birkhead 1985)
Fall (Wells 2002)
Year round (Wells 2002)
Year round (Wells 2002)

The eiders are species of ducks that once numbered in the tens of thousands,
before modem hunting brought their numbers down. It is also the largest duck found off
the shores ofNewfoundland making it a worthwhile endeavor for a hunter. Their
migration pattern would take them past Port au Choix. Mussels and small crabs are their
preferred subsistence. Back Arm is known for populations of both ofthese species so it
is possible that the eider may have been one resource available to the inhabitants ofthe
Party site. The mollusk resources of Back Arm may also have lured other sea birds into
Back Arm including the scoter, another sea duck that consumes mussels; and the
mergansers, who are also known as "shell duck" or "shell bird" due to their known love
of shellfish (Snow 1996).
Murres would be easiest to hunt during their nesting season in the summer
months. However, both species build their nests along flat cliff edges. There are no such
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locations at or near the Party site, so it is unlikely that these species were exploited from
the site. The same can be said about the razorbill which also nests in areas other that
those found at the Party site.
The ptarmigan are not marine birds and prefer grassy, more open expanses (Wells
2002). Thus this bird species is an unlikely resource at the Party site since it does not
have a suitable topography.
The remainder of species mentioned in Table 3.1 may or may not have been
exploited at the Party site. The main reason that these birds may have been in the area
would be for the capelin that come ashore in early summer. This easy prey most likely
attracted many bird species, as well as other animals to the area. This is further discussed
below.
There are other potential avian resources that may have been available at the Party
site. These include other varieties of duck, including the black duck (Anas rubipes), and
the Canada Goose (Branta Canadensis). Both ofthese species are available in the Port
au Choix region today (Burrows 1989, Chapman 1966). However, the Party site is not
known for its modem avian resources in any large number, primarily because there are no
suitable nesting and roosting areas in the area of the site.
In conclusion the avian species that may have been available to the residents of
the Party site would probably been the eiders and the scoter, or other species that rely on
a diet of shellfish or capelin.
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Mammal Resources

A variety of marine and terrestrial mammals were found in the faunal
assemblages from Phillip's Garden East and West (Wells 2002). The species that may
have been available at the Party site are summarized in Table 3.4. Again it is noted when
each species may have been available at the site, or when they would have been the most
desirable. This is based on migration patterns, environmental conditions and social
conditions of the animals.

Table 3.4: Possible mammal resources at the Party site
Scientific Name
Common Name
Season
Rangifer tarandus
Caribou
Winter (Northcott 1974)
Wolf
Year round (Forsyth 1985; Wells
Canis lupus
2002)
Beaver
Year round (Seton 1974)
Castor Canadensis
Year round (winter) (Northcott 1974;
Vulpes vulpes
Red fox
Wells 2002)
Spring and Fall (Sergeant 1991)
Harp seal
Phoca groenladicus
Erignathus barbatus
Spring and summer (Northcott and
Bearded seal
Phillips 1976)
Spring- fall (Northcott and Phillips
Harbor seal
Phoca vitulina
1976)
Spring and summer (Templeman
Balaenoptera acutorostrata Minke whale
1966)

From the above list it is apparent that the Groswater used a number of mammal
resources. Although many species are listed, it is the harp seal that outweighs all other
recovered faunal material combined from archaeological contexts. Phillip's Garden East
and Phillip's Garden West are on the Point Riche headland which is known as a prime
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harp seal hunting location, therefore it is no surprise that the harp seal is predominant in
their faunal collections.
Of the listed terrestrial mammals, only the caribou is known to congregate in large
numbers. Caribou only come to the coast in the winter, a time of dispersal for this animal
(Northcott 1974). Thus, only small groups would have been available to hunters directly
from the Party site. Other possible land mammals, which are not listed include Arctic fox

(Alopex lagopus), ermine ()Justela erminea), hare (Lepus arcticus), lynx (Lynx lynx),
marten (Martes Americana), otter (Lontra Canadensis) and polar bear (Ursus maritimus).
These animals are either solitary or travel and/or live together in small numbers and can
be highly mobile. Instead of one species enticing prehistoric occupation it appears the
potential variety may have been one draw to the inner coast zone.
Marine mammal availability in the Port au Choix region is noticeably different
from the terrestrial mammal availability. Wells (2002:26) states that "the harp seal was
by far the most important resource to the Groswater Palaeoekimo economy at Port au
Choix." However, these seals are not known to come into sheltered bays like Back Arm.
Along with the enormous populations ofharp seal that migrate through the waters off
Port au Choix, a variety of other seals, walrus and whales were also exploited (Wells
2002). Table 3.4 indicates two possible marine mammals that may have played a role in
subsistence at the Party site. First, the bearded seal is known to the shores of Port au
Choix in the spring ofthe year (Northcott and Phillips 1976). It prefers shallow coastal
waters and gravel beaches, both are present on the coast of Back Arm.
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Second. is lhe harbor seal (Figure 3.2). This species is common 10 qute< coves,
bays and inlets around Newfoundland including Back Ann. According to Northcou and
Phillil>S ( 1976), observations from corly in the twentieth century indicate that the harbor

seal was quite numerous on the beaches nt Port au Choix and were easily hunted from

late spring to early fall. Harbor seals arc also well known to areas where freshwater runs
into marine waters. If there was a strcarn or river near che Party site at the time of

Groswatcr occupation then this increases the likelihood of a harbor seal resource. The
luu1)or seal

"ould make a logical resource for lhe Groswatcr to hunt. Gros" ater hunters'

e'perttse at harp seal hunting, demonstnJtod at Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden
West, may have been appliod to harbor and grey seals as well.
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Fish Resources
Although Newfoundland is known for its excellent fish resources, only a few cod

(Gadus morhua) fish bones were found in the faunal collections from Phillip's Garden
East and Phillip's Garden West (Wells 2002). However, given the Groswater peoples'
knowledge of their environment, and since they do not appear to be overly selective, it is
probable that they did extract fish resources at the Party site if they were available. Table
3.5 lists the possible fish resources that may have been available to residents of the Party
site from the waters or shoreline of Back Arm. Also included are species that may have
been located near the site ifthere was a freshwater stream near by.

Table 3.5: Possible fish resources at the Party site
Scientific Name
Common Name
Salvelinus alpinus
Arctic char

Mallotus villosus
Hippoglossus hippoglossus

Capelin
Atlantic halibut

Clupea harengus

Herring

Gadus morhua

Cod

Salmo salar

Atlantic salmon

Osmerus mordax

Rainbow smelt

Season
Spring and Fall (Grant and
Lee 2004)
June-July (Russell970)
Summer (Based on capelin
availability)
Late Spring (Templeman
1966; Grant and Lee 2004)
Summer (Based on capelin
availability)
May-September (Grant and
Lee 2004)
Mid-April- mid-June

Capelin are a small fish that live most oftheir lives in deep waters but come to
shore to spawn in Newfoundland during June and July (Figure 3.3). At this time large
numbers can be trapped on shore and are easily gathered. In the early 19th century Rev.
Louis Anspach reported the capelin landing as such:
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It is impossible to conceive, much more to describe the splcnchd
appearance, on a bcauti ful moonlit night, at this time. Then, the cast
surface ofthe Bay is completely oovcred in myriads of fishes, of various
kinds and sizes, all activity engaged, either in pursuing or avoiding each
other... tlte capclins, hurrying away in immense shoals, to seck a refuge on
the shore ... an easy prey to the women and children (Russel 1970:92).

Both historic and modem reports of the cape! in spawning season indicate that
they come in great numbers for a short time. During this time other prey s pecies come to
shorelines and shallower waters in search of capelin for their own consumption. Even
deep water fish such as cod are kno" n to "hurl itself clear of the water in mad pursuit of
capclin" (Russel 1970:94). Various bud species, marine and

t~al

mammals. as well

ns other fish could have been taken from a beach where the eapelin were spawning. This
would create a very lucrative resource area for a group of hunter gatherers, and may have
well been exploited by the Groswater. Local residents report that capelin arc known to
come into Back Arm to spawn so it is conceivable that they may have been in the area
throughout prehistory.
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Halibut and cod are mostly deep water fish. However, they are known to move
into shallow waters in pursuit of prey or to spawn. Spawning usually happens at least 5
m below the surface and even at this depth may not have been available to Groswater
fishers. So, it is most likely that if any deep water fish were available at the Party site it
would have been at the time when the capelin were coming to shore.
Salmon and smelt may have been occasional visitors to Back Arm or, if there was
a healthy stream, they may have used it during their spawning time. If this is the case
then the Party Site would have been ideally located to catch these fish as they moved into
fresh water in order to lay their eggs.

Mollusk and Crustacean Resources
No species of mollusk or crustaceans have been reported from other sites in the
Port au Choix area. However, this is not surprising since the sites on the outer coast are
not ideally located for acquiring mollusks or crustaceans, and the other sites located
around Back Arm have not reported any faunal preservation. However, Back Arm is
quite rich in these resources. Table 3.6 identifies the possible mollusks and crustaceans
that may have been available from Party site.
Mussel beds are observable at low tide from the Party site (Figure 3.4). This cold
water mollusk is usually found in high numbers in intertidal and shallow waters on rocky
shores (Gordon and Weeks 1982). It is an edible species that has been used by
prehistoric native populations all along the northeastern coast of North America. Mussels
are also well adapted to cold waters and are predictable since they are found in the same
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ar<a one year 10 the nexL They also dra" other species of anomals such os coders and

harbor seals.

Table 3.6: Possible mollusk ond crustacean resources at the Party_,s::,:it"e- ....,..---,--- Sdenllfle Name
C'onunon Name
Seuon (most dependent on
opcn·watcr)
Late <pnng-carly fall (wben
Common blue mussel
the ice co•er Jca,cs)
A-f~rt:eltari.a me:rcenana
Nonhcm qU3bog
Summer-early fall (Collins
1993)
M)'O arenaria
SoR-shcll clam
Summer-early fall (Collins
1993)
Uuorina Uuorea
Common periwinkle
Summer (Gordon and Weeks

1982)
Artictl islandica
lfomarus tmrericamts

Ctmcer lrroratus

Olock clam
American Lobster
Common rock cr•b

Pagunu specie3

Hcrmn crab

Summer (Collins 1993)
Late spring-early fall
Late spring-early fall (Collins
1993)
Late spring-early fall (Collins
1993

P-ar1y t ile
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Quahogs and clams (black and soft-shell) are important mollusk resources
(Gordon and Weeks 1982, Collins 1993). Both are present in the modem waters off
Newfoundland, and the soft-shell clam is harvested by local residents of Port au Choix.
The common periwinkle is also an edible variety of mollusk although not very popular in
modem diets. It is plentiful to Back Arm shorelines where it is found most often on rocks
and seaweed below the high tide mark
Lobsters are found off coastal areas and are distributed from the Straits of Belle
Isle to Cape Hatteras (Squires 1995). According to local residents of Port au Choix
lobster could always be taken from Back Arm. Although these decapods were likely to
be in water too deep for the Groswater to catch, they would entice other species such as
seals, otters and birds to the Back Arm area. Both species of crab that are listed in Table
3.5 are found up to the intertidal zone and therefore could have been gathered by hand.

Summary
There are various faunal species that may have encouraged the Groswater to come
to the Back Arm area. Especially noteworthy are the harbor seals, capelin and mussels.
These three resources would have provided adequate subsistence for a small group of
hunter-gatherers during the warmer season (May-October). All would have been
available in the summer, although the capelin would have had a shorter presence of
approximately two weeks. Other species may have also been procured at sites along
Back Arm, although these would have been more occasional resources.
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Although data on resources and seasonality allow hypotheses about the Groswater
occupation at the Party site, it is excavation that permits actual inferences on what people
were doing at the site. Artifacts, structures, spatial organization, specific location, and
dating can account for what resources were being procured and when, and offer deeper
insights into various aspects of Groswater life.
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Chapter 4

The Excavation
No! those days are gone away,
And their hours are old and gray,
And their minutes buried all
Under the down-trodden pall
Of the leaves of many years
-John Keats

Introduction
This chapter outlines the 2003 excavation at the Party site including the methods,
the results from these excavations and the data recovered from the site. However, before
detailing the description and analysis of the 2003 excavations, the results of the survey
work are briefly summarized. In particular, the survey work done in the clearing is
highlighted, because it is close by and on the same terrace as Area 1.

Previous Survey Work
The Clearing
Location
The clearing is an area at the Party site that had been deforested sometime in the
recent past. Residents of Port au Choix use the area as a camp, or 'party' spot. Its
borders extend approximately 11m from the path in the south to the cliffs edge in the
north, and approximately 15 m east-west. This cutting can be seen on the community
maps of the Port au Choix region (Figure 4.1 ).
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During the 1990 survey six units were excavated 1n the daring totaling
appro>~marely 5 m'. The location offouroflhese uno IS were surveyed in 2000 and

labeled TP 19(}.() I rhrough TP90-{l4, The locations of rhc or her rwo arc csrimatcd based
on the field maps and nores from 1990. These excavations uncovered n possible Dorset
Pulcocskimo and prehistoric Amerindian occupation. Bused on the field noLes from that

TOI)09raphlc S."'es

Hau" 4.l: Location oftM Party sik on I :1.501 tommunU.) •n•p •llllarns mentioned ha tut

y<:ar, II appc3I'S thai lhc Amerindian occupation was below lhc Palcocskimo occupation.
Accordmg 10 the culture hisrory ofrhc area. this would mdicalc char the Indian material

1

11•

IC:~I ptl
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was either Maritime Archaic, or possibly Intermediate Indian. Numerous pieces of
debitage were also collected that are described as made from both Cow Head cherts as
well as Ramah chert. The only potential feature reported is a possible hearth in TP90-04,
which is described as a smaU pit lined with charcoal. This pit was found in association
with a flake end scraper as well as other lithic debitage.
In 2000, a field crew returned to the clearing to continue the survey and excavated
three 1 m x 3 m trenches. They also investigated the eroding cliff face and identified two
'test stations' in this area: test station Band test station C. Unlike the previous survey,
most ofthe cultural material excavated in 2000 indicated a primarily Groswater
Paleoeskimo occupation at the site. This was based on artifacts and the raw material.
One potential feature was identified in TT200-0l. It is described as an oval pit with steep
walls and a round bottom. Charcoal was found within the pit as well as around it. In
addition to this, several flakes and a quartz crystal microblade (EeBi-30:100)3 were found
in the pit.
The last test pit excavated in the clearing was TP01-12, excavated in 2001. This
test pit did not reveal any cultural material indicating a possible eastern extent for the site.

2

TT = test trench
From here on the Borden number (EeBi-30) wm be dropped and only the catalogue number will be
referenced, e.g. #100
3
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Other Survey Locations

Location
Besides the work done in the clearing, other areas tested include the woods, the
bull-dozed area and the ridge between the woods and the bull-dozed area (Figure 4.1 ).

Results
Eight test pits were excavated in 2000 along the southwestern ridge that borders
the woods and the bull-dozed area. There was no cultural material in the first four test
pits (TP00-01- TP00-04). TP00-05 contained a few flakes in the peat, but the majority
of the cultural material, lithic debitage and part of a biface (#114) was located under the
peat in a black mucky layer over the beach. The debitage is described as mostly flakes of
black chert with white specks. TP00-07, located slightly south ofTP00-05, produced a
large number of flakes and a microblade (# 124) in the peat. At the time of excavation, it
was noted that there appeared to be two cultural levels in the peat in TP00-07. The first
included lithic materials, while the second appeared to include lithics, charcoal and
animal hide. The charcoal from this second level is dated to 2570±60 BP (Beta 146666).
Finally, TP00-08 had only one cultural level in the peat, and this was identified as the
same as the lower peat level in TP00-07. A few flakes, animal hide, charcoal and
sporadic occurrences of red ochre were found at the cultural level in TP00-08.
In addition to the eight test pits excavated in 2000, test station A was also

investigated. This test station is a section of the bank that is exposed along the
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southwestern border of the Party site. A small amount of cultural material was collected
here in the level just below the peat.
Twelve test pits were excavated in 2001. Six did not reveal any cultural material
(TP01-02, TP01-04, TP01-05, TP01-08, and TP01-10). TP01-03 and TP01-09 were
located beside each other and had cultural material in the grey-black level below the peat.
TPO 1-01, TPO 1-06 and TPO 1-07 were all located in the woods and had cultural material
in the peat. In particular, TPO 1-06 had a high frequency of artifacts including six
microblades, a preform and numerous :flakes. Further down the slope, in the woods and
closer to the water, TPOl-11 also revealed cultural material. However, instead ofbeing
in the peat like above, it was located in the compact, black, clay-rich sediment that
covered the limestone beach. Test station A was also further investigated and revealed
numerous :flakes, as well as two fire-cracked rocks and charcoal in the dark grey level
over the beach.

2003 Excavation Methodology
Based on the previous survey work, two areas of excavation were opened during
the 2003 field season (Renouf2002; Renoufand Bell 2001, 2002). Both areas were
heavily forested and so the first task was to remove the trees and stumps. Site
stratigraphy indicated that cultural material was buried under a thick layer of peat ( 50-70
em), so the possibility of disturbing the site by the action of removing the trees was
assessed as minimal.
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First we roughly marked offthe areas planned for excavation, and then we
identified the trees in the two excavation areas that needed to be removed. Next we cut
down the tress with a chainsaw, saw or axe. Then we removed them by hand and later
transported them to the beach where we burned them4 • Once the trees were moved we
removed the stumps using a chainsaw and hand saw.
Once the areas were cleared a more definitive excavation area was strung out.
Both areas began as 4 m x 5 m squares. A 50 em baulk was left in place through the
middle of the square. The entire area was strung in four quadrants to facilitate digging.
A test trench was also excavated in association with Area 1 (TT03-01) and was later

joined to the area. A test pit (TP03-02) was excavated in association with Area 2. See
Figure 4.2 for a presentation ofthe two excavation areas.
We chose to use the system of 4 units and a baulk instead of the standard 1m grid
units for ease of excavation since the cultural material was overlain by thick peat and 1
m 2 units would have been awkward. This set up was easier to establish and maintain
since there were fewer strings and pegs that needed to be considered. This also allowed
the excavators more freedom in movement in and around the excavation. In order to
maintain the provenience of artifacts and other cultural material a large majority of them
were recorded electronically with the total station in order to ensure that all data were
provenienced relative to site datum, as well as being collected according to their quadrant
unit.

4

A bonfire permit was obtained.
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The areas were first dug by shovel to just above the known cultural level. This
was based on a depth below surface rccordod by previous survey. Once this was attainod
the areas were dug by trowel until the cultural level was cxposod. At this time all
material was survcyod using a total station theodolite. All artifacts, features and other
relevant topographical information were surveyod. A large portion ofthc dcbitagc was
also survcyod. A modified version ofMaplnfo (Excavation Manager) was used to

Datum
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Path
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Flturt 4.2: 2003 utavatioo areu
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Magnetic North

~

analyze and store the information attained from the survey" We did not screen any ofthe
sediment because most was compact, wet peat that did not sift well through a screen"
Since rock is not found naturally in peat, all lithic material found in peat levels was
assumed to be cultural and was collected"

2003 Excavation
The location, results and stratigraphy of each area is discussed separately"

Area 1
Location
Area 1 (Figure 4.3) is on the 4-6 m above sea level terrace" From the edge ofthis terrace,
the ground slopes sharply down to a rocky beach" This slope is in the process of eroding,
exposing artifacts and flakes" There is a small clearing approximately 2 m east of the
area and there is a path to the south" The path roughly follows the 6 m contour interval
and runs through the entire site bisecting it into an upper and lower terrace" Numerous
test pits and test trenches were excavated in the clearing during the 1990 and 2000 field
seasons (see above)"
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Rwl!s
The 2003 season at the Party site commenced with the excavation of Area 1. ln
order to interpret the horizontal distribution of dotn across the site. lhc excavation area
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was dug down simultaneously in 2-4 em increments. The first aim ofthis excavation was
to understand the cultural activity uncovered in a 2001 test pit (TP01-11). By opening a
larger area at one time, it was hoped that a better view of any possible activity could be
seen.
Results include the location of lithic artifacts and associated debitage, charcoal
samples, and two features. One ofthese features (Feature 1), a hearth or burning area, is
dated to 2710 ± 40 BP (Beta 183603).

Feature 1: This is a hearth or burning area, found in the wall between Unit D and Test
Trench 03-01 (Figure 6). It is comprised of a % circle of rocks, many of which show the
effects of fire (Figure 4.4 and 4.5). A significant amount of charcoal was also found in
association. Very few flakes were found within the borders of the hearth. A Groswater
chipped and ground chert burin-like tool rested directly on top of one of the hearth stones.
Although the majority of the hearth rocks were granitic, three small limestone rocks and
one large limestone rock also appeared to have been part of the hearth. Two other large
limestone rocks were found nearby. Small amounts of red ochre were found at the
hearth's northeastern border.
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Figure 4.4: Feature l

Feature 2: This is a flake concentration located 3m to the west of Feature l. It is located at

the northwestern border of Unit A, throughout most of Unit Band extends into the Unit B's
western and northern walls (Figure 4.6). It is comprised of over 3000 flakes, which is
approximately three quarters o f the total flakes found in Area I . Tlte majority of the Oakes are
small (> I em). A small number of artifacts was also located in this feature as well as charcoal,
and a small number of small fire cracked rocks.
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Stratigmphy
In previous field notes, the site is reported to have various strata according to both
natural and c ultural formation processes. In particular the varying densities of peat were
considered separate natural layers. For the 2003 excavations. the stratigraphy at Area I
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and Area 2 are considered separately. Area 1 is interpreted as having three different
levels (Figure 4. 7).

level1
66-80 em deep

.I I I I I I I I r 1
00 0
0

level2
1-10 em deep
level3

ITIIJ

Cultural material

Figure 4.7: Area 1 stratigraphy

Level 1 is the uppermost level. It is composed of surface litter and a thick layer of
peat (66-80 em) that overlies the cultural deposits. The peat goes from loose and crumbly
in the upper 30 em to compact to very compact at 80 em. The color also changes from a
lighter red-brown to a darker brown the deeper the sediment is located and the more
compact the sediment becomes. There are also orange stains throughout the level which
are due to decomposing organic matter such as roots. The only rock particles found in
this level are small sand particles that most likely were brought up by root or insect
action. Insects were noted by small amounts of exoskeletal remains. There were also
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scattered amounts of charcoal throughout level 1. However, no cultural material was
found associated with it.
Level 2 is primarily identified by the presence of cultural material including
flakes and other debitage, lithic artifacts, fire cracked rock and features. It is found in a
band that ranges from 1-10 em and covers the entire area. The majority of level 2 is
associated with thick, dark grey, clay-like sediment, which is continuous throughout the
entire area. All of this sediment is considered to be part of level 2. Flakes were also
found in the very compact peat just above the clay-like sediment, as well as on the
underlying limestone beach. Due to the presence of cultural material, these sediments are
also considered part of level 2.
Level 3 is the limestone beach under the cultural level and has no cultural material
associated with it. The majority ofthe rocks are between 1 and 6 em in diameter. A
small number ofrocks are not limestone and may be associated with the cultural activity
of level 2. There are many holes and ridges throughout this level which are natural areas
where water sinks down and runs off (Renouf 2003 personal communication).

Area 2
Location
Area 2 is on the 6-8 terrace, 5 m southeast of Area 1. It is located approximately
3m to the south ofthe path and 15m southeast ofthe small clearing (Figure 4.8). See
Figure 4.9 for the spatial layout of Area 2. Seven meters to the west of Area 2 is a large
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deforested, bull-dozed area where much ofthe land has been disturbed in recent times.
Most of this disturbance is from locals acquiring peat for their gardens.

Results
Like Area 1, Area 2 was excavated based on information from previous survey
work. A test 2001 pit (TPO 1-06) revealed numerous artifacts, flakes and a fire-cracked
rock. In addition a 1m x 1m test pit (TP03-02) was put in approximately 2m northwest
ofthe area excavation.
Finds from the area excavation include numerous artifacts and associated
debitage, charcoal samples, fire-cracked rock and three features (Feature 3 - 5). Feature 3
is a flake concentration with many associated artifacts. Feature 4 is a midden and is
dated to 2460 ± 70 BP (Beta 183604). Feature 5 is a hearth.
Results from the test pit (TP03-02) include minimal cultural material. However,
although the test pit did have the same stratigraphy as the rest of Area 2, at the base there
were very large (>50 cm3) limestone rocks. This is unlike any other geological structure
found in the area or on the site and it is unclear as to how it relates to the cultural material
and occupation at the site.
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Feature 3: This is a flake concentration located predominantly in the baulk between
Units A and C and in Unit C along the baulk's wall (Figure 4.9). Compared to the rest of
Area 2, a large amount of lithic debitage was recovered from here. This was evident

while excavation was underway. as well as from the total station analysis, which showed
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more nakes in this region. Mtcrobladcs, a microblade core, cndbladcs, a bonn· like tool,

red ochre and a small amount of charcoal were also uneo'ercd within the confines oflhis
feature.
N
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Ftature 4: T his is a midden in Unit B (Figure 4.9). It continues into both the northwest
and southwest walls aod can be seen in profile along both walls. II has been designated a
mtddcn on the basis of its high conecntration of dcbitage, includtng Oakes from various
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stages of lithic reduction; broken tools; incomplete tools; a high concentration of firecracked rock with no apparent spatial pattern; a high concentration of charcoal; and a
sediment matrix that differs in both color and texture from all other sediments found in
Area 2. It is most likely not a hearth, or other burning area, since the cherts that were
recovered show little or no heat treatment. Nor was it a lithic reduction area since the
amounts of both charcoal and fire-cracked rocks found within the feature. All materials
were intermixed and the midden itself shows no independent stratigraphy.

Feature 5: This is a hearth feature in Unit A and the baulk between Units A and C
(Figure 4.9). It also continues into the southeastern wall and can be seen in profile. The
hearth is composed of a rough circle of fire cracked rocks and charcoal. Flakes were
within the confines of the hearth, although the flake density within the hearth is less than
outside the hearth. No artifacts were in the hearth, and no sediment change was evident,
except for the higher levels of charcoal present.

Stratigraphy
Area 2 has a similar stratigraphy to Area 1 in that it has three natural strata and
one cultural level. The three natural strata are the same as Area 1: a peat level, a dark
grey clay-like sediment, and the limestone beach. As noted above, the cultural material
from Area 1 is found in the dark grey clay-like sediment. Area 2 differs in that the
cultural material is found predominantly in the peat in all cases except for Feature 3
which has its own localized sediment matrix (Figure 4.1 0). Since the two areas are
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separated by a region that has not been excavated, the strata from Area 2 are labeled
independently from those of Area 1. Area 2 has 5 levels labeled 4, 5, 5a, 6 and 7. These
labels continue the sequential numbering began in Area 1.

Level4
50 em deep

level 5
3-10 em deep

level6

[ [ [ [ ] Cultural material

level?
Figure 4.10: Area 2 stratigraphy

Level 4 is the top level. The uppermost part of this level is surface forest litter.
Below this is peat that begins as loose poorly humified sediment with various natural
inclusions including roots, trees and stumps. The peat becomes denser, darker and more
compact the further down it is located. There continues to be remnants of roots and trees
and these are marked by orange stains in the brown peat. This level is approximately 50
em thick although this varies depending on the amount of localized peat build up.
Level 5 is the cultural level. It begins approximately 50 em below ground
surface, although this can range from 50-60 em below ground surface over the entire
area. The level itself is between 3 em and 10 em thick. With the exception of the midden
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(Level Sa) all ofthis level is found in medium to compact dark brown peat. At this depth
there continues to be numerous roots present. Level Sa is comprised ofthe midden
(Feature 4) and is differentiated by its sediment which is significantly darker and leaves a
dark stain on the hands when handled. Cultural material and residue found at Levels 5
and Sa include artifacts, flakes, red ochre, charcoal and fire-cracked rocks.
Levels 6 and 7 are both void of cultural material. Level 6 is a thin dark grey claylike sediment that covers the limestone beach. Level 7 is the limestone beach. The beach
is composed of degrading limestone rocks that are generally small (2-5 em in diameter).

Artifact Description and Analysis
Survey
This section outlines the artifacts recovered from the survey work at the Party site
during the 1990, 2000 and 2001 field seasons. The only exceptions are the artifacts
found in TPO 1-06 and TPO 1-11. Since these two test pits are located directly within the
boundaries of Area 1 and Area 2, they are presented in the 2003 Excavation section
below. The survey artifacts are presented in table form according to the year they were
excavated. All attempts are made to present the provenience for each artifact. All
artifacts were photographed and are presented in Figures 4.11-17 at the end of this
section.
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Catalogue
Number
TP90-01

Artifact Class

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Mass
(g)

EeBi-30:2

Microblade

26.95

11.38

2.17

0.9

Biface

28.18

5.89

8.7

Scraper

22.57

3.21

1.5

6.90

1.54

0.1

TP90-03
EeBi-30:11

TP90-04
EeBi-30:26

TP90-05
EeBi-30:10

Microblade

EeBi-30:17

Microblade

8.53

2.43

0.5

EeBi-30:43

Microblade

11.38

3.03

0.7

27.44

11.74

4.4

12.63

Beach Slope (Test Station B or C)
EeBi-30:39

Indian Biface

The Clearin2 exact provenience unknown)
EeBi-30:7
EeBi-30:6

Dorset Endblade
Microblade

31.05
25.38

17.31
9.88

3.80
3.64

1.6
1.0

EeBi-30:25

Microblade

27.83

8.86

1.99

0.7

EeBi-30:29

Microblade

10.64

1.77

0.4

EeBi-30:9

Biface Preform

25.33

6.49

5.3

EeBi-30:15

Biface Preform

28.11

10.52

10.9

EeBi-30:5

Tip Flute Spall

11.86

2.10

0.7

29.31

Blanks md1cate the data was unable to be obtamed.
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Catalogue
Number
TT00-01

Artifact Class

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

'fhiclrness
(mm)

Mass

29.74

10.04

4.30

1.2

(g)

EeBi-30:55

Endblade

EeBi-30:63

Biface

19.77

4.65

4.2

EeBi-30:80

Blade

19.29

3.13

0.9

EeBi-30:93

Microblade

25.34

7.09

2.29

0.5

EeBi-30: 100

Microblade

19.33

8.61

2.67

0.4

EeBi-30: 103

Microblade

9.87

2.68

1.0

EeBi-30: 104

Microblade

4.06

0.7

0.1

EeBi-30: 106

Microblade

15.75

7.00

2.03

0.2

EeBi-30:91

Core Fragment

46.90

14.97

13.53

12.4

EeBi:30-76

Biface Preform

5.08

0.6

EeBi-30:98

Biface Preform

6.84

4.3

EeBi-30:79

Scraper

14.62

14.66

3.63

0.8

EeBi-30: 107

Scraper

39.41

27.41

7.91

10.2

EeBi-30:95

Ground Slate
Tool Fragment

4.19

1.8

13.74

3.24

1.5

32.83

5.11

10.6

'f'f00-02
EeBi-30:73

Endblade

EeBi-30:84

Knife

EeBi-30:69

Microblade

15.86

4.76

1.21

0.1

EeBi-30:56

Retouched Flake

57.17

31.95

5.12

8.5

EeBi-30: 124

Microblade

40.77

0.51

3.94

1.0

EeBi-30: 140

Microblade

9.06

3.03

0.5

EeBi-30: 114

Biface Preform

8.98

3.8

26.16

4.83

3.8

28.82

TP00-05

West Bank (Test Station A)
EeBi-30:51

Biface

EeBi-30: 128

Scraper

16.77

20.78

4.34

1.6

EeBi-30: 119

Core Fragment

48.19

22.32

17.40

19.7

EeBi-30: 129

Microblade Core

54.08

18.78

16.35

20.8

EeBi-30: 131
EeBi-30:131a

Core Fragment
Core Fragment

52.85
66.64

27.83
46.77

15.61
27.43

27.3
104.6

Blanks indicate the data was unable to be obtained.
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Cotologue
Number
TPOI-lll
EcBi-30: 157
TI'Ot -07
FcBi-30:141

Artlfa~t Clas•

I

Endblnde

1

l ,engtb

Wldtb

(on,;,)

(mm)

44.49

-I

11.84

1-Thl<kneu

I

Mass

(mm)

(2)

3.83

2.2

Endblade

22.60

9.36

2.25

0.4

teB•-30:142

Microblade

49.81

13.84

3.74

2.0

l 'cll•-30:143

~flcroblade

43.20

13.84

3.74

1.1

fi.11.urcs 4.1 1-17: Photos of nnjfucts from survey

1. EcBi-30:84
2. EcBi-30: II

3. EcBi-30:63
4. EcBi-30:39
5. EcBi-30:51

2

1

4

t-laure ... l I: 8ifHtS from sunr)
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• -o::c=:::::;:.-=;::.-~'
•

Flgu~ 4,12:

s

4

3

•

.

Core fratments from sun·e)'

I. EeBi-30: 131 a

4. EeBi-30: 119
5. EeBi-30:91

2. C.:Bi-30: 129
3. &Bi-30: 131

2

3

F'aure4.13: Prdornw (ron} su.ney

I. ~CBI·30: 117
2. EeB•·30:I S

4. EeBi-30:98
5. EcBi-30:9

3. EcBi-30: 114
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6. EeBi-30:93
7. EeBi-30: I06
8. EeBi-30:100
9. EeBi-30:25
I 0. EeBi-30:43

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.

EcB•-30:29
EcBi-30: 140
EeBi-30:6
EcBi-30: 17
EcOi-30:80

l. EcBi-30:107

2. EeBi-30: 128
3. EcBJ-30:26
4. EeBi-30:79
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2003 Excavalion
The following section details the artifacts (tool forms and lithic debitage)
excavated during the 2003 field season. The entire collection consists of lithic remains

only; no organic material was r(."CCvcrcd from the site. Each artifact type is introduced
and then the data arc presented by area (Area I, Area 2). Figures 4.19 and 4.20 indicate
the location of artifact types found in each area from the 2003 excavation. Only the
artifacts identified in the field are included in these figures. Artifacts from TPOI-06 are
considered part of Area 2 and artifacts from TPOI-1 1 are included in Area I.

Awls are classified based on their function to produce holes in an item, such as
cloth or skin. In order fo r this function to be performed part of the artifact must come to

an elongated point. Awls, in Groswatcr contexts. are made
on organic materials such as antler and bone, or stone such
as chert.

One potential awl (#20 1) was found in Area I
(Figure 4.18). It is made from a light brown beige chert. It
has a roughly rectangular base with one side fonning a point.
•
tN

F""

2

J c"'

It may have been reworked from a biface. It does not have

o;t.J•S

much fine flaking and because of this appears expedient.
Figure 4.18: Awl from 2003 euavalion.
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All?&
One adze segment (#326) was found in Area 2 (Figure 4.2 1). It is made from
brown slate that has been ground and polished. It
has a bifacially beveled working edge. Based on its
beveled edge and its surface treatment this artifact
has been designated an adze. Grinding and
polishing an adLC is logical since if the tool has a
Figu~ 4.11:

Adu from 2003 tua,·ation

smoother surface it otTers less resistance so it can

penetrate deeper into the material that is being worked (i.e. wood) (Kooyman 2002:11).

Bif.>cially worked tools and bifaces
Generally speaking bifaccs arc tools that have been bifacially worked.

More

specific to Groswater archaeological collections, bifaces are considered to be cutting
tools. Bi facially worked tools that perfonn other functions such as piercing are usually
speeifically labeled such as 'spear-point' or 'projectile-point'. Groswatcr collections
rarely have spear-point as an artifact class, a!U1ough this docs not mean the Groswater did

not have spears, they just have not been recogni7..ed. This thesis maintains the use of the
tem1 'biface' to refer to cutting tools, although other functions are possible.
LeBlanc (1996:49) describes the various stages in lithic reduction for Groswatcr

biface production. Her reduction process follows four steps. The first step involves
removing larger tlakcs using direct hard hammer percussion. Step two continues tlte
direct hard hammer percussion, but the flakes arc becoming smaller and the hi face is
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becoming thinner. Step three involves the beginning of pressure flaking, while by step
four pressure flaking is exclusive. In Groswater tool assemblages the process ofbifacial
reduction will often involve removing flakes perpendicular to the side of the tool. This
results in parallel flake scars along the edge of the tool.

Biface: knife
In the case of the subclassification 'knife', the biface must show distinct
morphological traits including one straight side and one concave side.
One complete knife (#217) was recovered from Area 1 (Figure 4.22 #1 ). It is
made on a light beige chert with a small number of radiolaria. It has two wide notches at
the base indicating it was hafted. All biface measurements for Area 1 are summarized in
Table 4.1.
Two knives were found in Area 2 (Figure 4.22 #2-3). One (#303) is broken and
the distal portion was the only section recovered. It is made on a brown and beige chert
and radiolaria are present. It has one straight side and one concave side which come to a
sharp point at the distal end. The other (#329) is a nearly complete artifact with only a
small amount broken off at both the extreme distal and proximal ends. It is made of light
and dark grey banded chert and has the knife qualities of one straight side and one
concave side. This knife has one side notch on each side approximately 4mm from the
base. It was found in the midden (Feature 3) which is dated to 2460 ± 70 BP (Beta
183604). All biface measurements from Area 2 are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Biface attributes from Area 1
Element
Numbe:r
Length
A:rtifact
(mm)
of notches
Numbe:r
2
82.94
EeBi-30:217 complete
EeBi-30:222

tip

EeBi-30:241

base

EeBi-30:244

unknown

Width
(mm)
24.36

unknown

Thickness
(mm)
5.94

Mass

2.39

0.1

bd
12.8

0

22.32

3.33

4.5

unknown

30.19

7.08

9.3

25.62

4.69

26.7
(total)

Thickness
(mm)
4.13

Mass
(g)
5.8

Ave:rage
Blanks ind1cate the data was unable to be determmed

Table 4.2: Biface attributes from Area 2
Element
Numbe:r of Length
Artifact
(mm)
notches
Numbe:r
EeBi-30:288 Tip
unknown

Width
(mm)

EeBi-30:289 Tip

unknown

3.85

4.0

EeBi-30:292 Tip

unknown

3.40

1.7

Tip

unknown

20.70

3.71

2.5

23.22

3.75

6.2

EeBi-30:303

EeBi-30:329 Complete

2

EeBi-30:338 Base

2

29.93

5.60

8.7

EeBi-30:344 Base

0

37.14

7.57

14.7

EeBi-30:348 Unknown

1?

28.40

3.85

6.1

1.7

0.1

4.17

49.8
(total)

EeBi-30:376 Tip
Ave:rage

58.88

unknown
58.88

Blanks md1cate the data was unable to be determmed
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27.88

Biface: ground tool
Again, biface refers to a tool type that has been bifacially worked on both sides.
However, in this case a significant amount of grinding is present Many ground tools,
such as adzes and burin-like tools are ground so they may cut into wood, stone and bone
more easily. It may be that these ground bifaces served a similar function.
The basal portion of an almost fully ground biface (#241) was recovered from
Area 1 (Figure 4.22 #4). It is made on a high quality semi-translucent chert. Grinding is
present on both the ventral and dorsal surface.

Biface: other
All remaining bifaces are considered 'other'.
Two segments of other bifaces were recovered from Area 1. One (#257) is the
distal end of either a knife or an endblade, of a semi-translucent grey chert (Figure 4.22
#6). The other (#244) is an undetermined tool form (Figure 4.22 #5). It is asymmetrical
and is broken at one end. It is made of a beige chert and appears to have a slight amount
of grinding near the unbroken end on one side.
Seven other bifaces were recovered from Area 2. They are listed in the order they
were found. Of these, no two are alike in shape or raw material. The first (#288) is made
on a darker grey-blue and light beige chert, heavy with radiolarian (Figure 4.22 #9). The
distal end comes to a sharp point and the base has broken off, thus it is unsure if notches
were present. The second (#289) is of grey chert with lines of beige chert running
throughout the grey matrix in many different directions (Figure 4.22 #12). Radiolaria are
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also present. One end is rounded and tl1e other has broken off. Again it is not evident
whether or not notches were present. The third (#292) is of grey and red-brown chert
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Figure 4.22: Bffacts rro111 2003 Exuvation

I.EeBi-30:2 17
2. EeBi-30:329
3. EcBi-30:303
4. EeBi-30:24 1

5.
6.
7.
8.

EeBi-30:244
EcBi-30:257
EeBi-30:344
EeBi-30:338

9. EeBi-30:288
l 0. EeBi-30:348
11. EcBi-30:292
12. EeBi-30:289

(Figure 4.22 #I I). It resembles the distal end of an cndbladc, only it is most likely too
large to be an endblade. It has a plano-convex transverse cross section and comes to a
sharp po int and is flat on the dorsal surface. The presence of notches cannot be
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determined. The fourth (#338) is of pink-brown and white chert with a small sliver of red
and grey translucent running down one comer (Figure 422 #8). It has one notch on each
side approximately 5.5mm from the base. It appears to be asymmetrical and is missing
its distal end. The fifth (#344) is made on a red and grey/pink and brown chert and may
actually be a biface preform (Figure 4.22 #7). It appears to be symmetrical with no
notches and its distal end is missing. The sixth #348 is made from grey chert with many
radiolaria present (Figure 4.22 #10). It has a 'mitten' shape and is broken off at one end.
The indent that creates the mitten appearance may by a notch, but it is uncertain. Lastly
(#376) one biface tip was identified after excavation. It is made from a grey and beige
chert and has a biconvex cross-section.

Endblade
Endblades are tools that are bifacially worked and thus follow many 'biface'
traits. In the case of Groswater endblades, they are usually made on a flake and it may
only be the tip that is bifacially worked. Surface treatment can include a variable amount
of grinding, although this trait is not a required element for a tool to be considered an
endblade. They are considered a separate artifact class due to their function as hunting
tools. For the most part, endblades were used to tip the end of a harpoon.
Endblades from Groswater sites have been well described in the literature (Auger
1985, 1986; Fitzhugh 1972; Kennett 1990; LeBlanc 1996, 2000; Loring and Cox 1986;
Pintal1994; Renouf 1994, in press). Generally speaking these researchers characterize
Groswater endblades as having plano-convex cross sections, side notches and straight
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unifacially beveled bases. Side notches are made by a combination of chipping and
grinding and show variability in both their width and depth. Base height, which is the
measurement from the base oflhe endbladc to the base of the notch, is characterized as
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Figure 4.23: Endblade:s rrom 2003 extavalion

I. EeBi-30:253
2. EeBi-30:342
3. EeBi-30:296

4. EeOi-30:286
5. EeOi-30:300
6. EeBi-30:353

either low or higl1. Generally speaking, an average base height of 8.5mm is considered
high, while 4.5mm is considered low (Auger 1985; Kennell 1990)
One distal end of an endblade (#253) was recovered from Area I (Figure 4.23 HI).

Measurements are summari1..ed in Table 4.3. it is made from a high quality dark
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brown/black chert. The flaking technique resulted in parallel flake scars running along
both sides of the tool on both the ventral and dorsal surfaces. Since there is no base
present, notch and base attributes are unknown. Instead of a plano-convex cross-section,
it has a bi-convex cross-section. Although this is not the typical cross-section, Kennett
(1990) observes many endblades (29 of 149) in her collection at Phillip's Garden East
with a bi-convex cross-section.

Table 4.3: Endblade attributes from Area 1
Element Number of Length Width Thickness Mass
Artifact
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(g)
notches
Number
EeBi30:253

Tip

10.98

4.46

Box
Height
(mm)

1.0

Blanks md1cate that data was unable to be determmed

Five endblades were found in Area 2 (Table 4.4; Figure 4.23, bottom row). Four (#286,
300, 342, 353) are made from similar grey cherts with light beige bands and radiolaria are
present. The other (#296) is made from a comparable chert but is more brown-grey than
grey and radiolaria are present. The four that have a base present (# 286, 296, 300, 342)
all have a boxed-base, two lateral basal notches, high base heights and a unifaciaHy
beveled base.

The most proximal edge ofthe base in this sample has two shapes

including a straight base (#296, 342), a straight base with one tang(# 286, 300). In the
case of the tangs, they are on opposite comers. All of the endblades have plano-convex
cross-sections.
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Table 4.4: Endblade attributes from Area 2

I Nu.mbe:r

Artifact
Nu.mbe:r

Element

EeBi-30:286

base

EeBi-30:296

complete

EeBi-30:300

base

2

EeBi-30:342

complete

2

EeBi-30:353

tip

1 of
1 notches

Average

Length
(mm)

2

I
II

2

3229

Width
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Mass
(g)

Base
Height
(mm)

19.77

4.19

2.2

9.37

18.12

4.15

2.8

9.26

1722

3.90

1.2

9.13

16.23

4.06

2.4

9.64

3.61

0.8

3.98

9.4
(total)

I

34.24

33.27

17.84

9.35

*-small amount of distal end not present
Blanks indicate the data was unable to be determined

Burin-like tool
Burin-like tools are another tool class that is manufactured using bifacial
reduction. However, these tools were made with the specific purpose of working bone,
antler and other such materials. Due to this function various attributes make burin-like
tools distinctive.
The manufacturing process ofburin-like tools is useful for gaining insight into the
morphology ofthe tool. Auger (1985) and Kennett (1990) describe this process well, and
it is reiterated here. Once a burin-like tool had been chipped to its intentional shape, it
was gropnd. In order to achieve the shape, the tool was further chipped and/or ground.
The amount of grinding on each tool is variable, and may cover only a portion ofthe tool
or the entire surface. Every burin-like tool has two distinctive edges. The thicker edge is
assumed to be the back edge which would have rested against the wall of the haft. The
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opposotc edge, the working edge. is thinner and bifacially bc'cled. The dastal end often

shows a similar bevel and fonns a sharp comer where it meets the working edge. Burinlike cools are grouped in four different shapes: rectangular, triangular, angle-tipped and
windswept (Auger 1985). These shapes do not appear to indicate a difTerenl funclion.
One chipped and ground burin-like tool (#271) was recovered from Area I (Table

4.5; Figure 4.24 #1). It is nearly fully ground on both sides and has l\\O notches at tbe
base. It is triangular and asymmetrical. It was found directly on top of one of the rocks
from Feature I, daced to 2710

2

3

* 40 BP (lkta 183603).

4

6

0

'"'•
fo1curt 4.14: Burin-lib Tools rrom 2003 t :s t,.valion

I. EcBi-30:217

2. llcBi-30:308
3. llcBi-30:317

4. EcBo-30:347
5. EcBi-30:374
6. EcBi-30:294
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Table 4.5: Burin-like tool attributes from Area 1
Artifact
Element
Number of Length
Number
notches
(mm)
EeBi-30:271 complete
2
17.81

Width
(mm)
13.84

Thickness
(mm)
2.76

Mass
(g)
0.9

Blanks md1cate the data was unable to be detemnned

Five burin-like tools were recovered from Area 2 (Table 4.6). These are presented in the
order that they were excavated. The first (#294) is fully ground with very little chipping
evident (Figure 4.24 #6). It is made on a red and grey chert and the distal end has a
rectilinear shape while the proximal end is missing. The second (#308) is also fully
ground, but has more chipping along the sides (Figure 4.24 #2). It is made of grey chert
with lines of beige chert running throughout the grey matrix in many different directions.

Table 4.6: Burin-like tool attributes from Area 2
Element
Artifact
Number of Length
Number
notches
(mm)
EeBi-30:294 Tip
unknown
EeBi-30:308 Medial

Width
(mm)

unknown

Thickness
(mm)
2.98

Mass

3.41

3.2

(~)

2.3

EeBi-30:317 Base

2

19.22

3.18

1.8

EeBi-30:347 Base

0

24.50

5.30

7.0

unknown

18.26

3.85

3.2

20.66

3.74

17.5
(total)

EeBi-30:374 Medial
Average

I
Blanks md1cate the data was unable to be detemnned
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Radiolaria are also present. The third (#317) is made on the same grey chert as #308
(Figure 4.24 #3). Only the base is present but a small amount of grinding can be seen.
Two notches are also present. Unusually, as opposed to the notches being on the side of
the artifact they are located at the comers ofthe base. The fourth (#347) is made of grey
chert with radiolaria present (Figure 4.24 #4). It is a rectangle and is most likely the base
ofthe tool based on the pattern of grinding. It is both ground and chipped and its
transverse cross-section is thinned at one end. The last burin-like tool, (#374) has been
refitted from five separate pieces found in the midden (Feature 4) (Figure 4.24 #5). It is
nearly fully ground on one side and only slightly on the other. It is made on a red and
grey chert similar to #294.

Microblade/blade
Microblades/blades are long, narrow flakes removed from a specialized core. In
general, blades are defined as having generally parallel sides and being relatively thin
(ventral-dorsal). When these blades are less than 5 em long and/or 1cm wide they are
considered microblades (Kooyman 2000).
Following Kooyman's definition (2000), 4 blades and 14 microblades were
recovered from Area 1 (Table 4.7; Figure 4.25). They were made from both quartz
crystal as well as chert. It is worth noting that this is the only artifact class that includes
tools made of quartz crystal. Due to the small overall number of blades and microblades,
and their probable similar function, they are considered together here. Three show signs
of edge retouch and only one has been modified for hafting. All microblades/blades were
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examined under a low power microscope and 13 show signs of use wear based on small
angular flake scars on one or both edges ofthe blade.
Area 2 has 11 microblades and 5 blades (Table 4.8; Figure 426). As with Area 1,
all blades and microblades are considered together. All of the microbladeslblades were
of chert except one micro blade (#351) that was made from quartz crystaL EeBi-30:355 is
most likely a blade that was taken offthe core in order to prepare the core for further
microblade manufacture, also known as a core-preparation flake. This would account for
its larger size. Six microblades were found in the earlier test pit (TPOl-06) (Table 9;
Figure 426 top row).
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Flcure 4.2S: MlcrobjMdtslbl•des rrom Area I

I. Eelli-30:265
2. t'e0t·30:2SS
3. EeBt·30:266
4. EcBi-30:270
S. EeBi-30:274
6. EeBt-30:361

7. EeBi-30:214
8. EeBi-30:236
9. EeBi-30:216
10. EeBi-30:209
II. EeBi-30:263
12. EeBi-30:234
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13. Eelli-30:245
14. EeBi-30:206
IS. EeBi-30:239
16. EeBi-30:269
17. EeBi-30:196
18. EeBi-30:224

Table 4.7: Microblade/blade attributes from Area 1
Artifact
Raw material or
Length Width
(mm)
(mm)
chert type
Number
EeBi-30:196

41.23

EeBi-30:209

Grey-green
translucent
Grey translucent and
white; rl
Pink; rl

EeBi-30:214

Quartz crystal

11.19

EeBi-30:216

Grey translucent and
beige cortex
Light brown and
grey; rl
Light grey; rl

EeBi-30:206

EeBi-30:224
EeBi-30:234

Thickness
(mm)

Mass
(g)

Edge
use or
retouch

8.33

2.33

0.7

Yes

13.51

3.13

1.6

Yes

11.67

2.93

0.4

No

3.94

1.25

0.1

No

11.97

2.41

0.3

Yes

7.65

1.98

0.4

Yes

6.86

1.46

0.1

No

24.60

7.93

2.03

0.2

No

39.74

9.77

3.05

0.9

Yes

EeBi-30:245

Grey-brown fuzzy
translucent
Grey translucent and
grey; rl
Beige; rl

19.25

4.68

3.4

Yes

EeBi-30:255

Quartz crystal

17.47

10.06

2.25

0.3

Yes

EeBi-30:260

Quartz crystal

5.87

1.46

0.1

Yes

EeBi-30:263

Grey translucent

4.83

1.48

0.1

No

EeBi-30:265

Quartz crystal

23.07

4.85

0.86

0.1

Yes

EeBi-30:266

Quartz crystal

17.57

5.57

1.74

0.2

Yes

EeBi-30:269

Grey translucent; rl

9.61

2.35

0.6

Yes

EeBi-30:270

Quartz crystal

5.55

3.04

0.2

Yes

EeBi-30:274

Quartz crystal

7.44

1.47

0.2

Yes

8.59

2.22

EeBi-30:236
EeBi-30:239

Average

15.80
23.83

I
I

Blanks indicate the data was unable to be determined
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r1 -radiolaria present in cortex

9.9

(total)

Table 4.8: Microblade/blade attributes from Area 2
Raw material or Length Width
Artifact
(mm)
(mm)
chert type
Number
EeBi-30:293
EeBi-30:299
EeBi-30:304
EeBi-30:305
EeBi-30:306
EeBi-30:312
EeBi-30:314
EeBi-30:316
EeBi-30:320
EeBi-30:324
EeBi-30:351

Grey and pinkbrown banded; rl
Grey and some
beige; rl
Grey and beige
banded; rl
Pink-brown; rl

I

28.76

8.08

1.07

0.4

Edge
use or
retouch
No

42.11

14.01

4.70

2.2

No

8.16

2.59

0.8

Yes

8.95

2.59

0.3

No

2.39

0.9

No

9.63

4.28

0.7

No

11.96

2.22

0.7

No

11.47

3.18

1.1

No

7.47

3.02

0.3

No

8.74

2.37

0.5

No

4.46

1.05

<0.1

No

8.45

3.29

0.7

No

20.37

10.64

2.86

0.5

No

58.52

19.39

6.32

5.4

No

13.87

4.30

1.9

No

32.36

8.13

3.17

0.6

No

32.65

10.23

3.01

17.0
(total)

Grey and pinkbrown banded; rl
Grey and beige
banded;rl
Grey and pinkbrown banded; rl
Pink-brown; rl
Grey and beige
banded;rl
Grey and beige
banded;rl
Quartz crystal

Grey and beige
banded;rl
EeBi-30:354 Red-brown-grey; rl

13.77

EeBi-30:352

EeBi-30:355

Pink and grey; rl

EeBi-30:359

Grey and beige
banded; rl
Grey and red; rl

EeBi-30:360

Average

Blanks mdtcate the data was unable to be determmed
rl-radiolaria in cortex
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Thidm.ess
(mm)

Mass
(g)

..

Table 4 9· Mierobladc/blade attributes from TPO I .06
Artifact
Raw material or
Length Width
Number
chert type
(mm)
(mm)
EeBi-30: 135

Light beige and
some grey; rl
Light grey and
oink; rl
Red and grey; rl

EcBi-30: 147
EeBi-30: 148
EeBi-30: 149

Grey and beige
banded; rl
Grey beige
banded· rl
Grey and beige
banded· rl

EcBi-30: 150
EeBi-30: 159

Average

Thickness
(rum)

Mass

Edge

(g)

usc or

7.88

1.52

0.4

retouch
No

12.44

4.88

0.87

0.1

No

30.60

7.73

2.26

0.6

No

36.1 1

11.78

2.21

0.8

No

12.27

4.09

1.9

No

4 1.78

13.69

4.23

2.3

No

30.23

9.71

2.53

6.1
(total)

Blanks md1ca1e the data was unable: 10 be decemuood
rl radiolaria in cortex

.,._...rom TPOI ·06
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Core fragments
Cores arc "any large piece of lithic material from which a flake or flakes have
been removed" (Kooyman 2000: 14). Cores are not the primary tool of intent and are a
byproduct of tool manufacture. Core tragments are cores that appear to have been

broken, or have becon1e so small they no longer function as cores.

T able 4.10: Core fragment attnbutes firom Area I
Raw materiaJ or
Cortex
l.<ngth
Artifact
(mo~l
present
Number
chert tVJ>e
Yes
44.07
EeBi-30:362
Light beige

Thickness
lmml

Weight

22.52

13.25

12.6

~;'d.:~
mm

12l

EeBi-30:363

Light beige

No

44.62

16.35

14.64

11.4

EeDi-30:364

Light beige and

No

47.42

36.50

1.57

26.7

EeBi-30:365

Light beige and

Yes

62.71

32.9

14.03

21.9

No

56.72

41.86

13.67

28.1

Yes

43.00

35.26

14.56

17: 9

49.76

30.90

11.95

l!J"CY

grey

EeBi-30:366

Medium beige and

EeBi-30:367

Brown and Black

•rev
Average

I. EeBi-30:367
2. EeBi-30:362
3. EeBi-30:363

.,
2

118.6
ltotall

3

4. EeBi-30:366
5. EeBi-30:365
6 EeBi-30:364

J
4

5
f'ittur~ 4.27:
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Core fragments from Area 1

Six core fragments were found in Area I (Table 4. 10; Figure 4.27). All were
recovered from the northern half of the area in units B and D, as well as in the baulk
between these two units.
Area 2 has 17 core fmgments (Table 4.11; Figure 4.28). One of these rragments

has been refitted from three separate pieces (#340, 341, 346). This is called 'refit I '. All
core fragments were found in Unit B, either in the midden or nearby. The only exception
is one core fragment found in the baulk between Units B and D.
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Figure 4.28: Core fragmtnts from Area 2

l. EeBi-30:373
2. EeBi-30:369
3. EeBi-30:368
4. EeBi-30:343
5. EeBi-30:370

6. EeBi-30:336

I 0. EeBi-30:345

7. EeBi-30:350
8. EeBi-30:297
9. EeBi-30:307

II. EeBi-30:349
12. EeBi-30:330
13. EeBi-30:318
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14. EeBi-30:refit I
15. EeBi-30:290
16. EeBi-30:331
17. EeBi-30:309

Table 4.11: Core fragment attributes from Area 2
Raw material or
Cortex Length
Artifact
chert type
present
(mm)
Number
Red and grey; rl
Yes
EeBi-30:290
58.83

Width
(mm)
28.18

Thickness
(mm)
21.02

Weight
(g)
32.5

EeBi-30:297

White

No

31.40

28.01

12.99

7.9

EeBi-30:307

Grey

Yes

38.16

35.45

13.10

21.2

EeBi-30:309

Red and grey; rl

No

57.62

41.28

16.53

28.4

EeBi-30:318

Grey and beige; rl

Yes

65.01

69.32

19.99

82.0

EeBi-30:330

Grey and beige; rl

No

54.84

39.60

11.55

27.5

EeBi-30:331

Red and grey; rl

Yes

48.10

39.56

13.66

37.7

EeBi-30:333

Grey-brown, rl

No

37.41

32.11

12.94

16.4

EeBi-30:343

Red and grey; rl

Yes

44.87

22.11

17.38

13.3

EeBi-30:345

Grey; rl

Yes

39.20

33.39

8.34

13.1

EeBi-30:349

Red and grey; rl

Yes

46.08

16.86

12.95

8.7

EeBi-30:350

Red and grey; rl

Yes

57.22

20.02

12.55

13.7

EeBi-30:368

Red and grey; rl

No

34.06

24.78

13.35

7.6

EeBi-30:369

Red and grey; rl

No

33.07

31.67

9.29

11.1

EeBi-30:370

Light brown and
black
Grey and red; rl

No

40.99

33.7

5.62

9.2

Yes

37.60

26.31

10.07

8.7

Pink and brown; rl

No

75.93

41.85

15.90

39.0

47.08

33.19

13.37

378
(total)

EeBi-30:373
Refit1

Average
rl-radiolana present m matr1x
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Core: Microblade
A microblade core is a specialized core prepared to remove microblades. Long
parallel flake scars normally run up and down this type of core, with striking platforms at
one or both ends.
One microblade core was
found in Area 2 (Figure 4.29). It
is 54.87mm high and has a mass
of 11 0.4g. Numerous
microblades appear to have been
taken off this core based on the
flake scars. It is composed of
white and grey chert with
radiolaria present.

Figure 4.29: Micro blade core from 2003 excavation

Preform
A preform is an artifact that has been modified in some fashion, but has not
reached the final stages of manufacture (Kooyman 2000). Various stages of preforms
exist along the tool making continuum. In the case of the bifacial reduction outlined
above, there would be different stages of bifacial preforms. Thus a preform can appear
very preliminary, or very near completion. If the type of tool that was ultimately going
to be produced from the preform can be determined then the tool type is specified.
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Five artifacts from Area 1 are designated preforms (Table 4.12). All have been
bifacially worked. Two ofthe five (#240, 262) are similar in form, although they appear
to represent two stages ofbifacial reduction. Both were also found in close proximity to
Feature 1. The first (#262) is made on light beige and has a rounded end (Figure 4.30
#4). The other end is broken off. The second similar artifact (#240) is made on dark
black chert and is thinner than the previous artifact, indicating a later stage in reduction
(Figure 4.30 #5). Again it is rounded at one end and is broken at the other.

The rest of

the preforms are discussed in the order they were excavated. The third preform (#256) is
an edge piece with a small amount of base (Figure 4.30 #2). Based on its size and
bifacial reduction, it appears to have been intended to be a biface of some form.

It is

made on a blue-grey and light grey chert. The fourth preform (#257) is the distal end of a
potential biface made from grey chert (Figure 4.30 #3). The fifth (#264) is an edge piece
from what was most likely intended to be a biface of some form (Figure 4.30 #1 ). Again,
this conclusion is based on the bifacial reduction present on its edge, as well as its size
and shape. It is made on brown chert.

Table 4.12: Preform attributes from Area 1 and TPOl-11
Cortex
Length
Width Thidmess
Artifact
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
present
Number
No
34.12
8.07
EeBi-30:240
No
6.09
EeBi-30:256
4.14
No
EeBi-30:257
46.23
10.82
EeBi-30:262
No
4.23
EeBi-30:264
No
32.92
4.31
EeBi-30: 170
No
40.18
6.67
Average
Blanks md1cate the data was unable to be detemnned
rl-radiolaria present in matrix
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Weight
(g)
10.6
4.3
1.0
25.5
1.9
3.1
46.4
(total)

I. EeBi-30:264
2. EeBi-30:256
3. EeBi-30:257
2
f.romTP01 1I
4

6

•
to~igure 4.30:

4. EeBi-30:262
5. EeBi-30:240
6. EeBi-30: 170 (from
TPOI · II)

Pre(or-ms rrom Ana I and TPOt-11

Nine preforms arc identified in Area 2 (Table 4.13). Two are refilled together
from two pieces found in tl1e Area (11'295, 298 and #302, 328), these prcfonns arc referred
to as 'refit 2' and 'refit 3' respectively. Two of the prcfom1s (#321 and 'refit2') apl)ear

to have been cores that were reduced down so that the exhausted core could be further
developed into a tool (Figure 4.3 1 # I, 2). It is unclear what type of tool these preforms

were intended to be.
Three of the preforms (#285, 372 and ' refit 3') are long and roughly rectangular
in shape (Figure 4.32 # 1·3). One of the longer edges is tapered whi le the other has a

steep edge to facilitate a certain type of flaking. This flaking cechniquc involves

removing long tl1in flake from across chc entire ventral and dorsal surface. This flaking
also appears to have been done to intentionally thin the one edge. Jt is suggested here
that these may be burin-like tool prcfom1s. This is because they have the same transverse
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cross-section, a thinning 'working' edge as finished burin like tools and the flaking
technique may facilitate grinding which is a Groswater burin-like tool attribute (Rast
2004, personal communication). One side of 'refit 3' is almost flat which may also aid
grinding.
The final three preforms appear to be nearly finished bifaces of some sort. They
have been thinned and shaped, but appear to have broken at some time during the final
stages ofmanufacture (Figure 4.31 #3-5).

Table 4.13: Preform attributes from Area 2
Artifact
Raw material or
Cortex
chert type
present
Number
EeBi-30:285
Red and grey; rl
No

Length.
(mm)
67.03

Width.
(mm)
26.87

Thickness
(mm)
5.61

Weight
(g)
11.7

4.67

2.3

EeBi-30:291

Red and grey; rl

Yes

EeBi-30:321

Yes

78.90

60.32

12.47

65.1

EeBi-30:327

Grey and light
grey lines
Pink and white; rl

No

47.80

33.78

6.12

8.9

EeBi-30:371

Grey; rl

No

5.00

5.1

EeBi-30:372

Grey; r1

No

26.40

7.17

10.2

EeBi-30:377

Pink, white and
grey; rl

No

43.16

5.00

8.7

Refit2

White and grey
and pink; rl
Red and grey; rl

Yes

72.31

45.67

12.18

51.9

No

68.66

29.38

6.14

15.0

66.94

37.94

7.15

178.9
(total)

Refit3
Average

Blanks md1cate the data was unable to be determmed
rl -radiolaria present in cortex
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3. EeOi-30:372

Hammerstone

Hammerstones are used to
remove flakes from a core. This
technique is referred to as "hard
hammer percussion" (Kooyman
2000). They are usually made on
hard, unyielding material such as
granite (Kooyman 2000).
Figure 4.33: Hamnwntone from 2003 euuarion

One hammerstone (# 197)

was recovered from Area I (Figure 4.33). It is an elongated oval piece of pink quartzite
and has a mass of I05.9g. It is uulike tlte beach substrate and thus may have been
brought in to the site.

Scraper

Scrapers are nonnally made from flakes that have a concave ventral surface. This
concavity results in a natural 'scraper's edge• that is typically more pronounced at one
end of the flake. This end becomes the working edge. In order to steepen this edge
flakes are removed from the dorsal surface perpendicular to the woricing edge. Some

flake or •expedient' scrapers may be no more than a flake with retouch at the dorsal
surface at the working edge. More formalized scrapers exhibit a greater degree of
production. This ofien results in the scraper having a particular shape such as: rectangle,

triangle, trapezoid and eared.
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Three scrapers were found in Area 1 (Table 4.14). Two ofthese (#191, 215) are
expedient flake scrapers (Figure 4.34 #2, 3). The other (#200) is a complete triangular
end scraper (Figure 37 #1).
Two formalized scrapers(# 310, 325) were recovered from Area 2 (Table 4.15;
Figure 4.34 #5, 4). One flake scraper was recovered from the test pit (TP01-06). It may
have been modified for hafting and is included in Table 4.15 and Figure 4.34 (#6).

Table 4.14: Scraper attributes from Area 1
Raw material or
Shape
Artifact:
chert typ_e
Number
EeBi-30: 191

EeBi-30:200
EeBi-30:215

Dark grey and
black with white
specks
Grey and light
beige
Brown translucent
and beige cortex

Length
(mm)

Rectangle
flake

Width
(mm)

Thidmess
(mm)

Weight

20.28

3.74

2.3

(g)

Triangle

23.15

20.24

4.04

1.9

Flake

23.01

17.22

2.03

1.0

23.08

19.25

3.27

5.2
(total)

Thickness
(mm)

Weight
(g)

21.01

5.11

2.9

7.67

5.9

2.42

1.5

5.07

10.3
(total)

Average
Blanks indicate the data was unable to be detemnned

Table 4.15: Scraper attributes from Area 2 and TPOl-06
Raw material
Length
Width
Shape
Artifact
(mm)
or chert type
Number
(mml
EeBi-30:310
EeBi-30:325
EeBi-30:158
From TPO 1-06
Average

Grey-brown
and grey; rl
Grey-brown; rl

Rectangle
Eared

26.46

27.00

Grey; rl

Flake

29.07

16.83

27.77

21.61

Blanks mdtcate the data was unable to be detemnned
rl-radiolaria in matrix
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fi~ture 4.34: Straper.s from 2003 extt,·ation and 'fPOI-06

Unidentified tool fragments
Unidentified tools arc those artifacts that do not meet the description of standard

tool fonns and their functions
are uncertain. Area 2 has one

unidentj ficd tool fragment
(Figure 4.35). It is made on a
0

/If.

I

I

0

2.

I
I

z

I- Hcu
:J

"

s

light grey chert that has
radiolaria present It roughly
resembles a blade in

Figure 4.35: Unldtnlilied tool Cragmt'nt from 2003 enavafion

its linear outline, with two
parallel sides. h has eight notches, fou r on either side, and has a rounded tip. The other
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end appears to be broken. U is very thin ( 1.97mm) and light (0.6g). Its function is

unknown.

Sideblade
Sideblades are considered a hunting tool class since they were attached to the
sides ofharpoons. A great deal of variability is observed in sidcbladcs and they are often
categori1.ed based on their shape. These shapes include semi-lunate and ovate (Auger

1985; Kennett 1990).
Two sideblades were recovcr<.-d from the site (fable 4.16; Figure 4.36). Both
were located in Area 2 in the southwestern region (Unit A and the Baulk A-C).

. .

Table 4 16· Sideblade auributes from Area 2
Artifact
Raw material
Shape
Number

EeBi-30:2n
EeBi-30:375

or chtrt tvne

Grey and white

Semi·

chert; rl

lunate

Light grey/beige;
rl

Ovate

Ave raPe
rl - radt<l1ana an murax

0

IN.

Length

Width

lm.;;l

lmml

Thickness
lmml

w~!~ht

22.40

9.00

2.00

0.4

24.38

19.97

3.28

1.3

23.39

14.49

2.64

1.7

I

CM.

I. EeBi-30:277
2. EeBi-30:377

Figure 4.36: Sldeblades rrom 2003 tnavalion
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Artifact Summary
Table 4.17 summarizes the artifacts excavated in the dearing throughout the
three surveys done at the Party site. Table 4.18 presents the rest of the artifacts from the
other areas ofthe site that were surveyed. Tables 4.19 and 4.20 summarize the artifacts
recovered :from Area 1 and Area 2 during the 2003 field season. The artifacts from
TPO 1-06 and TPO 1-11 are included in these tables. Only the possible Groswater
Paleoeskimo artifacts are presented in these tables. Thus, the potential Indian biface, the
Dorset Paleoeskimo endblade and the Dorset Paleoeskimo tip flute spall are not
presented.

Table 4.17: Summary of artifacts :from survey in the clearing
Type
Frequency
Percenta2e
Biface -knife
1
3.6
Biface -other

3

10.7

Endblade

2

7.1

Blade

1

3.6

Microblade

13

46.4

Core fragments

1

3.6

Preform

4

14.3

Scraper

3

10.7

Total

28

100.0

102

Table 4.18: Summary of artifacts from survey excluding the dearing
Frequency
Type
Percenta2e
Biface -other
1
8.3
Preform

1

8.3

Endblade

2

16.7

Microblade

4

33.3

Core fragments

3

25.0

Scraper

1

8.3

Total

12

99.9

Table 4.19: Summary of artifacts from Area 1 and TP01-ll

Type

Frequency

Percentage

Awl

1

2.5

Biface -knife

1

2.5

Biface -ground tool

1

2.5

Biface -other

2

4.9

Endblade

1

2.5

Burin-like tool

1

2.5

Blade

4

9.6

Micro blade

14

34.1

Core fragments

6

14.6

Preform

6

14.6

Hammerstone

1

2.5

Scraper

3

7.3

41

100.1

~

103

Table 4.20: Summary of artifacts from Area 2 and TPO 1-06
Type
Frequency
Percentage
1
1.3
Axe
Biface -knife

2

2.7

Biface -other

7

9.3

Endblade

5

6.7

Burin-like tool

5

6.7

Blade

5

6.7

Microblade

17

22.7

Microblade core

1

1.3

Core fragments

17

22.7

Preform

9

12.0

Scraper

3

4.0

Unidentified tool fragment

1

1.3

Sideblade

2

2.7

Total

75

100.1

Debitage
This study adopts Kooyman's (2000:15) definition ofdebitage as "all discarded
lithic debris from stone tool manufacturing ... [including] flakes, shatter, exhausted cores,
and broken core fragments." Only flakes and shatter are discussed in this section.
Debitage is organized based on chert types which are defined using a combination
of factors including color, degree of transparency and relative quality. In general this is a
highly subjective method of classification. However, one individual did all the labeling,
thus keeping any discrepancies to a minimum. Each piece of debitage has been counted
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and weighed, and organized according to where it was found on the site and what type of
chert it made from.
Area 1 has 4259 pieces of debitage weighing a total of 1009.6g. This represents
32 different types of chert. Each unit excavated during the 2003 field season uncovered a
certain amount of debitage. See Table 4.21 for a breakdown ofhow many pieces of
debitage were found in each unit as well as the density of debitage per m2 • The large
amounts of debitage in both Unit B and in Baulk B-D are due to Feature 2: a flake
concentration area, or dump. Table 4.23 highlights the types of cherts that were found in
Area 1 and where they were located within the Area.

Table 4.21: Debitage from Area 1

TT0301/
Unit
Pieces of
DebitaRe
Pieces of
Debitage/

Unit
A

Unit
B

Unit

Unit
D

TT03-0l

Baulk
A-C

Baulk
B-D

UnitD
Wall

Total

c

474

2909

84

102

125

7

399

43

4143

105

646

19

23

42

7

399

48

173

m2

Area 2 has a total of 10083 pieces of debitage, weighing a total of 214 7g. This
represents 28 different types of chert. Every unit excavated in Area 2 produced some
amount of lithic debris. Table 4.22 denotes the exact lithic counts as well as the density
oflithic debitage per m 2 • The high numbers and density of debris in Unit B is related to
the midden feature identified in this unit. The high numbers in Baulk A-Cis associated
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with the artifact and debitage concentration. Table 4.24 highlights the types of chert
found in Area 2.

Table 4.22: Debitage from Area 2
Unit
Pieces of
Debitage
Pieces of
Debitage/m2

Unit A

UnitB

Unite

UnitD

Baulk
A-C

Baulk
B-D

TP03-02

Total

1953

5441

1467

128

990

80

16

10075

434

1209

326

28

990

80

16

480

Summary

The primary goal of the Party site's 2003 excavation was to investigate the
Groswater occupation of an inner coast site. Data from previous surveys at the site and
the 2003 excavation are included in this chapter. Data includes artifacts, debitage,
stratigraphy, scientific samples and features. In addition, horizontal and vertical
distribution of cultural material provides an overall view ofthe site and how it was
occupied. These data provide the foundation for further interpretation and analyses
regarding Groswater occupation at the site, of the inner coast, and at Port au Choix.
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Table......_____
4.23:
Debita_ge varieties from Area 1
_________

,.-~----

.. Type

,.

-~~~--·

A1 BAULK
A1UA A1UB A1UC A1UD A-C

..~~~~-~~=~·~--

brown with white specks
..
brown/grey bands
dark cherts with some swirls, specks
dark grey
_Qark grey/grey-brown with cort~x
dark grey/mqttled bands
..
_da_r]5 _2ure cherts
~·-·····

darks~~ds

green/grey swirly
.....
green/grey/biege he~_r.l
greys
•m~~·~-

0

-...}

..-·-·-~"""--

,~·----·

Jf~. wit~Jines
grinding
J!ght brown _____
Ji9..t!Lbrown and pure dark
light grey
light grey with swirls
light swirly bands
mottled chert
pink-brown with rl
quartz crystal
ramah/iceberg
red jasper chert
-~raight chocolate bands
translucents 'flints'
tran~lucents 'flif!!:§i' w. I. grev cortex
white with thin grey bands
white/light grey some rl
~~~-~

---·-~,..

Tot~ I

rl-radiOlana m matrtx

0
2
2
2
0
3
12
0
2
22
0
14
1
4
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
97
0
0
309

4
0
0
0
0
1
214
0
11
244
13
45
1
7
0
10
0
7
34
45
5
5
4
0
1062
0
56
1141

0
0
3
0
0
5
1
0
17
7
0
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
7
0
1
0
20
0
0
17

3
0
10
0
0
2
1
0
0
15
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0

474

2909

84

102

35
1
1

27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
"!

A1 BAULK
B-D

-

0
0
0
7
2
0
26
0
0
83
0
8
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
0
129
0
24
108

399

A1

IT03~1

--~·

-~·~·-

..

0
.. 0
11
0
0
0
10
3
0
10
1
0
0
19
0
3
1

-

ao•---~~-~

0
2
0
0
0

13
31
0
2
11

125

Total

1

0
0
0
0

..~--·---·

a

·-

A'1 IT0301/UDWAll

.~

..

~~

2

__ 26

.., _

9
I)
2
1'1
0
........
264
0
..
3 ---·-·----..- 6
30
0
2
385....
0
15
71
0 ......
0
3
2 ....
34
0
1_
......_
...............
0
11
1
0 ......
2 ·.. 19
36
0
54
2
12
0
9
0
0
10
r--..------------- ,-------·-...

"--~

~.::...::__

-~--

·~··-~

"wn"

______

----~··-~~~·-·

"~··-~·--·~~-~--·-

----·-~··-"·

~

~"~~=~•~•w~

-·-·~--~----~

..

~-~~

-~~~

nnmomom-.n><~~"·~-

4

10
0
8
10

"~'"~"''"~~

~

..

. 11

~-·~

=-~·

1385

........ ,_u._ ...-.. ...
.,~

1.....

--.~

91
....................1625
_______
4143
43

Table 4.24:
Debitage varieties from Area 2
___ ____
A2 BAUlKA~C A2 BAUlKB~D
TP03-02 Total
A2UD
A2UC
Typ®
A2UA
A2UB
2'1
0
0
0
0
0
15
12
blue tint
0
3
0
0
0
2
1
0
brown
dark brown trans
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
5
dark red-brown, rl
66
17
6
20
59
168
0
0
g_reen/grey/biege heavy rl
475
102
5
93
60
9
0
'144
6
0
2
Qrev and oink
0
13
0 1--·
0
21
grey purple chert
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
--·--·grey swirly
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
0
4
20
Qrev with orev like cortex
32
67
0
1
0 ---124
265
54
11
33
5
440
grev with lines
72
0
4
1
62
greys
21
36
0
0
--------······--·-_,.. f-........,..,. . 0
2
19
grinding
3
0
0
0
6
8
6
light beige and grey
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
4
4
0
18
0
2?_
0
light gr~.2 .
18
2
0
0
1
15
0
0
light gr~-~- yellow cortex
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
pink
0
457
79
0
3
13
134
156
72
_Qi_t::~k/brown; rl
-5
0
0
1
0
2
2
0
quartz crystal
..
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
red (bumt)
__!_ i-- 139
1
5
1
3
108
20
red jasper
6
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
red, grey trans; some cortex, rl
8
29
627
416~
69
818
1786
translucents 'flints'
--- 831
115
7
0
0
0
0
48
60
·-~hite and pink
·600
2
0
67
7
62
372
90
white/l.arev
..
2 -·- '191
17
53
9
204
373
139
white/l.grey some rl
·----38
3
0
10
0
2
15
8
yellow tin!~.9_
20'16
0
0
0
0
0
1632
444
miscellaneous not sorted
··16 100'15
80
990
128
1467
5441
1953
Total

,-------·,.

,_.,.

---~·

-~---'""

.,.

.,.,....,..,..,..,._0_

.,..,.
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00
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Chapter 5

The Site
It's not what you find,
it's what you find out.
-David Hurst-Thomas

Introduction
This chapter proposes that the variations observed between the two areas
excavated at the Party site are due to economic functional differences based on the
Groswater Paleoeskimo's seasonal round. Area 1 is proposed to be a short-term, mid-late
summer residential camp. In contrast, Area 2 is a longer-term residential camp used
during late spring/early summer. The different interpretations are based on the exact
location of each area, the raw material differences, the artifact frequencies and types, and
the spatial layouts of each area.
First it is determined that the two areas 1 are not contemporaneous. Then the
economic function of each area is determined. The differences in location, spatial layout,
raw materials and artifacts are discussed and expanded in order to show how they relate
to the economic function of each area. Lastly, mobility is introduced and it is shown that
both areas are base camps used by residentially mobile populations. Since mobility
variables show little variation between both areas, economic function is hypothesized to
be the factor that results in the observed differences between the two areas.

1

Area 1 refers to the 2003 excavation, TPOl-11 as well as the clearing, unless otherwise noted. Area 2
refers to the 2003 excavation and TPOl-01, 06, 07 and TP00-05, 07, 08 unless otherwise noted.
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Time of Occupations
It is proposed that Areas 1 and 2 are not contemporaneous. This is based on

differences in location within the site, stratigraphy, raw materials, and radiocarbon
dating.

Location
Each area is on a different terrace (Figure 5.1). Area 1 is on the 2-6m terrace
while Area 2 is on the 6-10 m terrace. It appears that the occupants of the site chose two
different locations to set up camp. The complete horizontal distribution of material is not
known, as the two areas were not joined during excavation. However, based on other
differences, such as stratigraphy and raw material, it appears that the two areas are
separate occupations.

Stratigraphy
The cultural levels at each area occur in different sediments. The cultural material
found at Area 1 is in a thick, dark clay-like sediment over the limestone beach. In
contrast, the cultural material from Area 2 is found in the peat above the clay-like
stratum. This strengthens the hypothesis that the two areas are not contemporaneous
since the vertical location of the cultural materials is not the same.
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l<'igure 5. 1: Location or Area I aod Area 2 ora 1:2500 eonununity map

Raw Material

Both areas show a predominance of chert use over any other lithic raw material.
In part.icular, the use of high quality Cow Head tmnsluccnt chert is prevalent at both
areas. This Cow Head chert variety represents just over 45 per cent of the total number
of pieces of lithic dehitage found at the site in 2003 (Table 5.1). In total42 different

..

Tab le 5 I· Chert variet'es
I
from 2003 excavation
Chert VarietY
%at Areal
%at Area 2
Cow Head Translucent 33.5
52.2
Cow Head Others
64.8
47.8
Ramahncebera
0.2
0
rol•artz CrYStal
0.3
<0.1
Unknown Cherts
1.6
0

Ill

% of site total
45.8
53.4
<0.1
0.1
0.6

varieties of chert were identified at the Party site (2003 excavation only). Of these types
only 12 occurred at both areas, indicating that in general different cherts were being used
at the two different areas. Of these different cherts, Area 1 has darker cherts some with
distinctive swirling and banding patterns, while Area 2 has more grey, yellow or pink
cherts. This trend is consistent with the artifacts. For example, Area 1 has eight artifacts
made from darker cherts, while Area 2 has none. In contrast, Area 2 has three artifacts
made from pink cherts, Area 1 has none. So, although both areas do show a strong
preference for high quality translucent cherts, there are differences in the other varieties
of cherts found at each area.

Radiocarbon Dating
Three radiocarbon dates are available for the Party site (Table 5.2). All three
analyses were performed on wood charcoal. Two come from Area 2 (upper terrace) and
one from Area 1 (lower terrace). Area 2 is discussed first. The first tested sample was

Table 5.2: Radiocarbon dates for the Party site
Sample no.
Area
Laboratory no.
2
2
1

EeBi-30:311
EeBi-30:142
EeBi-30:268

Beta 183604
Beta 146666
Beta 183603
..

Conventional
C 14 age (yr BP)
2460±70
2570±60
2710±40

Calendar age
(cal yr BP)
2750-2340
2780-2470
2870-2760

Calibrated dates represent 2 s1gma (95% probab1hty)
Calibration based on Stuiver et. al. (1998) and plotted by Oxcal v.3.5 (Bronk Ramsey 1995)

recovered from TP00-07 during the 2000 survey work (Sample 142). It was found in
association with lithic debitage and possible animal hide. The second date is from the
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mtddcn exca• ated in 2003 (Sample 311 ). Since bolh the 2000 test p•t and lhc 2003
m•dden are part of the upper terrace. and su>ee theircullural material is located in the

snme strata, there is a stronv possibility that the two arc part or the some occupation.
This is slrcnglhened by the similarity of their raw material and lhcir overlapping
radioca.rbon dates l'igure 5.2).

lln:a21>311 2460>701lP

Area 2 # 142 2570±60lll'
Area I N268 27 10±401ll'

·-

•

•

1?

·4

JOOO<'ollll'
2500C.IBP
<'ahbroted date

3500Callll'

2000<'•1131'

•l&Yrt S.l: Calfbraled ndiot'.lrbo• daltt from tbe Pari)' the
Cahbro~<<l .... "Pl.,... 2
proboboh•yl
Calobn- based oa
tt 11 (t99S) and~ byOxal v.H (Onri. Ranwy 1995

-"s"'

sw.,.,.

The earliest date is from tho hearth in Area I (Sample 268). There is an overlap
or 20 years between this dale (2870·2760 BP) and a date from Area 2 ('"""pie 1422780·2470 BP) based on their calibrated calendar ages. This SUIUICSIS a slim possibility
that the two areas arc conten>poraneous. Overall lhc tn:nd from the radiocarbon dating
suggests that the two areas are most likely not contemporaneous. Th1s argument is
strengthened when location, strutigro.phy nod raw material are considered.
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Economic Fmnctimn
This section discusses how the variations between Area 1 and Area 2 relate to
economic function. These variations include the location of the two occupations, the
spatial organization of each occupation, as well as the features and artifacts present at
each occupation.

Location and Spatial Organization
The site is situated on the shore of a sheltered bay indicating that both Areas 1 and
2 may have had the same or similar economic function. However, the two areas are
located on different terraces and this may point toward a difference in why or when the
Groswater peoples occupied the site.
Area 1 is located on the lower 2-6 m terrace which is closer to the shoreline. The
artifact, debitage and feature density is higher closer to the shoreline in this area. It also
appears that the occupation was either on the beach or very near the edge of the beach.
This is based on where the cultural material was found in the stratigraphy: in the dark
clay material directly over the limestone substrate or beach. This layer is likely the result
of the acidic peat reacting with the basicity of the limestone rocks. Also, the hearth
stones from Feature 1 are sitting for the most part directly on the beach.
Based on conversations with local residents of Port au Choix, the winter ice
remains in Back Arm until April, or even as late as May. Studies based on fossil pollen
(MacPherson 1981) and ice cores (Hammer et al. 1980) indicate that the period of
Groswater occupation was during a cold period that would have affected Newfoundland
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and Labrador climatic conditions. If this was the case during the Groswater occupation at
Area 1, it is unlikely this is a cold weather site since the beach would have been covered
in snow and ice. This would have made it difficult to have a hearth on the beach. It is
possible that the hearth originally sat on top ofthe snow. After the snow melted the
hearth would shift to the beach. However, the hearth remains relatively intact suggesting
it was originally built on the beach, implying that Area 1 was most likely occupied during
the warmer months of summer or early fall. It is during this time that many foodstuffs
would have been available such as mollusks, fish, birds, crustaceans and harbor seal.
Area 2 is located farther up the slope, away from the beach on a 6-1 0 m terrace.
Both Feature 3 (an activity area) and Feature 5 (a hearth) are located at the upper edge of
this area indicating where the residents of this campsite chose to spend their time
engaging in domestic activities such as tool making, hide production and food
consumption. In contrast the midden is located slightly farther down the slope.
Although, as argued below, the midden indicates a certain amount of organization and
longevity to the site, it is not an area where people most likely spent their time. This
intrasite spatial patterning indicates that "living areas" were located farther from the
coastline than "non-living/refuse" areas. This may be a reflection of when the site was
occupied. As outlined in Chapter 3, very few resources were available directly at the site
during the winter. Harbor seal is a warm month resource that would have been available
at the Party site. The best time to hunt this species was during the late spring and early
summer, when pups are born on shore. If the residents ofthe Party site were there to hunt
harbor seal they would not want to be too close to the beach and inadvertently frighten
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their prey. This may be the reason why Area 2 is located on a higher terrace than Area 1.
The harbor seal hunting hypothesis is further expanded below.

Artifacts
Artifacts found on a site can indicate what sorts of activities the site's occupants
were participating in. The Party site has a small assemblage; therefore it is inherently
difficult to generalize trends (Sinclair 1997). However, smaller assemblages often
represent smaller, short-term occupations and are important to our understanding of the
archaeological record (Whalen 1986; Petraglia 1993). Information about the material
culture in general, and the assemblages from other sites can help to elucidate how smaller
collections were formed and under what circumstances (Dillehay 1973; Mytum 1989;
Logan and Hill 2000; Spiess and Hedden 2000).
Area 1 has a total of 69 artifacts and Area 2 has a total of 82 artifacts (Figure 5.3).
LeBlanc (1996:51) separates artifact classes into one of four functional categories: (1)
procurement, (2) processing, (3) maintenance and (4) manufacturing. Her model is
followed here, but with minor variations (Table 5.3; Figure 5.4). Procurement tools are
directly involved with hunting, such as endblades and sideblades. Processing tools are
used to process skin and meat. Maintenance tools are used to maintain the working state
of other objects. For instance a scraper can be used to maintain a hide's suppleness, or a
hammerstone can be used to resharpen a stone tool. Manufacturing tools either make
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Table 5.3: Artifact functional categories
Procurement
Procmlng

Hrmting tools

Ski1tlmeat
processing tools

Maintenance

Manufacturing

Tools u:Hulto
mniutain the

Items that are used to
make tools; tools that
are in the process of

working state of
other objects
Endbladcs
Sideblades

Scrapers
Awl
Bifacc (all types)
Blade/microbladc

Scrapers
Axe
Awl
Biface (all types)
Bladclmicrobladc
Burin·like tool
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being made

Axe
Burin-like tool
Microblade core
Core fragment
Prefom1
Hammerstone

n=47

n-=48

• Per'<let'l&age (nfnT) Area t
• Peroen\age (nfnT) Area 2

n=n...-nberd
;trlii3cl$

nT.....,

....

numbefof
artifacts frc:m

nT (Area 1,.69
n T (Atea 2)=82

Malintenanoe
Functional

~t~ry

Fit::ure 5.4: Relath·e a.rtlfacc frequency according ro funttional eategorie5 from Ar~a J and Art'1ll

other stone. wood or bone tools~ or they are unfinished tools. Certain artifacts are
classified in two different functional categories, because they are multi~functional. For
example it is not known whether the awl found at Are-a I was used to process a new hide.
or maintain one brought to the site.
Both arc-.ss have artifacts from all four functional categories. T11is range of
activity indicates that the two areas were residential sites, as opposed to functionaHy
specific sites where Specific extractive tasks were carried out (Binford 1980). Since the
two areas appear to be similar types of occupations, the differences that are present may
be che result of different economic foci based on subsistence availability.
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Area 1 has a greater number of processing and maintenance tools. According to
chi-square tests, the difference between Area 1 and Area 2 with respect to proportions of
maintenance tools has limited significance (x2 = 2.115, .20 > p > .1 0), and the difference
between the proportions of processing tools is significant (x2 = 3.997, .05 > p > .02).
These statistics are hampered in two ways. First the overall sample is small (151 total
artifacts). Second, the overlap between categories may cause certain tool categories to be
unrealistically inflated.
If both the difference between processing and maintenance tools is real, this
indicates a variety of situations, all of which may all have occurred at the area. One
situation is the technology used to exploit the faunal resources (procurement tools) did
not remain in the archaeological record. For instance, if the people were birding and/or
fishing with nets, these nets may no longer be present since no organic material has
survived. Something as simple as a piece of cloth may have been used to collect
shellfish, but would not remain in the archaeological record. Ifthis is the case then
procurement tools are underrepresented and the processing and maintenance tools
overrepresented.
A second situation is the people living at Area 1 were not producing new lithic
tools, perhaps due to a short stay at the site. Few cores were found at this part of the site
indicating a lack of primary manufacture. One hammerstone was found, but it was not
used extensively. Also the majority of manufacturing artifacts from Area 1 are preforms.
It may be that the people carried preforms to the site, as opposed to cores, to be worked

further into a more functional tool.
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The above argument furthers the suggestion that the Groswater people occupying
Area 1 were there during a time when mollusk, fish, bird, and crustacean resources would
have been availableo The low number of endblades indicates that seal hunting was not
likely a focus at Area 10
Area 2 has a greater percentage of procurement tools then Area 1; however
according to the chi-square test the difference between the two areas with respect to
proportions of procurement tools is not very significant (x2 = 200712, 20 > p > o10)o
Instead of focusing on the overall number, it is more informative to observe the
morphological differences between the endblades at the two areas (as noted in Chapter 4)0
The endblades from Area 2 at the Party site are virtually identical to the endblades from
Area 2 at Phillip's Garden East, a harp seal hunting site (Kennett 1990)0 This identifies
known seal hunting technology being present at Area 2 ofthe Party site (Northcott and
Phillips 1976)0 Both modem and historical accounts indicate that harp seals do not
regularly come into Back Armo However, harbor seals were quite numerous at the tum of
the century and can still be spotted in the area of the Party siteo The harp and harbor seals
are approximately the same size, so it is likely that the type of tool used to hunt harp seals
could also be used to hunt harbor sealso
Area 2 also has a greater percentage of manufacturing tools; although these
proportions do not have strong statistical significance according to the chi-square test (x2
= 200707, 20 > p > olO)o The increased number of core fragments indicates a larger
amount of primary lithic manufacture at this areao There are also more burin-like tools at
Area 20 Both finished burin-like tools are present as well as preforms indicating that this
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tool class is being man.ufactm·ed an.d used by the occupants ofthe site. Use is greater
accentuated by the fact that all ofthe burin-like tools found at this area are broken..
If the above hypothesis is correct an.d the people occupying Area 2 were hun.tin.g
harbor seal with 'harp' seal hunting technology, then. they were using harpoons. A
harpoon. is a composite tool made from various organic components an.d often. tipped with
a stone en.dblade. The stone en.dblades are present at the site. Although the organic
components are not present, the tools that would have made the organic components are
burin-like tools. Thus the presence ofburin-like tools an.d their production at the site
further strengthens the hypothesis that the people occupying Area 2 were hunting seal,
presumably harbor seal.

Mobility
The purpose to this chapter is to understand the differences between the two
occupations at the Party site. These differences may be the result of different mobility
dimensions that the Groswater people were practicing at the time of occupation. Chatters
(1987) describes six dimensions ofmobility: type, frequency, stability, demography,
scheduling an.d range (Chatters 1987). The entire spectrum ofGroswater mobility cannot
be understood when viewed from one site. However, attempting to understand a site's
mobility dimensions is possible an.d can. add to the goal ofthis chapter. The lithic
technology used at the site is also investigated to assess further details about the mobility
of the people at the Party site (Shott 1986; Cowan 1999).
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Type
Type refers to residential and logistical mobility as described by Binford (1980).
At the site scale these can be determined by identifying specific site types (Table 5.4) and
are interpreted using two measures: tool and feature diversity. Chatters (1987) uses two

Table 5.4: Site types and their measures according to mobility type (Binford 1980;
Chatters 1987)
Residential
Central place of activity. Where most processing,
Base camp
manufacturing and maintenance activities occur.
Tool and feature diversity is high.
High interassemblage variability between base camps ofsimilar
season.
A place where extractive tasks are carried out.
Location
Artifacts should be specific to the task being carried out.
Features would befew.
Logistical
Central place of activity. Preparation location for a diverse
Base camp
range of activities.
Tool and feature diversity is high.
Low interassemblage variability between base camps ofsimilar
seasons.
A place where extractive tasks are carried out.
Location
Artifacts should be specific to the task being carried out.
May have higher archaeological visibility than residential
locations in terms offeatures.
Low interassemblage variability between base camps ofsimilar
seasons.
A temporary operational center for a task group.
Field camp
Artifacts should be specific to the task being carried out.
Features are discrete, and potentially diverse.
A place where game, people etc can be observed.
Station
May have no archaeological signatures.
Tools andfeatures arefew.
A place of field storage.
Cache
No other features.
Artifacts reflect what is being stored.
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other measures, bone fragmentation and anatomic part distribution, which are not
applicable to the Party site since there are no faunal remains. Another measure,
interassemblage variability, requires more than one occupation and compares artifact
assemblages between base or field camps. Thus this is used to compare Area 1 to Area 2
Procurement, processing, maintenance and manufacturing tools are present at
both areas of the Party site. Due to this range, tool diversity is considered high at both
areas. Both areas appear to be organized into 'living' (hearth and activity area) and
'debitage' (dump and midden) areas. This organization has resulted in more than one
feature at each area. Although this does not suggest high feature diversity, it does
indicate some spatial organization was happening at both locations. Both the artifact and
feature diversity indicate that both areas are likely base camps (residential or logistical).
Residentially mobile groups are mapping onto their resources (Binford 1980).
This means that the entire group moves to the location where the primary resource is
being procured. Therefore the groups at two occupations may have procured different
resources which may result in two different tool kits, one for each occupation. This
results in greater overall interassemblage variability. Logistical mobility involves setting
up a base camp and bringing various resources back to this central location. Therefore, at
one base camp many different toolkits may be present. Although many different tools
may be present at one site, this would be that case for all logistical base camps; therefore
the interassemblage variability is low.
The two occupations at the Party site have different toolkits from each other
indicating that interassemblage variability exists. Therefore both occupations at the Party
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site are interpreted as residential (based on interassemblage variability) base camps
(based on feature and artifact diversity).

Frequency and Demography
Mobility frequency measures the duration of site occupation to ascertain how long
a site was occupied (Chatters 1987). The two measures used to investigate frequency are
debris accumulation and feature discreteness. Demography is difficult to ascertain from
the archaeological record, but it is difficult not to discuss artifact accumulation or space
use without commenting on the number of people that may have occupied the site. This
is why it is included here, and it will be discussed in relation to its impact on the
archaeological visibility of mobility frequency.
Debris accumulation can be the result of various factors including the number of
people present at the site (demography), the length of a site's occupation and the number
of times a site is reoccupied. Artifact density, area size, feature depth and feature
discreteness are the measures used to ascertain mobility frequency and demography.
Area 1 had a total of37.9 m 2 excavated and the artifact density is approximately
two artifacts (1.8) per m 2 and it appears that the occupation of Area 1 was evenly spread
out over at least 50 m2 • Area 2 had a total of 30 m 2 excavated with an artifact density of
approximately three artifacts (2. 7) per m 2 • However the artifacts appear to be
concentrated in the area ofthe 2003 excavation (Figure 5.5). Table 5.5 summarizes these
observations.
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Area1

I

Area 2

2003 Excavation

0

<2 artifacts per I m2
>J.S ani facts per I m2

l'l&urt 5.5: Artlftft dtnsil)' modtl for lht Part) Jltt

Table S.S: 0 bservat1ons relating to mobility frcQuCilCY
Trail
Area I
Overall
nnifact number
Less
~croll nnifact density
Less
Occupied space
More (i.e. occupation is
evenly spread out over
larger area)

Area 2
More
More
Less (i.e. occupation is
concentrated to one area)

.

IllS pcl5Siblethat the lower artifact number and dens•ty observed at Area I
resulted front fewer people oeeupying the area (i.e. fC\Ioer people- less stutl). However, 11
appears that this may not be the full story. Since more space appears to be evenly
occupied at Area I it may be that there were more people, butt hey stayed for less time.
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Conversely, the higher number and density of artifacts at Area 2 could represent a smaller
group that occupied the site longer.
These concepts are further tested by investigating the features found on the site.
According to Chatters (1987:346), "a feature created as people perform one activity a
single time should be discrete and easily discerned ... as the same activity is performed in
the same site areas during continuous occupancy feature boundaries will become
smeared." The first situation indicates less time, the second more time. Area 1 has a
hearth feature that is still intact and very easily seen on the ground surface, an
observation that corresponds with the first situation above. Area 2 also appears to have a
hearth, although it is not as discrete. The fire-cracked rocks are more spread out and the
charcoal is not as confined to the margins of the hearth. These observations correspond
better with Chatters' (1987) second situation of a longer occupancy. From this measure it
appears that Area 1 was occupied for a shorter period of time.
Other feature attributes substantiate this conclusion. Feature 4 is a midden feature
in Area 2. No middens were found at Area 1. The presence of a midden indicates two
things. First, the people occupying Area 2 created a special area for refuse including firecracked rocks, lithic debitage, and charcoal (most likely from old hearths).

This

purposeful spatial partitioning indicates a longer occupation. Second, the build-up of
waste that created the midden also indicates a significant occupation beyond one or two
days.
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Stability
Stability refers to the geographic stability that a mobility pattern annually follows.
In other words, do the people retain the same pattern, visiting the same locations year
after year? The Party site, as one location, may be used to investigate mobility stability
by determining how often it was reoccupied. The two measures used to approach
mobility stability are site organization and site permanence. These are measured by
analyzing structures and artifact location. The next chapter will address mobility stability
from the viewpoint of 'same type oflocations' and will look at Groswater spatial
patterning at both the zonal and regional scales.
Overall the Party site indicates low mobility stability. The Groswater occupied
Newfoundland for approximately 1000 years during which the Party site appears to have
been occupied twice. When groups expect to return to a site, features may reflect this
intention. For instance, structures may reflect a larger input of energy since they were
constructed with the intent of multiple uses (for example: Savelle 1987). None ofthe
structures present at the site would have required large amounts of energy expenditure.
People may also cache certain items (artifacts, raw material, and foodstuffs) for future
use (Chatters 1987). No visible caching activity occurred at the Party site. Nothing at the
Party site indicates that the Groswater occupied, or were intending to occupy, the location
on a regular seasonal or annual basis.
The fact that the Party site was occupied twice likely has little to do with mobility
stability at the site scale. Instead, the double occupation is likely the result of a
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residential mobility pattern that is more connected with the general location of seasonal
resources instead of the exact location of a previously occupied camp.

Scheduling
Scheduling is how a group organizes itself around seasonably available resources.
Chatters (1987) uses demography and seasonality to investigate this dimension. Instead
of analyzing demography (difficult to calculate) and seasonality (limited interpretation in
this case), the Party site is put in the context ofvarious models ofGroswater seasonal
behavior.
Various definitions and assumptions need to be highlighted before the Party site
can be placed within the framework of these models. First, it is assumed that Area 1 was
occupied during the warmer months of summer (June-September) and that Area 2 was
occupied at the end of spring and/or the beginning of summer (May-June) based on
arguments made in Chapter 3 as well as the results of the excavation highlighted in
Chapter 4. These hypotheses are further explored in the section on Economic Function
below.
Second, the Party site is located in the inner coast zone (Pastore 1986; Schwarz
1994). The west coast of Newfoundland does not have deep bays or a multitude of
coastal islands, so most often the entire coast line is considered to be part of the outer
coast. This is not the case at port au Choix where the coast is more. In this case, the
outer coast comprises the sections directly facing the Strait of Belle Isle, while the
margins of Gargamelle Cove, Old Port au Choix and Back Arm are considered to be
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inner coastal (Figure 5.6). Oflhese three onner coascalloc:alions, Back Ann is lhe dcepcs~

and most shellercd.
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Stroll or Belle Isle

Old Port au Choix
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•1aure 5.6: IMer 1u1d ou1er coast zones

Schwan (1994) proposes a Paleocksimo subsostcnce and senlemen1 model based
on general geographic location: oulcr COISI. onner coast and onlcrior. Allhough be groups

all Paleocskomo populations logelh<f, his original dala oncludc bolh GI"OS\\ater and Dorset
sites. In lhos model he assumes lhallhc inner COOSI is used by Paleoeskimo groups during

summer for a variety of resources (e.g. fish, mollusks. and birds). Holly ( 1997:27) builds
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on this model and proposes that Paleoeskimo populations used the inner coast for some
spring satellite camps, extensive summer camps and a potential autumn occupation.
The Party site's two occupations appear to echo Schwarz (1994) and Holly's
(1997) models in terms of resource scheduling. The location and season appear to be the
same (innercoast/warm season). However, Holly (1997) implies a logistical mobility
type as evidenced by the terms 'satellite camp' and sedentary base camp'; which does not
appear to be the case at the Party site. This difference in mobility type does not affect the
point that the Party site is generally consistent with both the Schwarz (1994) and Holly
(1997) models.

Range
Range refers to the area that a group uses over a period oftime. Binford (1983)
notes that one of the motivating factors to sustain mobility is that it allow a group to
acquire information about a range of resources. Kelly (1995:151) furthers this by
suggesting that the total range a group is interested in relates to "the degree oftemporal
and spatial variation in resources." Therefore, hunter-gatherers in Newfoundland, where
most resources are seasonal and therefore varied in time and space, may have had an
extensive mobility range. Groswater research has indicated that this is the case based on
subsistence and lithic resource location and availability (Kennett 1990; LeBlanc 1996).
This is based on Groswater sites located near known seasonal migration paths of faunal
resources (e.g. Phillip's Garden East- harp seal) and the presence ofNewfoundland
cherts in Labrador (Loring and Cox 1986; Anton 2004) and along the Quebec lower north
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shore (Pintal1994, 1998). In addition, Ramah chert is found on Groswater sites in
Newfoundland (Auger 1985; Kennett 1990; LeBlanc 1996). The measure used to
identify mobility range for the Party site is the use and origin of raw materials.
The present understanding of raw material sources in Newfoundland and
Labrador is incomplete. Although numerous chert outcrops have been identified little
lithological study has been done linking cherts found at archaeological sites to chert
sources. It is a generally assumed that the Groswater restricted their raw material use to
colorful fine-grained cherts (Cow Head), Ramah chert and quartz crystal (LeBlanc 1996).
However, looking at the debitage and artifacts from the Party site, this may not
necessarily be the case.
It appears that the occupants of Area 1 and Area 2 were using cherts from the
Cow Head area. From a purely visual inspection many of these cherts appear the same
including the translucent and the green/grey/beige varieties many of which contain
radiolaria. In fact, when combined, these two varieties of chert account for 55 per cent of
all the lithic debitage found at the Party site during the 2003 excavation. The closest
outcrop of the Cow Head group to Port au Choix in located on the northern side of
Parsons Pond, approximately 60 km to the south ofPort au Choix (LeBlanc 1996).
Area 1 and Area 2 have 12 similar varieties of chert which account for 92 per cent
of all raw material debitage found on the site during the 2003 excavation. Area 1 has 16
varieties that are not found at Area 2. Ofthese different cherts, there are numerous
varieties that appear to come from Labrador (Hull 2004 personal communication; Tuck
2004 personal communication). Included is 'Iceberg chert' which is very similar to
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Ramah chert, only it contains more black fleck inclusions and has a slightly different
texture. Iceberg chert is named for the Iceberg site (EjBe-19) on the southern shore of
Labrador near L'Anse au Loup. It is an Amerindian (Maritime Archaic and Intermediate)
habitation site (Madden 1976; Nagle 1978) and is located approximately 120 km from
Port au Choix. The actual source for the chert is unknown, but it is assumed to be of
Labrador, or mainland origin.
Other cherts found in Area 1 that do not look like Cow Head cherts include dark
cherts with swirly bands and dark cherts with straight bands. However, their exact source
is unknown. Many ofthese cherts also appear more 'Amerindian' but given their
provenience and the overall lack of Amerindian cultural material, they are presumed to be
associated with the Groswater occupation. Another chert that is present in Area 1 but not
in Area 2 is mottled chert. This chert is present on other Groswater sites including
Phillip's Garden East.
Area 2 has a typical Groswater Cow Head chert assemblage with one exception.
Over a quarter of the chert is a white/light grey variety. It is a high quality chert, but is
not the typical 'colorful fine-grained cherts' that LeBlanc (1996) uses to describe
Groswater collections. This does not mean that it did not come from Cow Head, only
that it is not colorful. It is most likely that all the cherts present at Area 2 originated from
Cow Head.
From the above assessment of chert varieties and possible origins, it appears that
the people occupying Area 1 may have had a larger mobility range than the people
occupying Area 2. Both groups were using Cow Head cherts, but those at Area 1 seem to
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have a stronger tie to Labrador. This based on the presence of Ramah chert and other
non-Newfoundland looking chert in the Area 1 assemblage.

Mobility and Technology

Another way to investigate mobility is through technology. Shott (1986) argues
that there is a relationship between mobility and technology and that the type of mobility
strategy a group employs places restraints on technology since it imposes carrying costs
on the group. Shott presents two ways to measure the mobility of a group: mobility
magnitude and mobility frequency. Mobility magnitude relates to the distance that the
group covers in residential moves in a year, which is similar to Chatters' (1987) range.
Mobility frequency follows Chatters' definition and is how often a group moves in the
course of a year. Since the Party site is only one site with two occupations, mobility
frequency is difficult to interpret.
Shott (1986) also describes the morphology oftools in terms of complexity or
diversity. Tool complexity is measured by how many distinct parts a tool has, the greater
the number of parts, the more complex the tool. Tool diversity relates to "the number of
distinct tool types included in the technological inventory" (Shott 1986:22). He draws
two major inferences from this study: (1) there is an inverse relationship between tool
diversity and mobility frequency and (2) there is an inverse relationship between tool
complexity and mobility magnitude. Both of these conclusions are used to discuss
mobility patterns at the Party site relative to Area 1 and Area 2. Although Shott's (1986)
intentions for his models were to describe region and area scale mobility patterns (see
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Table 2.1 ), they may be useful at the site scale when used in conjunction with other
variables.
Area 1 has 10 and Area 2 has 12 different tool types. Since both areas have
very similar tool diversities, little can be said about the mobility frequency differences
between the two areas. However, if both sites were occupied by the Groswater during the
warmer months these numbers may suggest a general pattern for mobility frequency at
this time of year. Ifthe Groswater had a different mobility frequency during the winter,
this may be reflected in the tool diversity at colder month sites.
The most complex tool that has been identified in Groswater collections is the
harpoon. This is a multicomponent tool that is made of both inorganic and organic
elements. The inorganic parts are endblades and sideblades which are hafted to the
harpoon head. Hafted tools are "stone implements (or bone, metal, etc.) that have been
inserted into or attached by some other means to another element, usually a handle or a
shaft" (Keeley 1982:799). Other possible hafted tools at the Party site include bifaces,
scrapers and microblades. One hafting technique which is highly visible is notching.
This technique aids in wrapping or tying the implement to the handle/shaft (Keeley
1982). Other techniques that may leave visible proof of hafting include mastic where a
resin is used to glue the implement to the handle/shaft, or wrapping may leave evidence
of rubbing on the implement.
Overall only 21 artifacts from the Party site collection may have been used as a
hafted tool. This small number is due to numerous factors. First, the original assemblage
is small and consists of only 151 artifacts. Second only certain artifact classes would
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have been hafted, so this further reduces the number. Lastly, many items are broken and
the base, the element usually associated with hafting, is not present.
Both the overall number and relative frequency of hafted tools found at Area 2
indicates that the people occupying this area may have been using more complex tool kit
(Table 5.6). This has two potential implications. First, Keeley (1982:804) suggests that
"longer-term occupation sites in any particular settlement system would yield
assemblages with high frequencies of once-hafted tools." Applied to the Party site this
would suggest that Area 2 had a longer residency. This echoes previous observations
based on Chatters' (1987) mobility frequency. Second, if Shott's (1986) arguments are
correct and there is an inverse relationship between tool complexity and mobility
magnitude, then the people at Area 2 had a lower mobility magnitude (or range) than the
people at Area 1. This also complements earlier comments on range.

Table 5.6: Hafted artifacts
Area 1 (n=69)
Tool typ_e
Biface (all types)
1
Burin-like tool
1
2
Endblade
Scraper
0
Sideblade
0
Micro blade
2
Total
6
(% oftotal for area)
(8.7)

Area 2 (n=82)
3
1
6
2
2
1
15
(18.3)

Total (n=l51)
4
2
8
2
2
3

I g3.9)

However, another factor may be influencing the numbers. Eight of the hafted
artifacts from Area 2 are directly related to harpoons (endblades and sideblades). This
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technology is associated with seal hunting, so it may be that the economic function ofthe
site is the greater contributor to hafted artifacts, or is at least working in conjunction with
either mobility :frequency and/or mobility magnitude (range)o
The next way to investigate mobility from the Party site is based on toolproduction strategieso Cowan (1999) identifies two different strategies: (1) a flake
industry and (2) a biface industryo The flake industry produces unretouched or minimally
retouched flakeso These can be used as tools which require little time to make, low raw
material quality and little technical skill (Cowan 1999:594)0 The negative aspects ofthe
flake industry are that the use life of the tool is short and it is consumptive of lithic
material (Cowan 1999)0 In contrast, the biface industry requires more time, better raw
materials and more advanced skills but also results in a longer use life of the tool, and it
is not as wasteful with lithic material (Cowan 1999)0 Cowan (1999) argues that flake
tools :from cores are not appropriate to highly mobile populations (low mobility
frequency (Chatters' 1987))0 On the other hand, bifacial tools have a low carrying cost
and are suited for frequent mobility (or high mobility frequency)o
Paleoeskimo lithic technology has another tool-production strategy that Cowan
(1999) does not include in his study: the production ofmicrobladeso A microblade is

basically a specialized flake that is removed from a prepared core (Owen 1988)0 This
results in a tool production strategy that requires specialized skill, a good quality of raw
material and preparation work (similar to the biface industry) but it also is somewhat
consumptive (they can dull easily) and, once the core is prepared, requires little time to
create many microblades (similar to the flake industry)o Since microblades are
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specialized flakes, Cowan's (1999) study may interpret them as an indicator oflow
mobility frequency. However, it may be that microblades are a technical adaptation
created by mobile groups to produce a :flake industry that is more portable (one
microblade core can produce many useful tools) and less consumptive while at the same
time requiring less primary production.
The microblade industry is universal throughout the Groswater culture, and so
speaks to Groswater mobility at the larger scale (region and area). Biface and flake core
industries may further elucidate aspects of mobility type (residential or logistical),
demography and frequency at the site-scale.
Cowan (1999) interprets data from small, interior sites in New York from the Late
Archaic, Early Woodland and Late Woodland periods and relates tool production strategy
with three mobility dimensions (Table 5.7). Late Archaic sites have a mixed tool
production strategy. This is composed ofboth bifaces and flake tools. These small

Table 5.7: Tool production and related mobility dimensions from the Late Archaic, Early
Woodland and Late Woodland (Cowan 1999)
Late Archaic
Middle Woodland
Late Woodland
Mixed
Predominance of
Flake tools from
Tool-production
bifaces
cores at base camps;
strategy
bifaces at field
camps
Base camp
Field camp
Base camp and
Type of site
Field camp
Residential
Logistical
Logistical
Mobility type
Small social groups Small groups
Larger groups at
Mobility
base camps; smaller
demography
at field camps
High
Low at base camps;
Mobility frequency Medium-high
high at field camps

-

-
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groups practiced residential mobility, moving from base camp to base camp depending
on resource availability (Cowan 1999). Mobility frequency is suggested to be medium to
high and is interpreted based on technology, mobility type and the demographics of the
group (Cowan 1999).
Artifacts found at Middle Woodland sites are predominantly bifaces. These sites
are suggested to be logistical field camps. These sites would have been used by small
specialized task-groups that would have been there to procure a specific resource and
then return to the base camp (Cowan 1999). Since, this was a focused activity both in
time and space mobility frequency is interpreted as high.
Two types ofLate Woodland sites are found in this region: base camps and field
camps. Flake tools and cores are the predominant tool at base camps which were
comprised larger groups of people practicing low mobility frequency (Cowan 1999). In
contrast, bifaces are predominant at field camps which are composed of less people and
have higher mobility frequency (Cowan 1999).
In the case of the Party site, each area's tool classes are separated into four
categories: endblades; bifacially worked tools (all bifaces, burin-like tools, awls, and
sideblades); core fragments; and microblades. From Figure 5.7 it appears that the people
occupying both areas had a strong reliance on microblades, and in general had a mixed
tool strategy. This type oftool assemblage best mirrors Cowan's (1999) Late Archaic
which is described as small social groups practicing residential mobility with a mediumhigh mobility frequency. The only major difference is that Area 2 has twice the
percentage of cores. These cores were used to some degree in the production of simple
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flake tools. This is seen through the refilling of two core fragments found in the midden
feature. In each instance at least one flake from each core shows signs of retouch or use.

0

Area 2 n:-.82

Anta 1 n=69

Figure 5.7: Assemblage composlcJon by a.re-a

Summary
Both of the Pany site's occupations (Area I and Area 2) indicate similar, but not
exact mobility dimensions (Table 5.8). The mobility type, stability and scheduling all
appear to be ~1e same. These patterns are most likely similar because both occupations
are the same type of site (residential base camps) and were produced by the same culture.

Table 5.8: Interpretation ofmobilitydimensions at Area I and Area 2
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Mobility type
(site type)

Mobility frequency

Mobility demography
Mobility stability
-exact location or site scale
perspective
Mobility scheduling
Mobility range

Area 1
Residential
(base camp)
-Binford 1980; Chatters
1987; Cowan 1999
Shorter occupation
Short frequency
-Keeley 1982; Chatters
1987; Cowan 1999
More people ?
Low
-Chatters 1987

Area2
Residential
(base camp)
-Binford 1980; Chatters
1987; Cowan 1999
Longer occupation
Short-medium frequency
-Keeley 1982; Chatters
1987; Cowan 1999
Less people ?
Low
-Chatters 1987

Follows Schwarz 1994 and
Holly 1997
Larger
-Shott 1986; Chatters 1987

Follows Schwarz 1994 and
Holly 1997
Smaller
-Shott 1986; Chatters 1987

The dimensions that are different between the two areas are frequency,
demography and range. The differences in frequency may be related to food getting
activities. If two different resources were being procured at the site, then this may have
resulted in different lengths of occupation. Mobility demography is highly interpretive,
and in the case ofthe Party site, differences appear to be slight if any. The larger
interpreted range for Area 1 is interesting and may suggest different mobility patterns for
various Groswater groups, or different social connections. Area 1 appears to have a
stronger tie to Labrador and Quebec. This may indicate that the people at Area 1 had
recently been north, or had strong ties to more northern parts. In contrast, Area 2 appears
to be connected predominantly with Newfoundland with regard to lithic raw materials.
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Summary
The two occupations at the Party site were not contemporaneous. This is based
on the locations of each occupation on the site, stratigraphy, raw materials, and
radiocarbon dating. Besides their time of occupation, other differences observed between
the two occupations include the size, type and distribution of artifacts; the size, type and
distribution of features; and the intrasite location of the two occupations.
This chapter focused on determining why the two occupations were different.
Since the location (inner coast, same site) and the culture (Groswater) is constant then
any difference may relate to other aspects of how the Groswater used this particular site.
First, data indicating seasonality and site economic function (intrasite location of
each occupation, the spatial organization of each occupation and the artifact frequencies
and types) were compared to identify other sources of difference. From this analysis
Area 1 is interpreted as a summer site, reliant on a multitude of faunal and floral
resources that are found in this location. Area 2 is interpreted as a late spring/early
summer occupation with a faunal focus on harbor seal hunting.
Second, both occupations were investigated using Chatters' (1987) six mobility
dimensions. The dimensions that are similar are stability, scheduling, and type. The
different dimensions are frequency, demography and range. Frequency and demography
describe the length of occupation and how many people were in the group. These
attributes directly affect the accumulation, organization and construction of material
remains at the site. Range is related to the raw materials at the site and suggests where
geographically the group had direct or indirect access.
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Mobility and economic function are closely linked. Residential mobility implies
that groups move directly to a resource. Economic function implies some sort of
resource acquisition. Resources are tied into mobility scheduling, frequency, stability
and range. Therefore it is no surprise that both mobility factors and economic factors
have influenced the makeup ofboth occupations at the Party site and their observed
differences.
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Chapter 6
The Zones
... place is full of the cultural and experiential artifacts that are full ofsocially constructed meaningunderstand place, and we understand more about what it means to be human.
- Francis Violich

:.b:nt:rodu. ction

This chapter expands the geographic focus from the Party site (site scale) to the
inner and outer coast (zone scale). Following the pattern established in Chapter 5,
Chatters' (1987) six mobility dimensions are considered for each site in Port au Choix
(Figure 6.1). Five sites are considered part ofthe outer coast zone: Trike Path (EeBi-16),
Phillip's Garden East (EeBi- 1), Phillip's Garden (EeBi-1), Phillip's Garden West (EeBi11), and Point Riche (EeBi- 20). Seven Groswater sites are considered part ofthe inner
coast zone: Northcott-Rumbolt (EeBi-5/7), Cornick (EeBi-29), Offrey (EeBi-26), Spence
(EeBi-36), Lloyd (EeBi-39), Hamlyn (EeBi-41) and Party (EeBi-30). These analyses
provide the data base for interpreting Groswater landscape conception through elements
oftheir mobility (Chapter 7).
The definitions established in Chapter 5 for the six mobility dimensions remain
the same. Two dimensions are recorded using ordinal scales. Frequency is recorded as
short, medium or long. Short is an individual stay of one night to one month, medium is
one month to three months and long is three months or longer. Stability is recorded as
low, medium or high. Low is a single occupation. Medium indicates some degree of
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reoccupation. High indicates intense reoccupation. All of the measurements are relative
to other sites and should be considered approximate.
The outer coast sites are located on land that is protected by Parks Canada,
therefore disturbances from looting and development are minimal. Also, the majority of
the archaeology in this region has been done by professionals. This has resulted in well
recorded sites with written reports. This is not the case for the inner coast sites which are
located in the town ofPort au Choix. The majority of these sites have been damaged or
destroyed by construction, erosion, gardening or looting affecting the quality of analysis
and comparison that can be done with these sites. Part of the rationale to excavate the
Party site was to gain accurate archaeological data in order to better understand the inner
coast zone.
Since the outer coast sites are better documented, their analyses are more detailed
and accurate then those for the inner coast sites. This situation results in a better
overview ofthe situation at the outer coast even though there are fewer sites located
there. Fortunately, the Party site had two different occupations, thus allowing a broader
interpretation of this inner coast zone. Although all the Groswater sites in Port au Choix
are discussed, the inner coast is primarily characterized by the Party site.
In order to present a relatively balanced view of both the inner coast zone and the
outer coast zone, three sites from the outer coast are heavily detailed. Phillip's Garden
East is well represented in the literature, so the majority ofthe inferences are taken from
past research (Kennett 1990; LeBlanc 1996; Wells 2002). Phillip's Garden is better
known for its Dorset occupation, and virtually no analysis has been done on the
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Groswater component Thus analyses from this site are preliminary and should be
regarded cautiously. Phillip's Garden \Vest is regarded as an anomaly in tlte literature
based on its material culture and faunal collection (Renouf 1994, in press; Wells 2002).
LiUle analysis has been done with regard to how this site relates to Groswatcr mobility.
Uis interpreted here as a ritual site and is rehlted to Groswater mobility by linking
subsistence relations to ideological relations.

Hgure 6.1: Lot:atJon or Gro5water sites in
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Oute:r coast sites

Trike Path (EeBi-16)
This site is comprised of two endblade bases and a limited amount oflithic
debitage found along an ATV path just east ofPhillips Garden East. The cultural
material was found in a disturbed context so it is difficult to offer any definite
interpretation. However, it is not surprising that two endblade bases were found in a
known harp seal hunting location. Thus their presence only strengthens the area's use as
a harp seal hunting location. Unfortunately due to the sparse amount of information this
site adds little to the interpretation of any mobility dimensions.

Phillip's Garden East (EeBi-1)
This is one of the two more researched sites in Port au Choix. It is interpreted as
a seasonally reoccupied site with a focus on the harp seal hunt (Kennett 1990; Renouf
1994; LeBlanc 1996). The harp seal hunt was most likely to occur during December, or
during February-April. Faunal evidence supports the possibility of both times (Renouf
1994; LeBlanc 1996), although Wells (2002) indicates that the spring or February-April
hunt was most likely the case at Phillip's Garden East. In either case, Phillip's Garden
East is a cold season site located at the outer coast. Kennett's (1990:147) conclusions
regarding Phillip's Garden East is "of a temporary base camp at which exploitation,
processing and general activities occurred." Kennett {1990:147) also notes that the large
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accumulation of artifacts and debris indicate Phillip's Garden East was likely an
"intensive or repeated occupation."
Recently Renouf (in press) interprets the radiocarbon dates from the site to
distinguish two periods of occupation. The first occupation is between 2800 and 2300
BP and the second is between 2500 and 2200. However, Renouf(in press) does not
speculate whether or not the two occupations represent intense or repeated occupations as
suggested above by Kennett (1990). An intense occupation suggests that the Groswater
would have used the area for a relatively long amount of time for a number of residential
tasks. A repeated occupation indicates that the site's occupants would have reused the
location for a number of seasons. LeBlanc (1996:80) suggests the latter: "the site was
probably re-occupied for short periods of time, on a number of occasions." This analysis
is based on the lack of significant structures or spatial organization at the site. Renouf (in
press) adds that based on site size and the small number of dwelling features Phillip's
Garden East was likely occupied by one or two family groups. See Table 6.1 for a
summary of the mobility dimensions for Phillip's Garden East.
Past research appears sound with regard to the interpretations of various mobility
dimensions. With one exception: LeBanc's (1996) conclusion that the residents of
Phillip's Garden East practiced a logistical mobility pattern. This conclusion does not
correspond with other Groswater sites, or other data from Phillip's Garden East itself.
LeBlanc's (1996:188) interpretation is based on the "reliable and highly aggregated
availability ofharp seals in the spring of the year at port au Choix." This is a valid
statement, but her reasoning behind a logistic mobility pattern is flawed. First Kennett
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(1990) interprets Phillip's Garden East as a base camp. With the sole exception oflithic
resources, all other resources that the occupants would have needed were within a day's
walking distance leading research to favor a model with a base camps and associated
locations. This model is strengthened considering no 'field camp' sites have been
identified in the archaeological record that would correspond with Phillip's Garden East.
Also the site does not have a visible caching system. All ofthese observations imply the
residents of Phillip's Garden East were practicing a residential mobility pattern (i.e.
moving people to resources).

Table 6.1: Interpretation of mobility dimensions at Phillip's Garden East
Mobility Dimension Interpretation
Reference
Residential (Base camp)
Kennett 1990
Type (site type)
Logistic (Base camp)
LeBlanc 1996
-interpreted here as residential
Short occupations
LeBlanc 1996
Frequency
1-2 family groups
Renouf in press
Demography
LeBlanc 1996
Medium
Stability
Renouf in press
Follows Schwarz 1994 and Holly 1997
Scheduling
Mostly Newfoundland, some connection
LeBlanc 1996
Range
with Labrador and Quebec lower north
shore

Phillip's Garden (EeBi-1)
Phillip's Garden is better known for its extensive Dorset occupation. However,
there is also a significant Groswater component to this site. Although it is unclear how
the Groswater material arrived at Phillip's Garden it is most likely that the Groswater
people established a camp of some sort here before the arrival ofthe Dorset. This is
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based on the number of artifacts that are present as well as the presence of other
Groswater sites in the vicinity.
Five Groswater artifact classes are present at Phillip•s Garden: bifacc, sidcbladc,
burin-like tool, scraper and endblade. This represents a minimum of 178 artifacts from at
least II different dwelling features on the site (Figure 6.2). Since the collection has not
been fully identified and various Dorset and Groswater artifact classes are virtually
identical (microbladcs. some scrapers), this number is most likely larger.
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Dorset people. However, four features (Houses 3, 4, 6, 11) have between 17 and 96
Groswater artifacts in their collections accounting for over 85 per cent of all Groswater
artifacts identified at Phillip's Garden. This indicates that these Dorset dwelling features
may have been built on a previously occupied Groswater site. Another interesting
observation is that there are two locations on the site that have the bulk of the Groswater
material. These two locations are Houses 3 and 4 (location 1), and Houses 6 and 11
(location 2). It is suggested here that these two locations represent two Groswater
occupations at Phillip's Garden. In addition, each Dorset dwelling feature had Groswater
seal hunting tools (endblades and/or sideblades). Based on the site's location, hunting
tools and proximately to other Groswater harp seal hunting sites, it appears that Phillip's
Garden may have been another Groswater outer coast, cold weather, harp seal hunting
base camp.
Other tentative interpretations can be made about mobility in light of the material
found at Phillip's Garden. The raw materials used at the site appear to be predominantly
high quality cherts presumably originating from the Cow Head region. These include
cherts of various colors and translucent varieties. Two artifacts were made on Ramah
chert: one biface from House 6 and one endblade from House 4. The presence of Ramah
chert indicates that the northern parts of Labrador may have been part of this group's
range or at least within their communication sphere. The material could have been
transported directly or traded from groups in Labrador. Either way it indicates that the
Groswater at Phillip's Garden had some sort of contact and knowledge about a large area.
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If the Groswater only occupied Phillip's Garden twice, then the site level mobility
stability is low. Ifthe site represents a winter harp seal hunting site, then Phillip's
Garden adds to the list of sites in this zone with the same seasonality and/or resource
focus. This indicates a larger degree of mobility stability for the zone, although the
individual sites may not have been reoccupied many times.
Mobility demography and frequency are difficult to interpret. However, there
were a significant number of artifacts found within the confines of each of these four
Dorset dwelling structures. Although the Dorset did reoccupy the site after the Groswater
occupation and may have caused a significant amount of post-depositional cultural
disturbance, there are still relatively large numbers of Groswater artifacts in each of the
dwelling features. This may be due to a significant population and/or a significant stay at
the site.
In summary (Table 6.2) it is suggested that there were at least two seasonal
Groswater occupations at Phillip's Garden. There are at least five different Groswater
tool classes present at the site which span all four functional categories: procurement,
processing, maintenance and manufacturing. Also, the site is located at a prime location
to hunt harp seals. All other resources with the exception oflithics are within a day's
walking distance. Based on this information it appears that the Groswater occupation at
Phillip's Garden represents base camps which are part of a residential mobility pattern.
The possible exception is lithic procurement strategies which may have required more
than one day oftravel and would result in a logistic mobility pattern. Until further work
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is done on the Groswater occupation at Phillip's Garden these hypotheses are tentative
and are used cautiously and in conjunction with other data whenever possible.

Table 6.2: Interpretation of mobility dimensions at Phillip's Garden
Mobility Dimension Interpretation
Reasoning
Type (site type)
Residential (Base camp)
5 tool classes;
close to primary resource
Frequency
Medium-high
Number of tools
Unknown
Demography
Low-medium?
Stability
Unsure about Groswater reoccupation
Follows Schwarz 1994 and
Scheduling
Based on cold season harp seal
Holly 1997
hunt
Range
Mostly Newfoundland, some Artifact raw material; some
connection with Labrador
Ramah chert

Phillip's Garden West (EeBi-11)
This site was fully excavated by Renouf during the summers of 1990-1992
(Renouf 1991, 1992, 1993). Four papers or theses have interpreted Phillip's Garden West
(Renouf 1994, in press; Ryan 1997; Wells 2002) which highlight an important theme:
Phillip's Garden West is different from all other Groswater sites in terms of its lithic and
faunal material culture. In particular the Phillip's Garden West endblades and sideblades
are morphologically distinct from typical forms, although differences have been
established for other lithic tool classes as well. Endblades are elongated and have fine
serration, concave bases, and have narrower side notches. Sideblades are typically
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serrated, semi-lunate or crescent shaped and are smaller and more elongated thtm
sideblades from other Groswater sites.
Faunal material fro m Phillip's Garden West and Phillip's Garden East, an

adjacent site with typical Groswater stone tool morphology, was examined to dclcmtine
subsistence activities at the two sites (Wells 2002). These two sites provide a good

comparison since they arc close to one another~ sharing a coastline on the Point Riche
peninsula, and they both have excellent faunal preservation. Wells (2002) indicates that
when the sites may have been contemporaneously occupied (Figure 6.3), seal cr.mia
(heads) arc virtually absent from Phillip's Garden West but are present at Phillip's

F1gure 6.3: Occupation periods at Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West
(Wells 2002; Rcnoufin Press)
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Garden East. This absence is explained as ..an intentional exclusion from the site" since
cranial clements are some o f the densest and well preserved bones (Wells 2002:224). In
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addition, few front limbs, front flippers and hind limbs are in the Phillip's Garden East
assemblage, while they are well represented in contemporaneous Phillip's Garden West
assemblages (Wells 2002: 178). These arguments suggest that when the two sites were
contemporaneous, there was some sort of cooperation between the sites (Wells 2002).
Both Renouf (in press) and Wells (2002) suggest that the differences at Phillip's
Garden West are due to some sort of ritual activity linked to the seal hunt. This idea is
explored by following the role of the seal in its subsistence function (a food resource), its
social function (the human relationship with the seal) and its ideological function (ritual
expression of social relationship). Renouf (in press) uses cross-cultural analysis to show
how other hunter-gatherer groups associate places of ritual and items of material culture
with the animals they hunt. This is further developed here with a greater focus on the
role ofthe individual, sensuality and the social function of material culture.
Ritual activity and its connection to hunting among hunter-gatherer groups is well
documented in ethnographic literature (Speck 1939; Martin 1978; Tanner 1979; FienupRiordan 1986, 1990; Harrod 2000; Pelly 2001). Discussing Northern Plains Amerindian
populations, Harrod (2000:76) notes that "animal rituals formed a deep layer of practice
that was essential to the people's lives" and that ritual objects were collected or made for
specific ceremonies. In addition he notes that that specific animal body parts were also
used in ritual settings (Harrod 2000:76). Geographically closer to the Groswater, Speck
(1935:78) suggests that the entire economic and social world ofthe Montagnais-Naskapi
is involved with the animals they hunt. Tanner (1979) observes that the Cree of northern
Quebec have a social relationship with the animals they hunt that extends throughout the
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cycle of hunting, from hunting rituals to the hunt itself. After the animal is dead the
relationship between the animal and the hunter changes whereby it becomes less social
and more sacred (Tanner 1979). These examples show the subsistence, social, and
ideological relationships hunter-gatherer groups have with the animals they hunt.
It is apparent that the seal, in particular the harp seal, played an important role in

the subsistence activities of the Groswater. This can be observed at sites around Port au
Choix as well as in other locations in Newfoundland (e.g. Factory Cove (Auger 1985)).
All of the models detailing Groswater settlement and subsistence emphasize the
important role that the harp seal hunt played in the location of Groswater sites in
Newfoundland, the use of space by the Groswater in Newfoundland (Pastore 1986;
Schwarz 1994; Holly 1997) and Groswater mobility patterns (LeBlanc 1996).
Parts of Groswater technology evolved into a highly efficient means to hunt seals.
The harpoon with its endblades and sideblades, the chipped and ground burin-like tools
used to make the organic components of the harpoon, and butchery tools such as bifaces
and microblades all played a part in the technological adaptation to the seal hunt. Sinclair
(2000:196) indicates that "technical action parallels social action." These comments
mirror earlier ideas voiced by Ingold (1997:107) that "technical relations are embedded in
social relations." These statements highlight the use oftechnology beyond that of
subsistence into the role of societal and ideological.
If these ideas can be applied to the Groswater, then they had a social relation with
the seal that can be observed through the material record. People made tools
(technology) to hunt seals (a social relation). In particular the role of procurement tools,
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endblades and sideblades, would have been especially important to social relationships
since it is these tools that actually kill the seal and allow the hunter to harvest it. As
noted above, these two artifact classes show detailed differences between the Phillip's
Garden West assemblage and the assemblages from other Groswater sites.
However, following the above logic all endblades and sideblades would have
similar roles to play in the social relationship between human and seal. Therefore social
function is not an adequate explanation for the observed differences at Phillip's Garden
West. Instead, the differences at Phillip's Garden West may represent an established
form of ceremony linked to the seal hunt.
Another line of inquiry follows that artifacts and material culture are not simply
objects, but represent creativity and as such, a part of social life (Gosden 2001). In order
for a social value to be perceived, the individual must be able to transmit some sort of
cultural attributes and values onto the object. The values must in some part derive from
the sensory impact of these objects (Gosden 2001). Three attributes on the endblades
from Phillip's Garden West are sensed through a combination ofvisual and tactile
perception. These include finely serrated edges, a longer and thinner over-all shape and
the use of colorful varieties of the Cow Head cherts.
There is an interesting relationship between the concept of seeing something and
the concept oftouching something. Most people are able to see an object if it is within
their vicinity. However, not everyone may be able to touch the item of interest This
requires the individual to have access to the object Touch therefore needs a more
intimate or closer relationship between the person who has the object and the person who
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does not. On the level of basic senses it appears that in order to fully appreciate the
workmanship that went into the manufacture of the harpoon endblades at Phillip's
Garden West people not only had to see them, but they had to feel them. In order to feel
them a person must be able to gain access to the tooL
It is interesting to note that there are not many Phillip's Garden West endblades

found outside the confines ofthe Phillip's Garden West site. Although individual finds
of Phillip's Garden West tools occur throughout Newfoundland, for the most part the
majority are confined to Phillip's Garden West {Ryan 1997). This may indicate restricted
access to certain items of material culture. This may be a condition related to the ritual
mentality, or ceremonial purpose, hypothesized above.
Ingold {1997) and Sinclair {2000) both indicate that technology is directly linked
to a social relationship. Gosden {2001) indicates that objects represent creativity and thus
a part of social life. From this it appears that the Groswater had a social relationship with
the seal represented in the archaeological record by the tools used to hunt the seaL
Renouf {in press) hypothesizes that the uniqueness of Phillip's Garden West is associated
with a ritualistic expression that has to do with the ideology of the seal hunt, based on this
social relationship. As mentioned earlier an ideological function is the ritual expression
of a social relationship. This form of ideology most likely played an important part in
how the Groswater perceived themselves and their role in the world. It is not surprising
that in an area known for its harp seal hunting there is a site that expresses this ideology
in the form of ritual and ceremony.
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Mobility Dimensions at Phillip's Garden West
It is argued above that Phillip's Garden West is a ritual site expressing the

ideological relationship Groswater people had with the harp seal. If this is the case,
understanding how Phillip's Garden West fits into the Groswater mobility round is
difficult to interpret since the classic culture ecological models rarely expand, ifthey
include them at all, the role of ritual sites 1• However, the answer is not to ignore these
sites. Phillip's Garden West is part of how the Groswater people used resources and
where they spent time. The use of these resources represents the interconnected nature of
subsistence and ritual for the Groswater. This site allows researchers to move beyond
simple food-getting mobility strategies and allows a more complete interpretation of how
the Groswater moved around their environment, how they used space and how they
viewed space.
Mobility is the movement of people across the landscape. It is most likely that
all hunter-gatherers, whether they practiced residential or logistical mobility had aspects
of their lives that involved ritual behavior. More over, ritual behavior would have been
embedded in all aspects oftheir life (Speck 1939; Martin 1978; Tanner 1979; FienupRiordan 1986, 1990; Harrod 2000; Pelly 2001). So, Phillip's Garden West could be part
of either type of mobility pattern. The type of mobility a group practices may not
influence whether or not they had ritual sites, but it may influence where the ritual sites
were located. In addition, if Phillip's Garden West was associated with another non-

1

Chatters (1987) does include cemeteries, or other communal structures, as part of a suggested measure for
mobility stability.
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ritual seal hunting site (e.g. Phillip's Garden East), then each site would be linked in
terms oftheir mobility patterns.
It is noted above that the harp seal played an important role in the subsistence,

societal and ideological lives of the Groswater. If the Groswater were practicing a
residential mobility strategy, then this is the place where a harp seal hunting ritual site
would be located. The occasional presence ofPhillip's Garden West type artifacts at
other Groswater sites furthers the importance of this site, and this region in the world of
the Groswater people. As such, Phillip's Garden West may represent the harp seal
hunting ideological resource base linked to other more residential sites. Binford
(1980:17) notes that people practicing residential mobility in cold environments "position
the group with respect to particular food species that are temporally phased in their
availability." This is exactly what the Groswater are doing on the outer coast region of
the Point Riche Peninsula: moving people to resources. In the case of the Point Riche
Peninsula the subsistence resource (harp seal) played an important part in the ideological
world ofthe Groswater. This ideology may have then been transferred to the place or
location ofthe harp seal hunt and was expressed as a ritual site. Following the residential
mobility model, the Groswater as cold weather foragers also moved people to ideological
resources (Figure 6.4).
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Subsistence
Cold weather foragers
practicing residential mobility
(Groswater)
Social
Move people to resource
(Harp seal)

Move people to place
(Point Riche Peninsula)

Ideological
Ideology
Ritual expression
(Phillip's Garden West)
Figure 6.4: Possible relationship between a residential mobility strategy and ritual sites

Phillip's Garden West is interpreted as a cold weather site based on its faunal
remains (Wells 2002). This results in some interpretation problems since there does not
appear to be any winter type dwelling features present at the site. However, if this is a
ritual site then habitation most likely occurred elsewhere. Given the close proximity of at
least three other Groswater sites with the same seasonality as Phillip's Garden West
(Phillip's Garden East, Phillip's Garden and Point Riche), it is not unlikely that Phillip's
Garden West was a specific place to come for ceremony and ritual. There is a significant
midden, hearths and fire-cracked rock, as well as artifacts and debitage. This build up of
cultural material at a non-habitation cold winter site indicates that it was used often. On
this basis stability is interpreted as medium to high.
If Phillip's Garden West is a ritual site without a habitation component then
mobility frequency is interpreted as many short occupations. People would have come to
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this site for short periods oftime to engage in various ceremonial acts such as feasting or
reenacting aspects of the seal hunt both of which are feasible considering the amount of
faunal and lithic material found at the site.
Lastly mobility range appears to be small. The lack of Ramah chert at this site is
interesting since it often shows up on Groswater sites, including the other sites located on
the Point Riche Peninsula. This may be due to the ritual focus. Cow Head cherts are
more local than Ramah chert. Perhaps the Groswater people chose a local chert (Cow
Head) for a localized resource (harp seal) at a specific ritual location (Phillip's Garden
West). This interpretation is highly speculative. However, another interesting fact to
note is that while there are examples ofPhillip's Garden West material on other
Groswater sites in Newfoundland, there are no known examples from Labrador or the
Quebec mainland. It appears that the Groswater may have initiated some sort of ritual
border involving the harp seal, raw material and material culture between the Island of
Newfoundland and the mainland. The interpretation of mobility dimensions are
summarized in Table 6.3.
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Mobility Dimension Interpretation
Reference
Type (site type)
(Ritual place)
Wells2002
Interpreted as residential
Renouf in press
Short occupation
Frequency
Demography
Unsure
Medium-High -at least 2 periods of use,
Stability
Renouf1994
hearths, little concrete dwelling remains,
Wells 2002
midden. If this is a cold weather ritual
Renouf in press
site, it appears to have been used many
times.
Follows Schwarz 1994 and Holly 1997
Scheduling
Wells 2002
-faunal indicates February-April harp seal
hunt
Range
Mostly Newfoundland -no Ramah chert
Renouf in press

Point Riche (EeBi-20)
Point Riche is the last site discussed for the outer coast zone. Although it appears
to be a predominantly Dorset site, Eastaugh (2002) describes two Groswater features
(Features 49 and 33). Associated with these features include numerous Groswater
artifacts (endblades, scrapers, microblades, burin-like tools, bifacially worked knives and
core fragments), fire-cracked rock, a single round cake ofbumt seal fat, and flake
debitage. Feature 49 is radiocarbon dated to 1830±40 BP (Beta-160980). Eastaugh
(2002:74) observes that the Groswater assemblage found at Point Riche is similar to other
Groswater assemblages in the area.
The Groswater component at Point Riche is interpreted as a cold weather base
camp based on the artifacts and features found at the site. These include a range of
artifacts, a potential house feature, fire-cracked rock, debitage and cores. The cake of
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seal fat further implies that the Groswater occupied Point Riche during one of the two
seal hunting periods, both of which occur in the cold season months. This site would fit
into the already hypothesized model that the Groswater practice residential mobility.
This is indicated by the presence of a base camp in a location that would allow the direct
procurement of a major resource.
Interpreting the mobility frequency is based on the possibility of a house as well
as the construction of some sort of platform. These two feature elements may indicate
that the occupants of Point Riche intended to stay at this location longer that a couple of
nights. If this is the case then the mobility demography was likely small since there was
not a plethora of stone tools or debitage associated with the Groswater component
although this may have become disturbed with the proceeding Dorset occupation.
The mobility stability is interpreted as low based on the lack of evidence for the
reoccupation ofthe site by the Groswater. Also, based on the high percentage of Ramah
chert in the assemblage it appears that this was a single, one time occupation of a small
group of Groswater with strong connections to Labrador. The significant amount of
Ramah chert on the site also indicates a large mobility range for this particular group.
Lastly, based on previous interpretations, mobility scheduling follows Schwarz
(1994) and Holly (1997) at Point Riche. This site represents another outer coast, cold
weather, harp seal hunting site. Table 6.4 summarizes the interpretations of the Groswater
mobility dimensions from the evidence at Point Riche. Eastaugh (2002) does not make
these inferences but does supply the data.
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Table 6.4: Interpretations of mobility dimensions at Point Riche
Mobility Dimension Interpretation
Residential (cold weather base camp)
Type (site type)
Frequency

Medium occupation

Demography

Small??

Stability

Low

Scheduling

Follows Schwarz 1994 and Holly 1997

Range

Large

Reference
Data- Eastaugh
(2002)
Data- Eastaugh
(2002)
Data- Eastaugh
(2002)
Data- Eastaugh
(2002)
Data- Eastaugh
(2002)
Data- Eastaugh
(2002)

Inner coast sites
The inner coast sites located along the coast of Back Arm are situated in the town
of Port au Choix and are heavily disturbed by construction, gardening and looting. The
exception is the Party site. The disturbed nature of the other six sites makes
interpretation difficult. However, each site is considered in order to achieve the best
possible picture of the Groswater in this zone.

Northcott-Rumbolt (EeBi-5/7)
This site is the amalgamation of two sites: Northcott (EeBi-5) and Rumbolt
(EeBi-7). Both Paleoeskimo groups occupied this site (Dorset and Groswater). Thus
certain artifact classes, such as microblades and scrapers, cannot be assigned a cultural
affiliation. Only seven Groswater artifacts are identified in the collection: six endblades
and one burin-like tool. AU the endblades are small with a short boxed-base and have bi-
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convex cross-sections as opposed to the classic plano-convex cross section. The burinlike tool is complete and "angle-tipped" after Auger (1985) and Kennett (1990).
Although this is a sparse collection, some minor inferences can be said regarding
its potential subsistence implications. None ofthe endblades are the typical Groswater
type identified by Renouf (1994) that are associated with outer coast, harp seal hunting.
This may indicate that the Northcott-Rumbolt site had a different subsistence focus then
harp seals, or seals in general. Unfortunately, little can be inferred about mobility from
this site.

Cornick (EeBi-29)
This site was found during the construction of a house in 1988 and cultural
materials were recovered by screening the dirt from the house foundation's excavation.
LeBlanc (1996) interprets the function and lithic organization patterns at the Cornick site
as similar to those observed at Phillip's Garden East. That is, the Cornick site was
occupied specifically for the procurement of harp seals and the people were coming to the
site with an anticipatory knowledge ofthe technological requirements that were needed
for the procurement of a specific resource. LeBlanc (1996) does not specifically name
the harp seal as the probable resource at the Cornick site, although she does imply it by
associating it with Phillip's Garden East.
Based on the number of artifacts, the amount of debitage, the presence of firecracked rock, charcoal and bone it does appear that the Cornick site was a base camp. It
also appears that the site was contained to the area excavated for the house, indicating
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that the occupation was not overly spread out Unfortunately the "few hundred bones"
recovered from the excavation have not been analyzed, so any firm seasonality and
functional analyses is lacking with regards to the faunal material (LeBlanc 1996:85). A
small amount ofRamah is in the artifact and the debitage assemblage implying a
connection to Labrador.
The endblades recovered from the Cornick site adhere to the classic Groswater
type with box-bases and plano-convex cross-sections implying a harpoon industry
assumed to be related to seal hunting. Also, nine sideblades were recovered from the site,
strengthening the harpoon industry suggestion.

The Cornick site is located on Back

Arm, but it is also on the isthmus that separates the Point Riche Peninsula and the Port au
Choix Peninsula from the mainland. This location would be a better harbor seal hunting
location (warm weather location), but harp seal hunting could also be possible (cold
weather occupation). It may also be possible that the site was situated to reap the benefit
ofboth seal species. Identification of the faunal material would clarify the situation.
Although the Cornick site is labeled as "small", the amount of cultural material
recovered from the site indicates a substantial occupation of some kind. This is one site
that warrants further investigation in order to understand the relationship between the
outer and inner coast, possible seasonality ofthe site, as well as the relationship between
material culture, site location, seasonality and resource procurement
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retations of mobilit dimensions at the Cornick site

Reference
Type (site type)

Frequency
Demography
Stability
Scheduling

Range

Unknown (base camp)
-harp seal hunting focus?
-harbor seal hunting focus?
Short??
Based on concentrated location
Small??
Based on concentrated location
Unknown
May or may not follow Schwarz 1994 and
Holly 1997

LeBlanc 1996

Large
-some connection with Labrador

Data- LeBlanc 1996

Data- LeBlanc 1996
Data- LeBlanc 1996

Data- LeBlanc 1996

Party (EeBi-30)
As described in Chapter 5, the Party site is two separate occupations of an inner
coast location (Area 1 and Area 2). Area 1 is interpreted as a summer occupation, reliant
on many faunal and floral resources that are found in this location. Area 2 is interpreted
as a late spring/early summer occupation with a focus on harbor seal hunting.
In terms of mobility, Chapter 5 also discusses each of the six dimensions in detail
so they are summarized here. Area 1 is interpreted as a base camp resulting from
residential mobility. The mobility frequency is seen as a shorter occupation while the
mobility demography is cautiously inferred as "more people" relative to Area 2. The
mobility stability is interpreted as low and the scheduling appears to follow the models
put forth by both Schwarz (1994) and Holly (1997). Range is interpreted as large based
on the presence of raw materials from Labrador.
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Area 2 is also a base camp resulting from residential mobility and it appears to
have been occupied longer than Area 1. Mobility demography is interpreted as fewer
people when compared to Area 1. Mobility stability and scheduling are the same as Area
1: low and following Schwarz (1994) and Holly (1997) respectively. Range is interpreted
as small since there are no Labrador cherts are present in the assemblage.

Four Other Inner Coast Sites
There are four other inner coast sites located in the southern comer of Back Arm:
Spence (EeBi-36), Offrey (EeBi-26), Loyd (EeBi-41) and Hamlyn (EeBi-39). These sites
are considered together due to the small amount of diagnostic artifacts collected, the lack
of exact provience data for any of the artifacts and since they are all in close proximity to
each other.
In total only 16 diagnostic Groswater artifacts have been collected from these four
sites (Table 6.6). The bifaces and the burin-like tools are all typical of Groswater. (See
Figure 6.5 for example ofburin-like tool). However, the endblades are not typical of
Groswater assemblages (See Figure 6.6 for exception). Instead, they a have bi-convex
cross-section, a longer blade length, and short box bases (See Figure 6. 7 for example).

----

Table 6.6: Groswater artifacts collected :from various inner coast sites around Back Arm
Spence
Offrey
Loyd
Hamlyn
Total
0
1
0
4
5
Biface
1
2
2
0
5
Burin-like tool
3
0
1
2
6
En db lade
4
1
16
3
8
Total
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f1gure 6.5: Burin-like tool rrom the Hamlyn site

Figure 6.6: End blade rrom the Hantlyn Site
I. Typical blade length
2. l)•pleal box helght
3. pl~no-convc>x cros11-.section

t•igure 6.7: Endblade frorn tbe Loyd site
1. Long blade length
2. Short box height
3. bl-<onvex ('ross-.se('tion

Very little infomtation about mobility, settlement, seasonality or ftmetion can be
infered from these siles. However, the Party s ite is in the same zone, in a similar location
(southern shore of Back Arm) and on comparable terraces as these four sites and
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therefore conclusions drawn from Party may be provisionally applied to there other sites.
After excavation it appears that Area 1 is most similar to the material culture found at the
four sites. However, the Party site also indicates that this area was used for multiple
resource purposes during the warm season. Based on the variety of Groswater endblades
found from the four sites and the excavation at the Party site, it is hypothesized that the
entire southern shore of Back Arm was used by the Groswater during the warm season.
This is substantiated by models of settlement (Schwarz 1994; Holly 1997).

Summary
Table 6. 7 summarizes the mobility dimensions for all Groswater sites in Port au
Choix. The five outer coast sites provide substantial data regarding this zone's Groswater
occupation, particular!y Phillip's Garden East and Phillip's Garden West. The inner
coast is not as well documented with the exception of the Party site. Although at least six
other Groswater sites are present in this zone they offer little archaeological insight due to
disturbance and a lack of provenience data.
Generally speaking, the data generated in this chapter do three things. (1) They
strengthen the hypothesis that the Groswater were a residentially mobile group of huntergatherers who moved around in small highly mobile groups (Kennett 1990; Pintal 1994;
Renouf 1994, in press). (2) They indicate that both zones have very similar mobility
dimensions, with the possible exception of stability which appears to be lower at inner
coastal sites. (3) They form the bridge from site-scale analyses to region-scale analyses
by providing zone-scale patterns. The next chapter further interprets the mobility
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dimensions at the zone and regional scales in order to understand how Groswater
mobility and Groswater landscape are related.

Table 6.7: Summary of mobility dimensions for all Groswater sites in Port au Choix
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Chapter 7

Endings
Life is movement.

-LOWA

Introduction
Cultural ecology has guided the majority of prehistoric mobility models in
Newfoundland (examples include: Robbins 1985; Renouf 1994; LeBlanc 1996, 2000).
This framework is based on "the explicit assumption that any aspect of human behavior
can involve direct interaction with the environment" (Jochim 1979:84). This has led to a
greater focus on economic aspects of mobility related to resource acquisition such as
caloric intakes, optimum foraging strategies and subsistence-settlement models. Other
factors must have influenced prehistoric groups' mobility in Newfoundland since
different groups had different mobility patterns (Schwarz 1994).
For the past decade there has been an acknowledgement in the archaeological
literature of"non-economic perspectives on human-land relations" (Knapp and Ashmore
1999). This has resulted in a reassessment of the use oflandscape studies in archaeology.
From this has emerged a view of prehistoric landscape as "more than an environment to
be exploited" (van Dommelen 1999:284) resulting in various interpretations through
studies of social reproduction (Barrett 1991; Ta9on 1994), gender (Hastorf 1990;
Tringham 1990), power relations (Thomas 1993), language (Gell 1995), and art (Miller
1995). Mobility is another avenue of interpretation in landscape studies (Tilley 1994).
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The varied ways landscape is studied in archaeology have resulted in many
definitions oflandscape in the literature (Crumley 1994 and Johnston 1998 as two
examples). Barrett's (1991:8) definition is adopted here and begins as a "form
constructed from natural and artificial features, [which] become a culturally meaningful
resource through its routine occupancy." Mobility provides mechanisms for both cultural
construction and occupancy demonstrating the intricate role mobility has in a group's
landscape. Kelly (1992:44) states that "mobility is a property of individuals [and that
movement] occurs on daily, seasonal, and annual scales." This range of mobility
indicates responses to religion, kinship, trade, art and personal obligations (Kelly
1992:48) and makes the movement culturally valued. If movement is culturally valued,
then the space that people are moving through also becomes imbued with cultural
meaning (Knapp 1999). As such mobility is part of landscape construction.
Mobility is tied to both physical and cognitive occupation of the landscape. The
direct movement of groups of people in and out of space is the physical action of
occupation. Cognitively, these movements become part of memory, history and folklore
for the group. Knapp and Ashmore (1999:13-14) add to this theory by arguing
"landscape is often regarded as the materialization of memory, fixing social and
individual histories in space ... [linking landscape] to the identity of its inhabitants." This
concept strengthens cognitive occupations by linking memory and identity to landscape.
The Groswater moved through Port au Choix. This mobility is investigated using
six different dimensions (Chapter 6). By analyzing these dimensions at the zone and
regional scales, variability and permanence are interpreted as both environmental and/or
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cultural adaptations. These mobility adaptations are considered as indicators ofthe
construction and occupation ofthe Groswater landscape in Port au Choix.

Mobility Frequency
Both the inner and outer coast zones show similar patterns: both have sites with
short or medium mobility frequencies. From this, two observations can be made about
Groswater mobility frequency: 1) there is a slight variation between sites within the same
zone and 2) there is no variability in the patterns between zones. The slight variation
observed between sites in the same zone is probably due to the effects of environmental
variables that influence the length of stay at a specific site at a particular moment in time.
These specific variables could include how long a resource is present, what resource is
present, weather conditions and ice conditions.
The lack of variability in the patterns between zones could also be observed as a
consistent regional pattern. The Groswater people did not stay at one site for a long time
during one occupation no matter the season. This represents a cultural adaptation, since
other cultural groups have adapted to the same environment in different ways. For
instance, the large Dorset Paleoeskimo occupation at Phillip's Garden in the outer coast
zone is interpreted as a semi-sedentary site (Renouf and Murray 1999). This indicates a
long mobility frequency for a Dorset occupation in the same area where the Groswater
people practiced short to medium mobility frequency. In addition the Dorset occupation
does not appear to have a consistent regional pattern, since no semi-sedentary Dorset sites
have been identified in the inner coast zone. The variations between the zonal patterns of
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the Dorset and the Groswater indicate that zonal mobility frequency is a cultural
construct based on more than just environmental variables.
Although Groswater sites show short to medium mobility frequency, the region of
Port au Choix was occupied for a long time though intermittently. Based on radiocarbon
dating it appears that the Groswater people moved through this region for the majority of
their occupation in Newfoundland (Kennett 1990). This is predominantly based on 26
radiocarbon dates 1 from three outer coast sites: Phillip's Garden East (15 dates), Phillip's
Garden West (10 dates) and Point Riche (1 date) (Table 7.1). The three dates from inner
coast are all from the Party site (Table 7.1 ). From these data it appears that the outer
coast was occupied over a longer period. However, the low number of dates from the
inner coast may be influencing this observation. This sort of long term occupation was
likely the result of favorable subsistence resources and a sense of familiarity, a Port au
Choix tradition, which may have existed for the Groswater.

Landscape

The pattern of regional mobility frequency indicates that the Groswater
maintained a connection to Port au Choix throughout their occupation ofNewfoundland.
There is little doubt that the massive harp seal migration drew the Groswater to this
region since it has one of the best places to hunt harp seal. However, other sites in the
inner coast zone show the Groswater chose to come to Port au Choix for resources other
than the harp seal; resources that could have been procured elsewhere. The choice to

1

Only dates from positive Groswater contexts are considered
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come to the inner coast zone at Port au Choix must be tied to the subsistence resources,
but may also be the result of a general preference for the region. This meaning of place
to the Groswater helps shape their view of landscape on the Northern Peninsula. Port au

Table 7.1: Radiocarbon dates for all Groswater sites in Port au Choix
Calendar age
Laboratory no. Conventional C 14
Site
(cal yr BP)
age (yr BP)
3170-2730
2760±90
Beta23979
Phillip's Garden East
2660±70
2950-2490
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 15375
2760-2350
2510±90
Beta 19086
Phillip's Garden East
2500±60
2750-2360
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 50021
2800-2150
2420±110
Beta42971
Phillip's Garden East
2800-2000
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 19089
2370±160
2750-2150
2350±100
Beta42972
Phillip's Garden East
2750-2150
Beta 50023
2350±90
Phillip's Garden East
2320±100
2750-2050
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 19087
2310±90
2750-2050
Phillip's Garden East
Beta42970
2260±70
2450-2040
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 50022
2750-1950
Beta49755
2240±100
Phillip's Garden East
1930±140
2350-1500
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 19085
1910±150
2350-1500
Phillip's Garden East
Beta 19088
2150-1250
1730±200
Beta23980
Phillip's Garden East
2540±160
3000-2150
Beta49759
Phillip's Garden West
2460±120
2800-2150
Beta49761
Phillip's Garden West
2350±80
2750-2150
Phillip's Garden West
Beta49758
Beta49760
2340±100
2750-2100
Phillip's Garden West
2340±70
2750-2150
Beta 66439
Phillip's Garden West
2240±70
2360-2040
Phillip's Garden West
Beta 66437
Beta42973
2200±110
2500-1850
Phillip's Garden West
2190±100
2360-1920
Phillip's Garden West
Beta49756
2310-1890
Beta
49757
2090±70
Phillip's Garden West
1960±80
2120-1790
Phillip's Garden West
Beta 66438
1830±40
1860-1690
Beta 160978
Point Riche
2710±40
2870-2760
Beta 183603
Party Site
2780-2470
Beta 146666
2570±60
Party Site
2460±70
2750-2340
Beta 183604
Party Site
..

Cahbrated dates represent 2 stgma (95% probab1hty)
Calibration based on Stuiver et. al. (1998) and plotted by Oxcal v.3.5 (Bronk Ramsey 1995)
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Choix becomes a place of living; a place of subsistence; a place of ritual; a place of
importance in the lives and the culture of the Groswater. This contruction of the regional
landscape provides reasons for its physical occupation (subsistence and other resources)
and structure for its cognitive occupation (history and memory).

Demography
The same mobility demography pattern occurs at all sites in both zones
throughout the Port au Choix region: Groswater people organized themselves in small
groups. This is not to say that individuals did not move around from small group to small
group, in fact the genetic proliferation of the people would have depended on this.
Instead, it appears that the Groswater socially organized themselves into small mobility
units regardless of environmental situation.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to infer whether or not any ofthe sites were
contemporaneous either within the same zone or between zones. Therefore the exact
zonal and regional demographics are not known.

Landscape

If the larger Groswater population organized themselves in small groups, they
would have needed to maintain networks of communication between groups. These
networks would have shared information on resources, local environmental conditions,
other groups of people, and additional details pertaining to Groswater society. Within
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this communication must have been references to Port au Choix. As noted in the section
on frequency, Port au Choix was exploited for approximately one thousand years by the
Groswater people. This occupation would have involved numerous small groups moving
in and out of the region, generation after generation. This repeated use over an extended
period indicates that Port au Choix was probably part of Groswater traditions, history and
folklore. This memory of Port au Choix stresses the construction ofboth the physical and
cognitive landscapes (Knapp and Ashmore 1999).

Stability
Each zone has its own mobility stability pattern in terms of sites. The outer coast
zone sites have higher mobility stability than the inner coast zone sites. This information
is a result of a greater number of house structures in the outer coast sites. These house
structures are interpreted as a cold season adaptation. Therefore at this scale,
environmental variables appear to influence the mobility stability of the sites and thus the
zone.
The overall mobility stability of the two zones is actually very similar. Even
though the outer coast appears to have fewer sites, they were occupied more often. On
the other hand, the inner coast has more sites, but they appear to have only been occupied
once. Overall, ifboth ofthese assumptions are correct, each zone would have similar
mobility stabilities. This could indicate that the two zones were equally important to the
Groswater, at least with regard to subsistence potential and resources. However, the
presence of more permanent structures and a ritual site at the outer coast does indicate
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that the outer coast was more significant to the Groswater. This is most likely due to the
subsistence, social and ideological relationships that the Groswater had with the harp
seaL
The mobility stability of the Port au Choix region is high. It appears that the
Groswater congregated at specific locations along the Northern Peninsula and at other
locations in Newfoundland. For instance, 50 km north of Port au Choix in the
community of Bird Cove, there are at least three Groswater sites (Hartery and Rast 2001).
No Groswater sites have been found between Port au Choix and Bird Cove. There is a
similar situation to the south, where there are virtually no Groswater sites for
approximately 100 km until the sites at Cow Head (DlBk-1, DlBk-2, and DlBk-3) and
Broom Point (DlBI-1i, Other clusters ofGroswater sites occur at Burgeo (six sites),
Fleur de Lys (four sites), and Eastport (three sites). Single sites do occur, but there also
appears to be a trend of clusters across the Island of Newfoundland. This may be the
result of bias in the present archaeological sample, but it is an interesting trend that
should be explored in future research.

Landscape

The differences observed between the inner and outer coast mobility stabilities
can be adequately explained through the need for heat and protection from the elements
in the colder months. Structurally, this can be dealt with constructing dwellings and
hearths. If exact locations are known and form part of the memories of the Groswater,
2

one exception is a possible Groswater occupation at Daniel's Harbour 1 (EbBj-6), approximately 50 km
south of Port au Choi.x.
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then structures (hearths, pits, dwellings) affirm these memories. That is to say that ifthe
outer coast zone of Port au Choix was part ofthe Groswater's tradition and history, it
would not be necessary to go back every year to confirm its location since it would be
part of their cognitive landscape. However, if a person had only heard about the place,
but had never been there, features would confirm its use by past peoples. In a sense, they
would complete the circle of use to memory to use.
Phillip's Garden West is described as a ritual site located in the outer coast zone.
The site itself has relatively high mobility stability. It is also a unique Groswater site in
terms of material culture and overall purpose since no other Groswater ritual sites of this
sort have been found so far. The presence ofPhillip's Garden West material on at least
15 other Groswater sites ranging from the south coast ofNewfoundland to the north east
coast ofthe Northern Peninsula indicate that the particular material culture was
widespread on the Island (Ryan 1997). Although the finds are often single, this specific
material culture is associated with one site in one region linking the artifacts with the
place. This situation may have provided the Groswater with a physical link to an area of
ritual and importance, and allowed the Groswater to transport part of the physical
landscape with them. IfPhillip's Garden West was carried both physically and
cognitively and the remainder ofPort au Choix was also part ofGroswater cognitive
landscape, then this helps to explain why Port au Choix was used to a greater extent then
other locations in Newfoundland.
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Port au Choix was the most extensively used region by the Groswater. As noted
above, other locations around the island also show site clusters. Examples include: Bird
Cove (3 sites), Cow Head (4 sites), Norris Point (3 sites), Burgeo (6 sites), and Fleur de
Lys (3 sites) (Figure 7.1). Three larger bays also show repeated occupation: Trinity Bay
(3 sites), Bonavista Bay (7 sites) and Notre Dame Bay (6 sites) (Figure 7.1). If these
regions were occupied more often by the Groswater, then they would have been part of
their cognitive map ofNewfoundland. This would act as a risk reducing mechanism
since these areas would then be easier to discuss, resource potential would be better
known and the locations of other groups of Groswater would have been easier to predict.
Hunter-gatherer populations need to assess risk and be able to manage it. One
such mechanism is the storage of resources in preparation for a time when such resources
may be in demand. Groswater sites do not show evidence of such storage mechanisms.
An alternative method is a network of people that have reciprocal sharing obligations

located over a larger geographic area (Balikci 1970; Lee 1979; Renouf 1999). This
model could fit the Groswater pattern in Newfoundland. The Groswater occupied
Newfoundland for generations and would have dealt with the unpredictability of
resources throughout their occupation. A cognitive map of where people or resources
may be located would have been especially useful for a group dealing with
unpredictability. This constructed landscape combines resources, people, land and
movement as one method to ensure survival.
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Scheduling
Both zones in Port au Choix follow the models proposed by Schwarz (1994) and
Holly (1997) indicating that the outer coast was occupied during colder months,
predominantly for the procurement of seal and other outer coast resources, and the inner
coast was occupied during the warmer months for a variety of resources. This pattern
indicates that the Groswater moved directly to the resource they were going to procure.
Scheduling is defined as how a group organized its mobility in order to acquire resources
at different times of the year, so an environmental determinant is inherent in the
definition.
Since two zones are identified in the Port au Choix region, the function of the
Groswater occupation in Port au Choix can no longer be interpreted only in terms of a
cold season, harp seal hunting region. The Groswater people also occupied this area
during warmer months, and/or in a zone that was not as favorable for harp seal hunting.

Landscape
Mobility scheduling is a combination of time, resources and people. It is one of
the motivating factors in the occupancy of the landscape by pushing people to certain
locations at certain times ofthe year. This sort of scheduling pattern reflects what people
would have seen and what people would have been expecting to see where they were
living depending on the season.
People occupying the north coast of the Point Riche Peninsula during the colder
months would have seen open expanses of ice and ocean which would have been filled
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with hundreds ofthousands of harp seals at specific times of the year. Ifthe harp seal
hunt was successful, the landscape would have been filled with such images as blood
stained snow and butchery, cooking and processing practices. Other sensual elements in
this landscape would be smells of fresh seal meat, raw and cooking; the taste of the seal
meat; and the feel of new seal pelts. All of these would have combined as part of a
particular physical landscape. This is also assumed to be the preferred landscape since it
indicates a successful seal hunt. However, this would also be a monotonous, darker
landscape since it was occupied during the colder parts of the year, with one primary
resource. It may have also been a more spiritual time, rooted in the sacred relationship
between the Groswater people and the harp seal.

In contrast, the inner coast zone is a sheltered bay with a number of resources
instead of open expanses of water and ice with harp seals. Visually, the landscape was
greener with a greater variety of plant and animal life. The air would have been warmer
and the days longer. Various meats and floral resources could have been harvested
adding a greater assortment oftastes to the palate.
Both the inner coast and outer coast zones were part of a schedule that revolved
around certain resources. Both what the resources were and where they were found would
have been part ofthe Groswater physical landscape. This physical landscape is then
more than simply where a resource is found, it is also the sensual associations that
correspond with the particular places, the occupation season and the types of resources
being procured.
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The cognitive landscape is the mental understanding of the mobility schedule
including what each season brings, what items can be found where, when to move, and
what is expected once the movement is in progress. All ofthese items would be a
combination of history, experience, and memories which allow people to make decisions
and follow traditional scheduling habits.

Range
Mobility range is based on the type of raw materials found in the assemblage. In
particular, Ramah chert is used as an indicator of a connection to Labrador while the
majority of other chert types are assumed to come from the Cow Head beds located to the
south. No particular pattern is observable between the two zones with regard to the
presence of Ramah chert. This indicates that this is not related to where Groswater
occupation occurred.

However, one Ramah chert artifact does not mean that it was

carried by the same person from northern Labrador down the coast to be deposited on a
site in Newfoundland. Other situations such as trade and exchange are strong
possibilities. In contrast all sites have large amounts of Cow Head chert, indicating that
this chert source was both well known and well used by the Groswater occupying Port au
Choix.
Generally speaking, small amounts ofRamah are present on sites in Port au
Choix. The same trend is observed on other sites in other regions in Newfoundland
(Auger 1985; LeBlanc 1996). Whether or not this represents direct procurement or
indirect through trade and exchange networks is not clear. This may simply represent the
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results of certain communication between groups from region to region from northern
Labrador to southern Newfoundland. The specific use of high quality raw materials is a
trend that often typifies Groswater collections (LeBlanc 1996; Kennett 1990; Renouf
1993b, 1994) including sites in Labrador (Loring and Cox 1986; Pintal 1994, 1998;
Anton 2004). This indicates that there is a larger movement of raw material south-north
(from Cow Head) as opposed to north-south (from northern Labrador). The reasons for
this are not clear.

Landscape
In terms of landscape construction, raw material can be interpreted as linked to
geographic locations. As a result, certain raw materials could have indicated a sort of
history (cognitive landscape occupation) for the Groswater. If raw materials did
represent geographic locations, then they also represented a combination of where the
Groswater had been, were located and were intending to visit. This sense of historical
self awareness would have been essential to providing the Groswater with a link to other
people in other geographic locations thereby strengthening ties and strengthening their
risk reduction strategy.

Type
Groswater mobility type for all sites in both zones is interpreted as residential.
This is primarily based on a combination of site type and site location. The majority of
sites that can be assigned a type are base camps located next to primary resources such as
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harp seals, harbor seals and mollusks. Residential mobility implies that the settlement
system will comprise base camps and locations grouped closely together in an area that
will accommodate all ofthe residents' subsistence needs (Binford 1980; Chatters 1987).
Base camps are more evident in the archaeological record, where locations are more
ephemeral. It is possible that the sites where only a minimum amount of cultural material
was recovered (e.g. Loyd and Hamlyn sites) are locations tied to a site in the inner or
outer coast.
Phillip's Garden West is labeled a 'ritual location'. This site does not follow the
ephemeral pattern for locations mentioned above. Its archaeological abundance is most
likely due to its repeated use over time (mobility stability). It is still considered a
location since it appears to have a specific role albeit not directly related to domestic
activities. The site's location in the outer coast zone is easily accessible to any person
living in either the inner or outer coast, although it is most likely associated with the outer
coast occupations. This is based on the relative importance of the harp seal to all sites in
this zone.
The entire region appears to have a similar mobility type pattern. This pattern
does not suggest one occupation, but many occupations. Residential mobility implies
that all ofthe needed resources are within a certain limit of the base camp. This is true
for all resources except raw material which appears to have been brought into the region
from regions to the south of Port au Choix (Cow Head cherts) and from regions far to the
north (Ramah chert).
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Foraging settlement systems are composed ofhigh residential mobility and low
logistic mobility (Binford 1980; Habu and Fitzhugh 2002). This indicates that foragers
practiced both types of mobility. So, instead of labeling the sites in the Port au Choix
region as residential in terms of a mobility pattern, it may be better to suggest that they
are part of a foraging settlement strategy. This identifies the fact that the majority of the
resource procurement was local, or residential. At the same time a foraging settlement
system allows for a small amount of logistic mobility in order to procure choice lithic
resources outside of the residential mobility region.

Landscape
Generally speaking, the Groswater people at Port au Choix practiced residential
mobility. This implies a local focus in terms of resources, domestic activities, and social
activities. This direct view of the world around them would have impacted the
immediate, or the 'now' in Groswater life. For instance, if a Groswater group were
located at Phillip's Garden East during the spring harp seal migration, then the people
would have been wrapped up in what was directly in front of them, thereby creating a
known landscape which was perceived as bountiful and with little risk. The only
resource lacking at Phillip's Garden East was chert. However, chert could be found in an
exact location anytime of the year. Its presence would have been as sure as the seals in
front of the Groswater group. There was no risk associated with chert and it was a
permanent part of the Groswater cognitive landscape.
In reality it appears that the Groswater practiced both residential and logistical

mobility as part of a foraging settlement system. Residential mobility allowed the
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Groswater to occupy choice areas in Port au Choix. This created a direct and known
landscape that was connected to the procurement of subsistence resources. By moving
directly to resources associated with risk (i.e. all subsistence resources in Newfoundland)
people were able to have direct access to knowledge about the subsistence situation.
Logistical mobility allowed the Groswater to move to, obtain and transport a definite
lithic resource. This allowed groups to spend more time acquiring less definite food
resources.

Summary
Excavation at the Party site broadened the picture ofthe Groswater occupation at
Port au Choix resulting in better interpretations at the site, zone and region scales. The
analysis ofboth occupations at the Party site, coupled with the intrasite analysis, suggests
that the site was occupied twice over the period of 500 years during the warmer months.
Examination of artifacts, debitage, features and spatial layout indicates that the
occupations had different subsistence foci. These data provide the base for interpreting
the inner coast zone, and from this, add to the interpretation of the entire region ofPort au
Choix.
Hunter-gatherer mobility can be studied at various scales including site, zone and
region. Although this thesis segments mobility into six different dimensions, they all are
part ofthe same system and therefore influence each other. However, different
dimensions are different depending on the scale of investigation. These differences
appear to be both culturally and environmentally determined. For instance, Groswater
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mobility frequency appears to be determined by the environment at the site level, cultural
at the zone level and a combination ofboth at the regional level. Also, mobility
dimensions are not the same at all scales. For example, Groswater mobility stability in
Port au Choix is low at the site-scale, medium at the zone-scale and high at the regionscale.
Groswater landscape is constructed via the passage of people. It is not a matter of
moving through landscape, this assumes that landscape and mobility are separate entities.
Instead, mobility is part oflandscape. It provides the means for the physical occupation
and cognitive development of an environment resulting in the formation of landscape.
Particular to the Groswater landscape is the combination of resources, people, land and
movement as part of one continued existence. Examining various dimensions of
Groswater mobility reveals its intertwined relationship with landscape through notions of
risk reduction, settlement, subsistence, sensuality, time, distance, ritual, dwelling,
memory, history and tradition.
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